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POLICY

PURPOSE

NORTH

ISLAND
COLLEGE Policy Procedures Manual

REPEATING A COURSE 3I4

Approved November 16 2001 by Education Council
Effective date May 2002
Date to be Reviewed 2006

To ensure student success and maximum community access to its courses North Island
College limits the number of times students may register for a course

This policy does not apply to
Continuing Studies courses
English as a Second Language courses
Adult Special Education courses
Continuous entryexit vocational programs and
Courses requiring recertification

Students may register for a course without special permission a maximum of two 2 times
Register means to enroll including as an audit student regardless of whether the course is
successfully completed In this context withdrawing from a course before the last day to
withdraw without academic penalty is not considered to be a registration

Students who wish to register for a course for a third or higher time must obtain written
permission from the relevant Department Chair

Appeal is to the relevant Instructional Dean

Students who inappropriately register for a course for a third or higher time will be de
registered by the RegistrarsOffice without notice Students will be sent confirmation of de
registration

Credit will be granted only once
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1 Call to order

The meeting was called to order at 420 pm

2 Confirmation of Agenda

Moved by Panteli Tritchew seconded by Kristina Kearley to approve the agenda as amended After
item 7 add 8 School of Business Program Changes and 9 DQAB Request for Feedback

MOTION CARRIED

3 Approval of Minutes Oct 19 2005

Moved by Dana Cserepes seconded by Thor Pona to approve the minutes of the Oct 19 05 meeting
as presented

MOTION CARRIED

4 Welcome new member

Dianne introduced Kristina Kearley who will be interim student representative until Education Council
sorts out the process for electing a student representative

5 Order of Meetings

Dianne recalled that the last DPAC meeting her first as Chair had reverted to a rather casual discussion
style and asked members to follow accepted procedure of directing comments through the Chair If the
format is to be otherwise she will indicate that as the need arises

6 Review of Membership

It has been clarified that Grant Allan Office of Research and Scholarship had been invited to attend DPAC
as a guest and that he will continue to be invited to meeting when topics involve his area of expertise He is
not a member of the committee The mandate states that two deans are to be appointed to the committee it
was suggested that in future the wording might be changed to say two administrators instead of specifying
deans

The Chair has been trying to track down how students have become members of DPAC in the past to no
avail Student representation has been erratic over the years the committee has been functioning
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Moved by Kristina Kearley seconded by Susan Morris that students interested in membership
submit statements of interests or petition of signatures to Education Council for nomination to
DPAC

MOTION RESCINDED

Further discussion resulted in consensus that it is implicit in the DPAC mandate thatEducation Council
select a student representative for DPAC from among the student members of Education Council

There was also discussion about staff representation on DPAC According to collective memory the
representative from the Office of the Registrar started out as a staff member and at that time it was
determined that representation from the Office of the Registrar should be permanent to provide the
expertise for any registrarial issues that arise It was agreed that there is no particular need for a general
staff member on DPAC

7 December Meeting
Dianne asked Takashi to take the Chair

Moved by Dianne Crisp seconded by Dana Goedbloed to move the Dec 21 2005 Wednesday
meeting to Dec 12 2005 Monday

MOTION CARRIED

ACTION Karen will survey members about availability for Dec 12 to ensure that there will be quorum
8 Proponent Summary for Education Council

Takashi Sato Chair of Education Council proposed a more formal way of recognizing the level of scrutiny
of proposals conducted by DPAC in response to comments from some DPAC members that there seems to
be duplication of effort between DPAC and Education Council He suggested that proponents provide a
short written summary of the DPAC review and any revisions made as a result

There was general discussion about the issue and it was said that duplication of effort has been reduced in
recent years The Chair of DPAC was asked at some point in the past tositen Education Council to provide
that kind of commentary r

There was discussion about having more clearly defined roles for both DPAC and Education Council re
proposal review There was general agreement that the quality of reviews by both bodies is high
Consensus was that DPAC will continue doing reviews the way it has been

9 School of Business Program Changes

Peter Thesiger presented the proposed changes to School of Business credential programs as follows The
School of Business will establish that for all current and future credentials the minimum requirements for
general education will be 35 or 21 credit hours in each 2year diploma program containing a minimum of
60 credit hours and 35 or 42 credit hours in each 4 year undergraduate degree program containing a
minimum of 120 credit hours

The proposed changes have been driven by the process to achieve accreditation with the Association of
Collegiate Business Schools and Programs ACBSP General education for this accreditation incorporates
KwantlensLiberal Education courses and specified Economics and Communications courses which are
not traditional business courses

There will be no change in admission requirements and the core and substance of the programs involved
are substantially the same There will be some change in electives

Moved by Dana Coedbloed seconded by Susan Morris to recommend approval of the proposed
changes to the Diploma in Business Management program as presented
MOTION CARRIED

Moved by Dana Cserepes seconded by Tally Wade to recommend approval of the proposed changes
to the Diploma in General Business Studies program as presented
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MOTION CARRIED

Moved by Dana Cserepes seconded by Josh Mitchell to recommend approval of the proposed
changes to the Diploma in Marketing program as presented

MOTION CARRIED

Moved by Dana Goedbloed seconded by Susan Morris to recommend approval of the proposed
changes to the Diploma in Accounting program as presented
MOTION CARRIED

Moved by Thor Pona seconded by Tally Wade to recommend approval of the revised graduation
requirements for students who transfer into the Bachelor Business Administration in
Entrepreneurial Leadership as follows Students will be required to complete 42 of the total 120 credit
hours as breadthliberal education electives in order to graduate
MOTION CARRIED

The above School of Business program changes are for implementation Sept 2006 for the Diploma
programs and Sept 2008 for entrance into the 3 year of the BBA in Entrepreneurial Leadership
Minor revisions to the supporting documentation were requested before taking these program changes
forward to Education Council for approval

10 DQAB Request for Feedback

Rob Fleming called attention to the distributed documents from DQAB He asked members to look at the
questionnaire to determine if they are able to make any comments He asked that completed questionnaires
be sent to Shirley McKendry by Dec 9 2005 Questionnaires have also been sent to those who have been
involved in degree program development

11 Next Meeting Monday Dec 12 2005 430 pm G 2110 Surrey Campus

12 Adjournment Moved by Dana Cserepes to adjourn the meeting at 618 pm



TO DPAC

C

FROM Brian Carr

DATE November 28 2005

SUBJECT Program Change Environmental Protection Technology

At our November 14 Curriculum Conunittee meeting a motion was presented by Paul Richard and
seconded by Tim Holt

That CBSY 1105 replace CISY 1105 in the Environmental Protection Technology Program

This motion was carried unanimously

Rationale

The CBSY course while fairly similar to the CISY course incorporates a more appropriate selection of
topics for the EPT students In particular more emphasis is granted to appropriate software databases
presentation software and applications such as Geographic Information Systems instead of a
presentation of basics of hardware

This proposed change reflects consultations with Jock Wylie Chair Computer Systems and
endorsement by the EPT Advisory Committee at the October 2005 meeting There are no timetabling
financial or personal implications in the proposed change

BGCIm
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TO DPAC

C Roberto Dosil Marge Damon Dale Simonson Rick Cuff

FROM Barbara Duggan

DATE 5Dec05

SUBJECT Proposed changes to GDMA 4 year curriculum

Memorandum

Applied Design and
Communications

The request to change part of the 4 year curriculum in the Graphic Design for Marketing degree program was
approved at the November 2005 divisionsCurriculum Committee meeting Following is the rationale received
from the program supporting the changes

Rationale from the GDMA program

The Graphic Design for Marketing faculty propose revisions to the final year of the bachelor degree in order to
respond to changes in the profession and job marketplace that have occurred since the programscurriculum was
designed more than four years ago as per the Full Program Proposal The proposed changes to fourth year are
consistent with the intentions of the FPP and will result in enhanced program content no content will be lost
instead content will be gained

The revised curriculum will put students into contact with practitioners closer to graduation to better facilitate
networking opportunities and to ease the transition from school to the working environment More importantly
students will graduate with upperlevel design and software skills and will leave the program with a more
comprehensive portfolio of work that clearly demonstrates skills and abilities required in the current marketplace

The proposed revisions were presented to all years ofGDMA students on November 28 2005 in a question
andanswer session The feedback was very positive and supportive with no opposition

Revisions to GDMA fourth year will not affect program credits students will still requirel20 credits to
graduate with a FourYear Bachelor Degree in GDMA and there will be no change to the length of the program

Revisions to the fourth year of the program will not have any impact upon students who choose to leave the
program with a ThreeYear Diploma in GDMA

Years one to three prepare students for the course work in year four

Proposed revisions will not be implemented until Fall 2006 when the fourth year of the program will be
offered for the first time

Course outlines for GDMA fourth year are currently in the system for approval or are in the process of being
written

Not all courses in the fourth year will be affected by the proposed revisions



Proposed changes to GDMA 4 year Curriculum

Please find anached two program models to facilitate comparison Proposed revisions only affect the fourth
year of the program

Model dated May 25 2005 is the current program model and

Model dated November 17 2005 is the proposed program model

The proposed revisions are outlined below along with an accompanying rationale for all minor and major
changes to the GDMA fourth year curriculum

NO CHANGES

GDMA 4100

GDMA 4110

GDMA 4130

GDMA 4200

Corporate Communications Design 2
Display Design
Small Business Essentials

Advertising Design

MINOR CHANGES courses being moved from one semester to the other

1 GDMA 4140 Contemporary Issues in Graphic Design will be moved to the Spring Semester and will be
renumbered as GDMA 4240

2 CDMA 4120 Mentorship for Professional Practice will be moved to the Spring Semester and will be
renumbered as CDMA 4230

3 GDMA 4230 Major Project will be moved io the Fall Semester It will be renamed Major Project 1 and
will be renumbered as GDMA 4120

4 XXXXLib Ed Global Issues and Marketing will be moved from the Spring semester to the Fall
semester and will be renamed Contemporary Issues in Marketing in order to broaden the scope for the course
and include regional national and global issues that impact marketing The course has not as yet been written

MAJOR CHANGES

1 DELETE ORIGINAL COURSE GDMA 4210 Direct Marketing Design The learning outcomes of this
course overlap with GDMA 4200 Advertising Design therefore the GDMA 4200 course outline which is
before this committee today integrates the learning outcomes from direct marketing design See next item for the
replacement course

2 NEW COURSE GDMA 4210 Integrated Media Design The addition of a course in integrated media will
provide students with upperlevel design and software skills related to screenbased motion graphics that
incorporate sound and animation Motion graphics is the fastest growing segment of the graphic design
profession Students will graduate with the enhanced technical skills and abilities required in the marketplace

3 DELETE ORIGINAL COURSE CDMA 4220 Graphic Design Public Relations Projects and
deliverables throughout the GDMA program already cover the leaming outcomes and content originally intended
to be delivered in this course ie GDMA 2230 3130 3200 3230 and 4100 See next item for the replacement
course

Page 2



Proposed changes to GDMA 4 year Curriculum

4 NEW COURSE GDMA 4220 Major Project 2 The Major Project courses are opportunities for fourth
year students to synthesize the knowledge skills and abilities acquired Ihroughounthe GDMA program Project
work is necessarily substantial and challenging from concept to execution and from production to documentation

The program was initially conceived with one Major Project course however given the broad scope of the
GDMA program Information Design Packaging Design Display Design Advertising Design Interactive and
Web Design etc as well as technological skills development one three credit major project course does not
allow students sufficient opportunity to propose and produce project work that demonstrates their ability to
synthesize learning across the entire curriculum

An additional Major Project course will allow students not only to propose and pursue a second comprehensive
senior level self initiated capstone project but also to add a substantial body of work to their portfolios that will
reinforce employment readiness

DPACsapproval is requested

VaCAAJO tv N
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3 Faculty

4 Anticipated Program Start Date

Kwantlen University College
BA Minors in Creative Writing

Economics Mathematics Philosophy
Political Science Sociology

Notice of Intent Page 3 of 13

1 Credential

The credential to be awarded is the Bachelor of Arts This fouryear
baccalaureate program provides students with the option of selecting minor
degree programs in six disciplines to either combine for double minor programs
or use in a majorminor configuration Such programs of study will normally
involve a selection of courses from departments that most interest the students
and best meet their needs for a coherent program Complementing existing
minors programs within the Bachelor of Arts degree framework the six new
minors will be offered by the departments of creative writing economics
mathematics philosophy political science and sociology

2 Location

The first two years of the BA Minors will be offered on the Surrey Richmond
and Langley campuses of Kwantlen University College The third and fourth
years will be offered on the Surrey campus

The Bachelor of Arts Degree Curriculum TaslyGroup at Kwantlen University
College developed this program The Dean f Humanities and Social Sciences

will administer it jointly Faculty meeting criteria as set down in Kwantlen
University CollegesPolicy G7b Minimum QualificationsFaculty Recruitment
will be authorized to teach in the degree program

first intake for year one of the fouryear programs will be eptember 2006 y
Howeve is who have already completed one or more semesters of
university transfer cou r ay apply to have those courses transferred into the CPA
program as appropriate and as d by an advisor Students who have
already completed an Associate of Arts degr 60 credits of study that include
all the lower levels core requirements will be able to en ar three of the four

year program in September 2006

5 Description of Proposed Program
51 Aims Goals and Objectives of the Program
The aim of this program is to provide access for a large number of students in the
Lower Fraser Valley who wish to pursue a BA with a double minor or
majorminor configuration degree program at Kwantlen University College

The goal of the minors programs is to provide an opportunity for students whose
educational goals are targeted toward employment or post graduate work to
complete their programs of study at Kwantlen University College Students may
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BA Minors in Creative Writing

Economics Mathematics Philosophy
Political Science Sociology
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create programs of study by selecting minors in two related disciplines or a major
and a minor in related disciplines that most interest them and best meet their
needs for a coherent program

Key objectives of the proposed program

To provide students with an opportunity to acquire a BA using minors
study To complete the degree they must complete all lowerlevels
requirements of the BA degree plus at least 45 credits at the upper levels
including at least 15 upper levels credits in each of two disciplines or 30 in
their major and 15 in their minor

To provide students particularly those planning to enter secondary school
teacher training programswith an opportunity to complete extended
minors by attaining at least 18 upper levels credits in a single discipline

To deliver a balanced combination of theoretical and applied courses in the
social sciences and humanities while providing the opportunity for
specialization in two areas of study

To provide students a program of study that will prepare them for entry into
a variety of careers or post graduate study

To structure a program that will provide students with an opportunity to
apply for professional or graduate school admission in specific areas such
as education law and public administration

52 Anticipated Contribution to Kwantlen University CollegesMandate and
Strategic Plan

The BA Minors programs are being developed in recognition of the growing
need for postsecondary education in thq Fraser region of southwestern BC The
provincial government indicating that it expects Kwantlen toproduce
approximately 1800 additional FTEs over tF nct six years r Is
University Collegesmandate to include undergraduate degrees in the
humanities social sciences and sciences This expanded mandate brought about
revisions to KwantlensStrategic Plan and its Lonq Term Education Plan calling
for the development of new degree programs in arts for implementation by the
fall of 2005 which has been achieved

The proposed programs are designed to expand the existing routes of study and
are well suited to KwantlensStrategic Plan in that they will allowsit11dents to
move to degree completion shortest possible timewi having to leave
the University College while still providing them with a well balanced quality
education reflecting the institutionscore values Learning Quality and
Community
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53 Target Audience

This program will target students whose educational goals are Friet by more
traditional undergraduate programs in the humanities and social sciences
Students will enterwith a variety of backgrounds and goals The flexibility of the
choice of minor programs allows students to target a wide range of career
opportunities They may pursue a general liberal arts education or structure a
program leading to a specific career goal

British Columbia faces significant challenges over the next decade in providing
access to quality postsecondary education for BC students and expanding the
capacity of its postsecondary sector These challenges are not uniform across
the province the South Fraser region in particular where Kwantten is located is
in critical need of new access opportunities given the demographic
characteristics of its area At Our Doors The Demand for Post Secondary
Education in the Fraser Region of Southwestern BC a collaborative report to
the Ministry of Advanced Education from Douglas College Kwantlen University
College Simon Fraser University and University College of the Fraser Valley

The versatility of the BA Minors programs will allow students to design
programs of study that will prepare them for careers or further study in areas
such as the following

Business

Community service
Law

Policing

Primary and secondary education

Professional writing
Public administration

Public planning

Religious studies
Social work

Non Governmental Organizations
Literature

In addition to providing opportunities for the many internal students who wish to
continue their education at Kwantlen University College beyond the first two
years of study the BA Minors programs will provide opportunities for students
completing two years of undergraduate work at any of the colleges in the
province to transfer into the program when space is available Internal and
external demand for the program is expected to be strong as students throughout
the Fraser region of southwestern BC value the quality instruction smaller class
sizes and collegial interaction with faculty that Kwantlen offers
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7
54 Content

Students completing the degree program will demonstrate

The characteristics of a broad liberal arts education

o critical thinking skills

o well developed sense of citizenship
o awareness of cultural issues and

o appreciation of global international national and community issues

A solid grounding in oral and written language skills
A solid grounding in qualitative and quantitative skills

o find interpret evaluate synthesize and present information
A solid grounding in research methods the capacity to

o develop lines of argument
o make sound judgments based on fundamental theories concepts and

methods

o document sources in accordance with appropriate styles
An excellent grounding in their chosen area of study

The specific knowledge and skill sets of the graduates of this proposed degree
will vary depending on their individual interests and the courses selected
However all graduates will have a solid liberal arts background that will prepare
them to become constructive members of society and to fit well into the
workplace They will develop strong interpersonal skills and a level of maturity
commensurate with liberal arts programs

55 Delivery Methods

The learning environment and methodologies will vary across disciplines Faculty
will use andragogical approaches that provide students with a participatory
learning environment that merges theory with practice These approaches
include traditional classroom instruction online and partially on line study small
seminar groups and practica Facultysupervised independent andor
collaborative student research will also be a key component of study in many
disciplines

Methodologies will be specifically aimed at ensuring student success in terms of
identified learning outcomes Amongst these outcomes will be critical thinking
skills analytical skills communication skills and employability skills as well as
the ability to move beyond theoretical constructs for the purpose of problem
identification and problem solving The goal will be the development of well
educated critically aware and articulate graduates
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56 Linkages between Learning Outcomes and Curriculum Design
The special characteristic of these programs is that they allow students to
maximize linkages between curriculum and desired outcomes The minor
programs and individual courses identify essential skills that are integrated
across the curriculum By choosing minors from curriculum under development in
specific disciplines in the humanities mathematics and social sciences students
can build their own individual programs and prepare for entry into their chosen
professions
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While encouraging and supporting individualized programs of study the BA
Minors will emphasize many core competencies

critical thinking and problem solving skills
reading and writing skills
oral presentation skills

teamwork and leadership skills
numeracy and mathematical skills
technological skills
intercultural skills

interpersonal skills

personal management and career skills

Additionally undergraduate student research and practical application of
acquired learning and skills will be a significant focus of many upper levels
courses within bachelor of arts major and minor degree programs
58 Anticipated Completion Time

The expected normal time required for students to complete the program is four
years or eight semesters This will be dependent on students enrolling full time
59 Enrolment Plan

Kwantlen University College currently has approximately 6500 student FTE in its
university arts science and business program areas The Lonq Term Education
Plan identifies approximately 1400 new FTE by 200910 across the institution
Approximately 1000 additional student FTE are designated for these university
studies areas over the period from 200506 through 200910 This equates to
approximately 10000 new seats available in university degree program areas

Between the years 200203 to 200304 1149 to 1179 students who began their
studies at Kwantlen applied to BC universities for degree completion Of these
qualified applicants 659 to 70 were made offers of acceptance and 78 to
80 of these applicants followed through with registration These minors will
provide Kwantlen students with more options for degree completion
We propose to implement this degree in an incremental manner The first intake
for years one and three of some of the new minor programs will be as soon as
September 2006 if approval by the Degree Quality Assessment Board and lead
time for implementation permits
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510 Policies on Student Evaluation

In accordance with Kwantlen Policy C20 Student Evaluation and Grading
individual faculty will be responsible for assessing student performance in any
given course based on continuous evaluation of the achievement of course
objectives The manner in which achievement is to be evaluated will be stated in
writing in the course presentation given to students at the beginning of each
course and will be based on the evaluation guidelines specifically indicated in
official course outlines that are developed within departments and approved by
Education Council

Students final marks should be based on no fewer than four separate
evaluations Normally no single evaluation shall orth more than 30 of the

final mark but a final exam may be worth up t 50 1 it is appropriate to the
course objectives

511 Policies on Faculty Appointments

Faculty assigned to implement and deliver this program will be appointed in
accordance with Kwantlen Policy G7b Minimum Qualifications Faculty
Positions Faculty will possess the credentials experience and scholarly
currency necessary to deliver the courses within the program effectively

Initially minors were developed in the departments of criminology English
history and psychology These new minors add opportunities for students to craft
individual prograpnurrently PhD orABD credentials are held by

7 Lapproximately QJoafregular faculty across thefnvisions within disciplines
where the PhD credential is commonly accepted as the highest degree to be
attained Many faculty members also hold additional MA and MSc degrees
as well as BEd MEd or other teaching credentials In disciplines where
qualifications other than research credentials are commonly accepted as the
highest degree to be obtained as in creative writing 75 of faculty hold MFA
degrees

512 Policies on Program Assessment

Kwantlen University CollegesPolicy B12 Program Review requires that formative
ongoing reviews be conducted on a triannual schedule so this degree will be
reviewed every three years The triannual Level One Review measures ten to twelve
core indicators that cover the criteria outlined by the Degree Quality Assessment
Board DQAB and that have been approved and stipulated by KwantlensEducation
Council Each of these reviews is iterative and references previous reviews and
recommendations The committee conducting the Level One Review or any member
thereof can recommend a Level Two Review Thus under the Kwantlen Policy a
summative review can be initiated during any threeyear period

At both levels of review the Program Review Team must include at least one
faculty member one staff member and one external member The policy allows
for additional members in these or other categories
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In addition the BA Degrees Advisory Committee that has been established to
coordinate development and implementation of new BA degreeswill report
annually on the continuing appropriateness of the BA Minors methods of
delivery and curriculum These annual reports will form part of the triannual
review process and the rationale for any changes within any threeyear period
between reviews Under Kwantlenscurriculum policy all courses are revised on
a three to fiveyear schedule approved by the department curriculum committee
for review by the appropriate divisional curriculum committee and ultimately
Education Council

The Degree and Program Assessment Committee of Education Council also
performs an Implementation Review during the first cycle in which the degree is
offered

513 Level of Support and Recognition from Other Post Secondary
Institutions

Existing institutional policies with respect to student admission and transfer will be
maintained in the delivery of this program All 1000 and 2000level courses in the
university arts and science program areas are articulated with corresponding courses
at other post secondary institutions within the province through the articulation body
the British Columbia Council on Admissions and Transfers BCCAT Therefore all
students who maintain a satisfactory academic record both Kwantlen and transfer
students will have an opportunity to participate in the BA Minors programs

An enrolment management plan that will include priority registration and reserved
seats for the most qualified students already registered at Kwantlen enrolling at
Kwantlen upon high school graduation and transferring to Kwantlen from other
institutions in year three of the BA Minors will be developed as part of the
implementation plan upon formal DQAB approval of this degree By building
upon existing articulation agreements and developing priority registration
protocols in consultation with our neighboring institutions Kwantlen will be able
to deliver the BA Minors that will provide access and opportunity to students
throughout the South Fraser region and beyond

Department chairs associate deans deans and senior administrators from post
secondary institutions across the province have reviewed our programming plans
and provided strong statements of support Letters of support are appended to
the full program proposal The following are a few excerpts from the letters
supporting our previous BA submissions These letters speak to the quality of
the framework and processes Kwantlen uses to develop all our BA degree
programs and the value of our programs to our community and so are pertinent
to the current proposal

Langara College is supportive of efforts to offer high quality degree programs
throughout the province and we look forward to working with you and your
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colleagues to provide expanded opportunities for student access to post
secondary education at the upper levels

Dr Brian Pendleton Chair of Social Sciences Division Langara College

The design of these degrees is different from our BA general requirements in
only minor ways the requirement of 6 credits of first year English and a
quantitative requirement both are good ones The capstone course ensures that
the breadth doesntleave students without the resources to pull ideas from
different subject areas together The proposal is clearly the product of much
careful thought and planning and I think these degree programs will produce
students with a good combination of skills and knowledge

Dr Margery Fee Associate Dean of Arts Students and Curriculum UBC

I am pleased to report that your proposed structure addresses many concerns I
have about our own Bachelor of Arts program The proposal provides for a
writing requirement and while my personal preferences are for a program
unspecific requirement the proposed requirement is solid and similar to our
own The proposed breadth requirements the 9credit quantitative requirement
the second language requirement and the requirement for coverage in at least
four different social sciences and humanities disciplines outside the major
program area are all excellent and promise to provide necessary rigour The
Ministrysnew degree program review procedures signal need for attention to the
principles underlying program breadth and depth and I think your model exhibits
positive direction in this regard

Dr John Lepage Dean of Arts and First Nations Studies Malaspina UC

On behalf f the Surrey School District I am writing in support of your
Mathematics Departmentsproposal to establish an undergraduate degree with a
minor in Mathematics This is one of the key areas of the curriculum where our
district is experiencing severe difficulties recruiting qualified teachers This is
also a provincewide problem which will become much worse as veteran
Mathematics teachers enter retirement It would be our hope that some of the
graduates of your program might choose to undertake teacher training and help
fulfill the strong demand for teachers of Mathematics

Peter B Drescher Deputy Superintendent School District 36 Surrey

In terms of the program content the spectrum of courses as listed in the
program proposal is appropriate for the proposed clientele of this program
There is a good selection of upper division courses for the students to choose
from Math 3450 History of Mathematics is an especially important course to
include in the program particularly for a potential mathematics teacher in the
secondary system

Chris Morgan PhD Coordinator Mathematics and Statistics
Department Capilano College
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Both Faculty of Arts bodies saw the Kwantlen University College Proposal for
Arts Degrees as a well considered approach to implementing new BA Degrees
in a constituency in need of such an initiative The proposals forthe majors and
minors build on existing strengths and the General Studies plan follows a course
of action that UCC found highly effective in developing its BA program

Dr Henry A Hubert Dean of Arts University College of the Cariboo

As I mentioned we have ourselves been going through a good deal of soul
searching about where to most effectively apply our resources and one of the more
significant elements in our deliberations has been the increasing range and excellence
of offerings in the undergrad writing programs of BCsvarious university colleges
chief among them Kwantlen whose students comprise a significant percentage of both
our BFA and MFA applicants Indeed the numbers are such that we have at various
times considered discussing some sort of cooperative arrangement with you and
perhaps Douglas and Malaspina in which we would cede the undergraduate field and
focus more fully on our Graduate Program which has become the primary source of our
own solid reputation

Andreas Schroeder Rogers Communications Chair in Creative Nonfiction
Creative Writing UBC

514 Evidence of Student Interest and Labour Market Demand

For the past ten years Kwantlen has prepared large numbers of students for
transfer to BC universities For example between 200203 and 200304 about
1150 1149 1179 students transferred from Kwantlen to provincial universities
In addition analyses of applications admissions and registrations of applicants
to BC Universities completed for the British Columbia Council on Admissions
and Transfer for the fall of 2000 2001 02 and 200203 show that thousands of
eligible transfer students from the BC college and university college systems
have not been able to gain admission to the universities due to enrollment
limitations This existing shortfall in available student placements plus estimates
of increased student demand south of the Fraser River prompted the
government to require Kwantlen to accept an additional 1800 student FTEs over
the net six yearsopcceiv Win 0eroy6 y
Student response to a questionnaire administered to about 1000 Kwantlen
students in the summer of 2003 indicated that a large majority of them would
choose to complete their education at Kwantlen if the appropriate degree
opportunities were available to them

Further the almost indistinguishable success rates of university college
graduates and university graduates as indicated in the lead article Comparison
of Outcomes of BC University College and University Baccalaureate
Graduates in the May 2004 Research Results newsletter published by the
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BCCAT speaks to the strong labour market demand for baccalaureate degree
graduates in general The conclusion of the study reads as follows The 2000
BC University Baccalaureate Graduate Survey confirms that no matter where
graduates obtained their degree they were well prepared to be successful in the
labour market embark on education related careers and pursue further
education BCsuniversity colleges compare very favourably with the provinces
universities in providing a rewarding education See page 4 Comparison of
Outcomes of BC University College and University Baccalaureate Graduates
Research Results BCCAT May 2004

515 Related Programs at otherBC Post Secondary Institutions
BA Minors programs are offered by the University College of the Fraser Valley
Okanagan University College Malaspina University College and Thompson
Rivers University These programs vary slightly in name and content All reflect
the need for a broad arts education emphasizing writing quantitative reasoning
and problem solving skills Most of these programs are heavily subscribed and
additional student placements are needed for British Columbia students

6 Institutional Contact Person

Robert Fleming Acting Vice President Learning
Kwantlen University College
12666 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC

Email robfleminqilkwantlenca
Phone 604 5992363
Fax 604 5992235
httpwwwkwantlenca
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1 Degree Level Standard
Our six new minors are being developed in recognition of the growing need for post
secondary edu tion in the Lower Fraser Valley The provincial government
indicating tit e sects Kwantlen University College to produce approximately 1800
addition FTEs er the period from 200304 through 200910 expanded
Kwantle s man ate to include the delivery of general undergraduate deg swith
majors a inors in the humanities social sciences and sciences This new
mandate brought about revisions to the Kwantlen University College Strate is PI
and Lonq Term Education Plan calling for the development of newtdegree pro ams
in Arts for implementation by the fall of 2005 and the development of six ne minors
as early as the fall of 2006

Working with an advisor students may create a program of study by selecting either
minors in two related disciplines or a majorminor combination using the majors in
psychology and criminology launched in the fall of 2005 or majors developed in the
future Such programs of study will normally involve a selection of courses from
departments that most interest the students and best meet their needs for a
coherent program Building on Kwantlen University Collegesexisting twoyear arts
and science university transfer programs the new curriculum adds third and fourth
year courses in the social sciences humanities and sciences disciplines

The proposed program is well suited to Kwantlensrevised Strategic Plan in that it
will allow students to move to degree completion in the shortest possible time while
still providing them with a well balanced quality education reflecting the core values
of the institution Collectively the minors afford undergraduate students educational
opportunities to develop skills from across academic disciplines These include skills
such as citizenship leadership quantitative and problem solving strategies and
independent thought all important areas of growth for students and all consistent
with Kwantlensmission statement These minors will bridge knowledge and skills
acquisition combining traditional classroombased theory courses with those
emphasizing essential and analytical skills and their application to problem solving

Finally the program will help address the growing need for undergraduate degree
access in the Lower Fraser Valley of southwestern British Columbia

Key Features
Key features of the proposed degree include

The development of knowledge core competencies and skills characteristic
of traditional bachelor of art programs

Student access to a wide range of senior courses from diverse academic
disciplines

The flexibility for students to tailor their education to meet individual needs

77 The preparation of students for entry into the labour market by incorporating
essential and employabilityskills in all courses

V

3
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The preparation of students to respond innovatively to emerging trends in
society

A response to high student demand for degree programs in the social
sciences humanities and liberal arts

The qualifications of faculty and the small class sizes at Kwantlen University
College

Clear benefits to students by providing an opportunity to complete self tailored
Bachelor of Arts degrees where there is established emphasis on teaching
emerging emphasis on undergraduate research

Clear benefits to our communities where there are longstanding connections
to South Fraser communities and accessibility for students in the expanding
South Fraser region

Graduates of programs incorporating our new minors will have acquired a
combination of knowledge core competencies and transferable skills that will
provide them with the benefits typically accruing to students with arts
degrees Studies have consistently found that arts programs in general have
high rates of student satisfaction and that the literacy numeracy and
analytical skills that are developed serve students well in their careers The
specific knowledge and skill sets of the graduates incorporating minor options
will vary but all graduates will have a solid liberal arts background as well as

opportunities to develop their quantitative knowledgebeyond that normally
found in a BA degre in the mathematics optiong hese outcomes will prepare
them to become constructive members of society and to fit well into the
workplace

All students completing these minors will be required to obtain at least 24
credit hours across a minimum of four academic disciplines in addition to
required courses in writing English and approved quantitative courses
Graduates will have the theoretical methodological and practical tools
required for employment andor further studies

The proposed degree program offers the potential to meet the needs of the
communities that Kwantlen serves The flexibility of the programs students can
construct will allow them to target a wide range of employment opportunities They
may pursue a general liberal arts education or in consultation with an advisor
structure a program leading to a specific career goal in fields such as peace studies
globalization studies politics social policy analysis urban planning urban
environmental issues teaching and law and literature

Clearly the proposed program of flexible study meets or exceeds the knowledge
and skill level requirements for a Bachelor of Arts program Further we believe that
there is both a labour market and a social need for graduates with the attitudes
knowledge and skills that will be developed within the proposed degree program
Student demand for the options provided by the minors is strong and the degrees
achieved complement existing programs in the province Graduates will have
acquired an education that provides them with knowledge core competencies and
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transferable skills We regard the proposed minors as uniquely tailored to Kwantlens
institutional heritage and its strategic plan for the future

The degree program outlined here would also integrate well with existing diploma
associate of arts and degree programs within the province There will be opportunity
for students completing two years of undergraduate work at a college in the province
to transfer into a BA program when space is available With the approval of these
minors and other programs Kwantlen will continue its evolution as a more
comprehensive receiving institution

Since the lower levels requirements of each of British Columbiasexisting BA
programs are fully articulated with Kwantlensdiploma and associate of arts
degrees it is most useful to compare the proposed program with existing programs
within the province primarily in terms of upper levels requirements years three and
four We believe that the program presented here reflects a student centred
alternative reflecting Kwantlenstraditions and the programsscale There is
potential for Kwantlen University College to articulate upper levels courses with BC
universities and university colleges and other receiving institutions Favourable
discussions in this regard have taken place at some departmentbased provincial
articulation meetings

Similar degree programs are presently offered by UBCOkanagan Malaspina
University College Thompson Rivers University and University College of the
Fraser ValleyBCinstitutions that share a common university college history with
Kwantlen While these programs vary slightly in name and specific requirements
they are very similar in intent and general program content Most of these programs
are heavily subscribed and additional student placements are needed for British
Columbia students The minors options for Kwantlensdegree programs will ensure
that these core educational values will be available to additional students and that

students will have maximal flexibility in designing an individual program of study to
meet their educational goals

Potential demand for the minors at Kwantlen is strong A questionnaire administered
to about 1000 students in the summer of 2003 indicated that a large majority of them
would choose to remain at Kwantlen to complete their degrees if appropriate
programs were available to them The reasons cited for wanting to remain at
Kwantlen included the high quality of instruction smaller class sizes and lower
costs associated with lower tuition and being able to live at home

Institutional data supports the questionnaire data It shows there is a significant pool
of students who having completed their essential requirements at the lower levels
would be in a position to gain acceptance into the proposed minor options of a
degree program Over the past four years six hundred and seventyfive students
have graduated with Associate of Arts degrees from Kwantlen University College
The number of Associate of Arts degree graduates has been increasing steadily in
total each year and across all of the following social science and humanities
disciplines anthropology Criminology English Geography History Political
Science Psychology and Sociology Further in the recently published report Profile
of BC College Transfer Students Admitted to Simon Fraser University 199899 to

O



200203 see page 25 BCCAT May 2004 the data indicates that over the five
year period Kwantlen University College students transferring to SFU comprise
236of the total transfer students from BC public university colleges and
colleges This percentage represents 1835 transferring Kwantlen studentsonly a
few less than the number of student transfers from the more closely situated
Douglas College1919 and significantly more than the number from any other
single Lower Mainland postsecondary institution The flexibility offered by the
addition of these minors as part of a BA degree will provide these Kwantlen
students as well as students transferring from other post secondary institutions with
needed options for degree completion
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2 Credential Recognition and Nomenclature
The credentials achievable through successful completion of these minor programs
are in keeping with the standard nomenclature across Canada the Bachelor of Arts
majorminor combination or minorminor combination and are appropriate as per
British Columbia requirements The program outcomes outlined in this proposal are
consistent with those expected of a baccalaureate program according to the most
recent detailed guidelines available The BA nomenclature accurately describes the
level of the theoretical numerical statistical reading and research skills and content
knowledge that students will acquire

a Where applicable describe the consultations undertaken to ensure the
credential and learning outcomes will be recognized by and meet the
standards of industryemployers and regulatory bodies

The proposed minors form part of BA degrees organized around the curriculum
framework for Kwantlen University College Bachelor of Arts degrees that was
developed through extensive consultation and approved by KwantlensEducation
Council As well as receiving internal approval the curriculum framework has
received external endorsement from a wide variety of educational professionals
Faculty Chairs Deans and Vice Presidents at many British Columbia post
secondary institutionswho reviewed the material and were invited to provide
feedback in individual or group meetings

b In an appendix provide a copy of the policies and procedures pertaining
to notifying students of credential recognition andor transfer

Kwantlen University College has a number of mechanisms in place to notify students
in a timely manner of any changes to credential recognition or course transfer
These include

Educational Advisors on each campus

The BA Advisor

The Degree Coordinators

The Department Chairs
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Links to the BCCAT website in all courses listed under the BA

Programs and Calendar sections of the Kwantlen website where
information is available 24 hours per day 7 days per week

Notices to classes relayed by instructors in the Program

University College Policy B15 Transfer of Articulated Courses from
other Post Secondary Institutions to Kwantlen University College See
Appendix A which provides the framework for articulation and transfer
of credit between Kwantlen and other institutions

3 Curriculum Program Content
a Identify the prescribed set of core and prerequisite courses Course

descriptions included in the FPP should be of the level of detail found in
the academic calendar Full course outlines must be made available to

any expert reviewers or may be attached to the FPP as appendices

The core requirements are conveyed within the description of program structure in
3b The lower levels requirements will provide students with a rigorous and broad
foundation in the liberal arts tradition Writing quantitative requirements and specific
lower levels course prerequisites will ensure that students are well prepared for
upper levels courses while maximizing flexibility to allow them to meet the BA
degree breadth requirements

Detailed course calendar descriptions of lower and upper levels courses within
departments offering BA degree minor programs as well as those developing
individual upper levels courses to contribute to the breadth of options for students
taking the Minor programs option are included as Appendix B Kwantlen University
College has a rigorous approval process for course outlines Course outlines first
must be approved by the curriculum committee of the appropriate department and
then by either the curriculum committee of the Faculty of Arts Social Sciences the
curriculum committee of the Faculty of Science or the curriculum committee of the
Faculty of Arts Humanities The outlines are next reviewed by the curriculum sub
committee of Education Council and finally approved by Education Council
Although we have initiated this process for the new third and fourth year courses
indicated in Appendix B full course outlines for all the courses will not be available
for a few months Our commentators were satisfied that the calendar descriptions
provided here in combination with the learning outcomes and employability skills
adequately conveyed the program content

b Describe the program structure and the length of the program number of
credit hours student admission requirements and proposed student
evaluation

Students entering the degree programs will be required to complete the general
requirements for all Arts degree programs at Kwantlen University College

A minimum of 120 credit hours with a cumulative grade point average of 20
or higher with a minimum grade of C in all required courses

3

3
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At least 65 of the 120 credit hours must be in Arts subjects and at least 45 f C

credits must be taken at the upper levels

The following essential requirements are common to all Kwantlen general arts
degree programs

6credit writing requirement including ENGL 1100 and one of either ENGL
1202 or 1204 to be completed within the first 60 credits taken

A minimum 9credit quantitative requirement at least 6 credits of which are to
be completed within the first 60 credits taken These 9 credits must include a
minimum of 3 courses

To be listed as quantitative for the purposes of the Bachelor of Arts
degrees courses must have quantitative reasoning eg numerical
geometric statistical or probabilistic or formal reasoning eg
mathematical or logically deductive or scientific reasoning eg
involving the scientific method in general andor the methodology or
content of a specific scientific discipline as a basic principle in their
primary subject matter

At least 3 credits ie one course of the above 9 quantitative credits
must be taken from courses offered by the Faculty of Science
Mathematics Technology and Horticulture

24credit breadth requirement 12 credits of which must be completed within
the first 60 credits taken The breadth requirement will consist of a minimum
of one course in at least four separate social science or humanities
disciplines outside of the main program area A minimum of 3 credits must be
taken from an upper level course in an Arts discipline outside of the main
program area UNIV 1100 a firstyear foundational course and UNIV 4100 a
fourth year summative co cience courses and others identified as
liberal education cours ecredited toward this re uirement

Second language to gra level Students who can demonstrate
See

competency in a second language may have this requirement waived
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In addition to completing the essential requirements of all Kwantlen general arts
degree programs indicated above students will have to complete course
prerequisites as necessary in order to enroll in upper levels courses within minor
programs in Creative Writing Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political
Sciences and Sociology or one of our existing minors Criminology English History
and Psychology

The program structure for each student will vary depending upon the courses
selected However both 15credit minor options and 18credit extended minor
options will be available Detailed descriptions of the courses credits prerequisites
and program progression for each of the minors in Creative Writing Economics
Mathematics Philosophy Political Sciences and Sociology are included in
appendices C1 through C6
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Additional upper levels courses have been developed in other social science and
humanities disciplines to support the breadth requirements in the BA programs

The flexibility afforded by these minors and the courses they add to our curriculum
base allows students to customize their BA programs to reflect more directly their
personal interests and facilitates their preparation for future career and educational
goals

A sample fouryear BA Minor program is offered below

elf v pfreAtlifin
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Year Courses Courses Courses Program
Guidelines

Entry and Exit
Points

Year One

Fall Semester

ENGL 1100

Reading Thinking
and Writing

CRWR 1100

Fiction Poetry
PHIL 1150

Basic Logic

Quantitative

Entry criteria for the
BA Program include a
B in English 12 and a
C in Principles of
Math 11

General BA

Program Entry

Year One

Spring Semester

CRWR 1110

Screenplay
Fiction Poetry

MATH 1115

Quantitative

Year Two

Fall Semester

ENGL 1202

Reading Writing
about topics

CRWR 2300

Genre specific
directed project

SOCI 1260
Research

Methods

Quantitative

Year Two

Spring Semester

CRWR 2310

Genre specific
directed project 3

A minimum of 3 Associate of Arts In

additional credits of Creative

English at the 2000 Writing Exit
level

Year Three

Fall Semester

Any two of
CRWR 3100
CRWR 3110
CRWR 3120 or

CRWR 3130

All lower level

CRWR

requirements and all
additional

requirements as per
the BA Cuniculum

Framework for year
three entry

BA Minor In Creative

Writing Year Three
Entry

Year Three

Spring Semester

Any two of
CRWR 3101

CRWR 3210
CRWR 3220 or
CRWR 3230

Year Four

Fall Semester
Any

VR

0f

CRWR 4100

CRWR 4110
CRWR 4120
CRWR 4130

UNIV 4100

Capstone
Course

BQ
I

C

Year Four

Spring Semester

All upper level
CRWR

requirements and all
additional exit

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum
Framework

BA Minor In Creative

Writing Exit

Example BA Minor Program BA Minor in Creative Writing
Program Progression

Spring Courses all require Fall courses as pre requisites and must be chosen together
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Students may be admitted into the BA program at year one two or three but most
students will enter at year one and declare their major or minorsprior to the
completion of their first two years or 60 credits of study In order to enter the BA
program at year one and enroll in required writing and quantitative courses students
must have a grade of B in English 12 or equivalent and a grade of C in Principles
of Math 11 or equivalent Students who do not qualify upon initial registration at
Kwantlen will be able to apply for entry to the BA program after they have
successfully completed appropriate foundational skills courses BA program
students will receive registration priority over non program students

Student evaluation will vary across courses but will be directly related to the
learning objectivesoutcomes content and the employability skills of the course
Assessment methods may include projects essays labs seminar presentations
workbooks portfolios tests critiques or examinations All courses for this program
will utilize a letter grade system Kwantlen University College has policies and
procedures pertaining to evaluation in such courses which are detailed in Policies
B4 Final Examinations and Grade Reporting for SemesterBased Courses and
C20 Student Evaluation and Grading These policies stipulate in part that no
single assessment may exceed 30 of the final grade without the specific approval
of Education Council and that a typical 3credit semesterbased course must have
at least four separate assessments Students will be required to achieve a grade of
C or greater in prerequisite courses

c Explain how the course and curriculum requirements will be integrated to
contribute to the intended goals of the program

Students completing the degree program will demonstrate

The characteristics of a broad liberal arts education

o critical thinking skills
o well developed sense of citizenship
o awareness of cultural issues and

o appreciation of global national international and community issues
A solid grounding in oral and written language skills

A solid grounding in qualitative and quantitative skills
o find interpret evaluate synthesize and present information

A solid grounding in research methods and a capacity to
o develop lines of argument
o make sound judgments based on fundamental theories

concepts and methods
o document sources in accordance with appropriate styles

An excellent grounding in their chosen area of study

0

O

O
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The specific knowledge and skill sets of the graduates of this proposed degree will
vary depending on the choice of minors and the emphasis students give to their
electives Students will also have the opportunity to develop practical skills for
example information skills developed through research summarization and critique
of written work writing skills developed through assignments research and term
papers and communication skills developed through small group work and
presentations Exposure to quantitative research methods and analysis will develop
logical mathematical andor statistical skills while quantitative metho s will develop
communication skills inductive logic and interviewing skills

The outcomes described above can be maximized within a degree program in which
students can access a wide range of options for study The synthesis of multi
disciplinary approaches to complex issues the development of strong interpersonal
skills and a strong ethical and valuesbased practice in years three and four require
a level of maturity and the basic knowledge and skills provided in the programs
lowerlevels courses

Employability Skills
Students will gain the following employability skills which will develop progressively
as they move through each stream of courses within the program and as they
exercise specific skills in different settings across the various streams The inclusion
of these skills will enable students to integrate their knowledge with skills and
attitudes that will enable them to succeed in future studies and employment

Creative Thinking and ProblemSolving Skills
Identifies stakeholders and articulates problems and issues

Identifies possible solutions or processes to develop solutions and
approaches to problems and issues
Identifies social cultural intellectual and other barriers to implementation

Works with others to brainstorm and develop approaches to issues

Transfers knowledge and skills to new situations

Reading and Writing Skills
Writes clearly in a variety of formats using proper structure grammar and
documented references

Locates understands and interprets written information in a variety of
formats eg textbooks professional journals newspapers proposals
popular media research websites
Researches and reports information clearly to colleagues clients and
others using appropriate format style and convention
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Oral Skills

Develops public speaking skills

Demonstrates active listening and communication skills

Organizes and conducts discussions and group meetings

Makes oral presentations both as an individual and within a group

Communicates effectively

Uses communication methods appropriate to the audience and forum

Teamwork and Leadership Skills

Respects confidentiality and privacy considerations

Facilitates communication within and between groups

Demonstrates respect for others

Designs effective work teams
Demonstrates effective supervisory skills

Reflects on personal values and their impacts on others and on
professional roles and activities

Organizes time to accomplish multiple tasks

Arranges scheduling to facilitate professional and personal responsibilities

Numeracy and Mathematical Skills
Performs a variety of quantitative and qualitative analyses
Understands and applies appropriate principles and equations to solve
numerical problems

Technological Skills
Communicates locally and globally using technology and is able to
access electronic information

Uses computer software to produce documents and presentations
Uses internet access to facilitate research acknowledging appropriate
references

Intercultural Skills

Recognizes and respects diversity and individual difference
Responds in a sensitive manner to different cultural practices

Contributes to working effectively with others
Uses tact and demonstrates sensitivity in dealing with others

Recognizes the cultural social and historical dimensions of society

Promotes and integrates fairness and equality

Interpersonal Skills
Understands and manages conflict
Is an effective communicator and is sensitive to the position of others
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Personal Management and Career Skills
Reflects on personal learning goals

Prepares for job searches by creating effective portfolios and resumes

Develops effective job search techniques and interviewing styles
Transfers knowledge and skills to new situations

d Identify which courses already exist at the institution and which new
courses will be implemented as a result of the program

Existing first and secondyear courses that comprise diploma and associate of arts
degree programs in arts disciplines will continue to be offered In addition courses
will be developed to add to the existing upper levels course offerings by the Creative
Writing Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political Science and Sociology
departments in support of their new minor programs See Appendix B Many upper
levels courses have already been developed in response to the needs of previously
launched BA majors and minors These have been developed by the English and
History departments in support of their minor programs by the Philosophy and
Political Science departments in support of the BA degrees generally and by
Criminology and Psychology in support of their majors and minors

4 Learning Methodologies Program Delivery
a Explain the learning methodologymethodologies to be used Indicate

which of the following methodologies will be incorporated into the
learning environment of the new degree program and how they will be
used

The learning environment and methodologies used will be student centred Faculty
will use andragogical approaches that provide students with a participatory learning
environment that marries theory with practice Methodologies chosen will be
specifically aimed at ensuring student success in terms of identified learning

r
outcomes

Distance Education

At present several departments including within the Faculty of Arts Social
Sciences the Faculty of Science and the Faculty of Arts Humanities offer core
foundational courses through distributed learning online and partially online
Additional courses will likely be developed for distributed learning in the future

Independent study computer assisted instruction etc
At present the majority of courses within the Faculty of Arts Social Sciences the
Faculty of Science and the Faculty of Arts Humanities are accompanied by web
enhanced resources that allow course registrants to access schedules
assignments notes etc Also directed studies courses are available for students as
necessary
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Lectures labs tutorials seminars

Various forms of classroom instruction including lectures labs tutorials and
seminars will be utilized Kwantlen University College has a tradition of small
classes with a significant amount of direct contact between students and faculty The
minors proposed here will build on this tradition In addition to lectures students will
work in small tutorials to develop communication and interpersonal skills

b In an appendix include any policies pertaining to technologybased
computerbased or webbased learning and modes of delivery

See Appendix D for policies and procedures pertaining to technologybased
computerbased or webbased learning and modes of delivery

5 Admission and Transfer Residency
a Describe the admission requirements for this program

At year one students will be required to meet Bachelor of Arts degree program
entrance requirements as established by Education Council This includes English
12 with a grade of B and Math 11 Principleswith a grade of C or approved
equivalencies stizA e vcrx

A student may on approval by an advisor enter the eginning of any semester up to
the beginning of the seventh semester Credits earned via course transfer from other
accredited institutions and prior learning assessment may satisfy requirements for
the degree

b Describe the existing practice or proposed policy for the granting of
transfer credit for equivalent courses andor programs completed at
other institutions that will satisfy the requirements for this program

The lower levels first 60 credits requirements for the proposed degree are fully
articulated with those for Associate of Arts Degrees operating throughout British
Columbia Students will thereby have a wide variety of choices for bridging and
laddering with other institutions offering related degrees Our existing lowerlevels
courses will continue to allow students to earn Associate of Arts Degrees that can be
transferred to related degree programs at Simon Fraser University University
College of the Fraser Valley Thompson Rivers University University of British
Columbia University of Northern British Columbia University of British Columbia
Okanagan Malaspina University College and University of Victoria Students
completing the first two or three years at any of these institutions or any appropriate
Associate of Arts programs offered by the colleges in British Columbia will qualify for
transfer to our proposed degree program Kwantlen University College Policy B15
Transfer of Articulated Courses from other Post Secondary Institutions states the
provision of programs for university transfer has been a major function of public
postsecondary institutions in British Columbia since the inception of community
colleges in the 1960sand 1970s Transfer of courses among colleges university
colleges and universities has been a significant focus of public postsecondary
institutions in British Columbia The growth in the number of accredited private post 3
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secondary institutions has necessitated their incorporation in the transfer process
Kwantlen University College is a strong supporter of the articulation of transfer of
courses and programs among institutions as per BCCAT guidelines

c If applicable describe the policy and practice for granting credit toward
meeting requirements for this program based on prior learning
assessment

Kwantlen University College Policy B14 Credit for Prior Learning states that we
will when requested by a student and in accordance with established articulation
agreements or appropriate evaluation procedures assess learning that the student
has gained through prior course work andor life and work experiences Where that
learning can be equated to the learning outcomes or objectives of a course or
program at Kwantlen credit will be granted through transfer andor prior learning
assessment Up to 75 of the credits required for graduation in a recognized
program may be obtained through transfer credit andor PLA

d Describe the residency requirements for this program Specify the
minimum number of credits that must be completed at the institution
awarding the degree

Students are normally expected to complete at least 60 credits at Kwantlen
University College for a BA degree however they may apply for an exemption to
this ruling on an individual basis If such an exemption is granted then residency
may be limited to semesters seven and eight and 30 credits

e Describe existing arrangements or plans for establishing articulation
agreements so that transfer credit will be granted for courses completed
in this program toward meeting requirements for credentials offered at
other institutions

Transfer credit articulation agreements for the lower levels first 60 credits course
requirements within the proposed degree are fully articulated with those at other
postsecondary institutions throughout the province The upper levels courses within
the BA program have been andor will be articulated on a coursebycourse basis
with receiving institutions where appropriate The BCCAT articulation protocol is
currently applicable only to lower levels courses Kwantlen University College has
had favourable initial discussions with representatives from Douglas College
Langara College Simon Fraser University the University of Victoria and the
University of British Columbia regarding specific upper levels course transfer
agreements in a variety of disciplines The disciplinebased articulation committees
are the main venue for pursuing these agreements

i Institutions are encouraged to have in place a policy and process that
provides students credit for previous postsecondary studies so that they
are not required to repeat courses they have previously completed

Policy B15 Transfer Credit Approval Process describes the policy and procedures
for course transfer New courses will be articulated as they are developed
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6 Faculty
a Please indicate the number of faculty instructors and other staff required

to mount this program and their qualifications Indicate if any of these
positions will be new to the institution

Kwantlen University College has the faculty resources necessary to launch the new
minors beginning in fall 2006 and fall 2007 with the approved resources indicated in
this proposal to sustain it in future In total there are 209 full time regular faculty as
well as a number of sessional faculty teaching in the arts and science disciplines
that will comprise the core and elective courses for the minors and their associated
degrees No additional faculty positions requiring specific skill sets will be required
for the delivery of new courses as existing expertise is in abundance However
additional faculty will be required in order to deliver the course sections necessary to
support the BA degree programs generally A summary of faculty and credentials
across the disciplines is provided in Appendix E

b Provide any policies pertaining to faculty and instructors specific to the
program including policies that define the minimum
academicprofessional credentials required of faculty teaching all
courses in the program and where appropriate serving as members of
thesis or project examining committees

The minimum qualification for regular faculty in the Faculty of Arts Social Sciences
the Faculty of Sciences and the Faculty of Arts Humanities is either an MA or
equivalent like an MFALLB LLM etc or PhDdepending upon the
department Many departments generally prefer a PhD and post secondary
teaching experience

In addition it is expected that faculty supervising student research will have an
established record of research The University College Research Ethics Board has
jurisdiction over all research under the auspices of Kwantlen University College and
all research on our campuses that involves living human subjects requires prior
review and approval by this Board This includes research by those who are not
Kwantlen employees or research involving students as subjects

c Provide the institutionspolicies and practices on the type of academic
appointment of faculty specific to this programie continuing or regular
appointments and temporary appointments

Policies and procedures regarding academic appointments within the University
College are contained in the Collective Agreement Article 4 and in Policies G7
Faculty Recruitment and G7a Criteria for Recruitment of Faculty G7b Minimum
Qualifications Faculty Positions G7c Procedural Guidelines for Recruitment of
Faculty G7d Bias or Conflict of Interest Concerns in the Selection of Faculty G7e
Candidate Interview Assessment These provisions cover the search process
probationary terms and ongoing evaluation of regular and non regular faculty

3
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d Provide the website addressURL or attach in an appendix curriculum
vitae of faculty members and instructors specific to the program that
demonstrates that they possess an appropriate balance of the following
requirements

Academic credentials appropriate to the degree level being offered
Faculty teaching applied baccalaureate degrees have an appropriate
balance ofprofessional qualifications academic credentials and
experience
Any required academic andor desired professional credentials
andor
A demonstration of current involvement in research and professional
activity that represents an appropriate balance of research and
intellectual leadership in the discipline and the field of specialization

Appendix F provides a list of existing faculty and their qualifications in the
departments offering the proposed n hors within the BA degree programs
Creative Writing Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political Science and
Sociology Curriculum vitae will be sent separately

7 Program Resources
a Describe the resources that will be required to mount this program

including

Existing and shared resources at the institution or at other institutions
that will be used to offer the program and
Additional resources that will be required to offer this program

Kwantlen University College has the faculty and facilities resources necessary to launch the
minors and with the approved resources allocated within our Long Term Education Plan to
sustain them in future

No additional resources are required for the first two years of the degree as our popular
university courses and twoyear diploma and Associate of Arts degree programs are served
well by existing faculty library and facility resources Third and fourth year BA degree
courses are and will be continued to be centred at the Surrey campus in order to consolidate
faculty library and facility resources for the benefit of these minors as well as existing BA
programs students

In terms of physical plant facilities Kwantlen has uptodate stateoftheart facilities located
on four campuses The physical plant is managed by a highly competent group of eight
experienced facility managers with years of experience in the field and at Kwantlen There
will be no need to share facilities or equipment with other institutions As part of the Long
Term Education Plan both new classrooms and office space have been identified reflective
of new growth FTEyear at each of our campuses The Facilities Division has incorporated
these projections into its Multi Year Plan Our expansion is described at
http wwwkwantlencaexpansion and the Master Plan is located at
http www kwantlencafacilitiesdocsSurrev20Expansion20Master20PIan20Report
Feb05pdf
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The need to increase Library resources has also been recognized Library holdings
building projects and staffing have all been addressed to expand the services to the
recommended capacity for a University College serving the size of Kwantlens
student population In recognition of the fact that library holdings need to be
expanded to support upper levels courses 450000 additional funding was
provided in the 200405 budget year to fund specific library acquisitions for the
proposed new minor program areas Ongoing additional funding of 300000 will be
provided in the budget year 2006 and beyond Five thousand two hundred and
twenty square metres are being added to the Library Building to accommodate the
increased needs for space As well funding was allocated for one more research
librarian position beginning in the 200405 budget year In addition a Library Impact
Assessment See appendix G has been conducted for the new BA minor
programs to establish budgetary and purchasing priorities that will be met in order to
support the upper levels courses in these areas In addition the Kwantlen
Foundation has committed to fundraising another 100000 to build degree
acquisitions Finally the Executive of Kwantlen has given priority to library holdings
over the next four years of budget preparation

b Provide the intended implementation schedule for the new program and
evidence of the appropriateness of the schedule given the timing of the
proposal and readiness of the institution to offer the program

Kwantlen University College currently has approximately 6500 student FTE in its
university arts science and business program areas The Long Term Education Plan
identifies approximately 1400 new FTE by 200910 across the institution
Approximately 1000 additional student FTE are designated for these university
studies areas over the period from 200506 through 200910 This equates to
approximately 10000 new seats available in university degree program areas

Between the years 200203 and 200304 1149 to 1179 students who began their
studies at Kwantlen applied to BC universities for degree completion Of these
qualified applicants 659 to 70 were offered a space and 78 to 80 of these
applicants followed through with registration These minors will provide Kwantlen
students with more options for degree completion

We propose to implement this degree in an incremental manner The first intake for
years one and three of some of the new minor programs will be as soon as
September 2006 if approval by the Degree Quality Assessment Board and lead time
for implementation permits Students who have already completed one or more
semesters of university transfer courses may apply to have those courses

transferred into the program as appropriate and approved by a professional advisor
tudents who have already completed an Associate of Arts degree or 60 credits of

study that include all the lower levels essential requirements will be able to enter
year three of the fouryear of those new minor programs that are launched in
September 2006 and September 2007

c
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c Institutions must demonstrate that they have the necessary resources to
mount a quality program at the proposed degree level or a realistic plan
for putting the appropriate resources in place subsequent to program
approval

Please refer to details in 7a and 7b

8 Program Consultation
a Provide a list and brief explanation of the nature of the consultations that

have occurred in the development of the degree program

Program consultation has taken place consistently at many different levels and at
many different points during the 30month development process of this degree
program From its inception the BA degree and with its majors and minors has
been a collaborative effort of students faculty service area personnel and
administrators at Kwantlen University College Dr Bob Brown Professor Emeritus
Simon Fraser University and the Bachelor of Arts Degree Implementation
Committee in consultation with the University College community and external
commentators designed the Curriculum Framework upon which this degree is built
Internally faculty members representing departments within the Humanities Social
Sciences Science Mathematics and Business divisions as well as representatives
from Admissions Advising Counselling Facilities Library Services and Marketing
members of the Degree and Program Assessment Committee of Edudation Council
Education Council and the Board of Governors have had input into the development
and submission of this proposal

The internal consultation development and implementation process has been as
follows

Spring Summer 2003
BA Degree Advisory Group established

oComprised of students faculty service area personnel administrators and
Dr Bob Brown

oConsults with students faculty staff and the community regarding BA
degree curriculum planning

September 2003
Submission of a discussion paper to the internal Kwantlen community

Fall 2003
Consultation meetings with internal Kwantlen community members and
appropriate revisions

Spring Summer 2004
BA Degree Implementation Committee and subcommittees established

o Subcommittees BA Curriculum Human Resources Library
AdmissionsRegistration and Enrolment Management Marketing
Counselling and Advising
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o Curriculum Framework development and curriculum implementation
planning

Spring Summer 2005
o Quantitative Assessment Committee Program Review Committee

o The Appointment of a Dean of Arts ongoing curriculum development
and implementation planning

Externally through numerous formal and informal conversations emails oneonone
meetings Deans meetings and Articulation meetings postsecondary education
professionals from many different institutions have been apprised of our BA degree
development plans and asked for constructive feedback which has been amply
supplied and is reflected throughout our proposal

b Attach all written comments both positive and negative from
Relevant employers
Relevant professional associations
Program Advisory Committees
Other BC institutions this will include comments provided
through the peer review process on the Post secondary Institution
Proposal System
Institutions outside British Columbia

Experts in the proposed field ofstudy and
External academic consultants

Comments on the minors within our degree program and for our degree structure
and programs in general have been solicited from a large number of individuals and
organizations involved in post secondary education in British Columbia
Departmental chairs divisional deans and institutional vice presidents have been
consulted both privately and in public forums Most of these commentators
recognize the need for additional degree completion paths for students living south
of the Fraser River and have noted that Kwantlen University College has the
resources ability and expertise to mount this and other degree programs with major
and minor concentrations across the Faculty of Arts A consultation list and letters
and comments received are included in Appendices H and I

c If there are other individuals or groups that have been involved describe
their roles in the collection and evaluation of information leading to the
development and submission of this proposal

See section 8b

d Evidence of labour market and student demand Include a list of
anticipated employment destinations for graduates of this program

3

3

3
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Labour Market and Student Demand

Graduates with a BA Double Minor degree or a BA Major degree with a Minor will
be well prepared for a range of potential occupations Students with specific career
goals in mind will have the opportunity to design programs to prepare themselves for
entry into that profession

The versatility of the new minors options within our BA degree will allow students to
design programs of study that will prepare them for careers or further study in areas
such as the following

Business

Community service
Law

Policing

Primary and secondary education

Professional writing
Public administration

Public planning

Religious studies
Social Work

Non Governmental Organisations

Literature

In addition to providing opportunities for the many internal students who wish to
continue their education at Kwantlen University College beyond the first two years of
study the minors options within our BA program will provide opportunities for
students completing two years of undergraduate work at any of the colleges in the
province to transfer into the program when space is available Internal and external
demand for the program is expected to be strong as students throughout the Fraser
region of southwestern BC value the quality instruction smaller class sizes and
collegial interaction with faculty that Kwantlen offers

The almost indistinguishable success rates of university college graduates and
university graduates as indicated in the lead article Comparison of Outcomes of
BC University College and University Baccalaureate Graduates in the Mav 2004
Research Results newsletter published by the BCCAT speaks to the strong labour
market demand for baccalaureate degree graduates in general In fact with respect
to the key questions relating to employment and program satisfaction the university
college graduate responses indicate slightly higher success than that of university
graduate responses A partial summary of the data is offered in the table below



Survey Response Category University College Graduates University Graduates

Paid Employment2 yrs
After Graduation

90 88

Highly Skilled Employment 87 82

Professional Employment 66 63

Average SalaryFemales 38 20000 38 00000

Average SalaryMales 44 90000 42 50000

Satisfaction with Education 97 94
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The conclusion of the study reads as follows The 2000 BC University
Baccalaureate Graduate Survey confirms that no matter where graduates obtained
their degree they were well prepared to be successful in the labour market embark
on education related careers and pursue further education BCsuniversity colleges
compare very favourably with the provincesuniversities in providing a rewarding
education See page 4 Comparison of Outcomes of BC University College and
University Baccalaureate Graduates Research Results BCCAT May 2004

9 Program Review and Assessment
a Indicate the policiesprocedures that are planned for ensuring adequate

depth breadth and frequency of ongoing review and assessment once
the program has been implemented

Policy B12 Program Review outlines Kwantlensprogram review process It meets
and exceeds all of the criteria set by the Degree Quality Assessment Board DQAB

Formative ongoing reviews are conducted on a triannual schedule
and this degree will thus be reviewed every three years The triannual
Level One Review measures ten to twelve core indicators that cover

the criteria outlined by the DQAB and that have been approved and
stipulated by KwantlensEducation Council Each of these reviews is
iterative and references previous reviews and recommendations The
committee conducting the Level One Review or any member thereof
can recommend a Level Two Review Thus under the Kwantlen

Policy a summative review can be initiated during any threeyear
period

At both levels of review the Program Review Team must include at
least one faculty member one staff member and one external
member The policy allows for additional members in these or other
categories

As indicated the policy provides for the definition and approval of ten
to twelve core indicators In each triannual review and any
consequent Level Two Review the criteria set by DQAB will be
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incorporated in these core indicators The degree review will in fact go
beyond the DQAB criteria

The proposed degree program is consistent with Kwantlenscurrent
mission goals and strategic longterm plan Uniquely fitted to the
Strategic Plan the program emphasizes citizenship service and
leadership as important areas of growth for students consistent with
Kwantlensmission statement The program reflects the core values of
the Strategic Plan and would contribute to the growing need for
undergraduate degree access in the Lower Fraser Valley The core
indicators in each program review will measure how well the degree
continues to meet these objectives and values enunciated in the
University Collegesmission goals and strategic plan

The broadly stated learning outcomes have been reviewed by a
number of members of the academic community outside Kwantlen
Their support for the degree proposal is evidence of the applicability of
the leaming outcomes and of their agreement that the proposed
program meets degree level standards The program review process
allows for incorporation of the views of the same constituent groups
and for their membership on review teams

Numerous employability skills are woven throughout all courses at
lower and upper levels of the degree Graduates success in obtaining
employment or admission to graduate school will be tracked by the

p0
program and by the Alumni Office Attention will be paid to their
progress in further studies or in a career Student satisfaction with the
program will be measured through Students Outcome Report Survey
data and by periodic surveys All information will be utilized in the tri
annual program reviews

The annual budget process education plans timetabling processes
and monthly department meetings are ways in which the adequacy of
and efficient and effective use of physical technological financial and
human resources are monitored within and without the department
The Associate Dean of Social Sciences and the Associate Dean of

Humanities in consultation with department chairs will monitor the
use of these resources in an ongoing fashion This information will be
used in the triannual reviews

The Associate Dean of Social Sciences the Dean of Science and the
Associate Dean of Humanities in consultation with department chairs
will report annually on the continuing appropriateness of the programs
structure methods of delivery and curriculum These annual reports
will form part of the triannual review process and the rationale for any
changes within any threeyear period between reviews Under
Kwantlenscurriculum policy all courses are revised on a threeyear
schedule approved by the department curriculum committee for
transmission to the Faculty of Arts Social Sciences the Faculty of
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Science and Faculty of Arts Humanities Curriculum Committees and
ultimately to Education Council Cumulative data on the types and
number of revisions will form part of the body of information used in
the triannual program reviews

The continuing adequacy of the methods for evaluating student
progress and achievement is monitored in general by the program
review process outlined above and in particular by the triannual
curriculum review process

With respect to the final listed DQAB criterion Kwantlen for over 17
years has had a formal faculty evaluation process that measures
quality of teaching and supervision and demonstrable currency in the
field of specialization This is provided for in both policy and the faculty
collective agreement Faculty members serve a probationary period of
two years during which time they are evaluated at least twice Each
evaluation consists of student evaluation independent evaluations by
two peers and a self evaluation The Dean writes a report
incorporating these various sources of input and with the
departmental search committee determines whether the faculty
member has satisfied the probationary period

Post probationary faculty members have a triannual review
throughout their careers In addition to the search process outlined
above they submit a threeyear plan for professional growth and
development During the next review they report on completion of
those objectives and set objectives for the subsequent threeyear
period If problems are identified during any triannual evaluation a
program to address these problems will be developed in consultation
with and approved by the Dean If ultimately problems with teaching
or currency are not resolved then Kwantlen would initiate dismissal
procedures

The Degree and Program Assessment Committee of Education
Council also performs an Implementation Review at the end of the first
cycle in which the degree is offered

3

3

3
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Reviewed by Education Council Senior Leadership
Responsibility Vice President Learning

TITLE Transfer of Articulated Courses from other PostSecondary
Institutions to Kwantlen University College

APPROVED BY President

EFFECTIVE 01 January 1999

REVISED 23 May 2001

RELATED POLICIES B15a Transfer Credit Approval Process

INTRODUCTION

POLICY
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Policy B15 Transfer of Articulated Courses

The provision of programs for university transfer has been a major function of public
postsecondary institutions in British Columbia since the inception of community
colleges in the 1960sand 1970s Transfer of courses between colleges has also been
a factor With the growth in number of accredited private postsecondary institutions it
became necessary to incorporate them in the transfer process

Kwantlen University College is a strong supporter of the articulation of transfer of
courses and programs between institutions and supports the following principles

1 The primary purpose for transfer is to increase student accessibility to post
secondary education by facilitating mobility between other institutions and
Kwantlen

2 In any transfer arrangement the academic integrity of Kwantlenscourses and
programmes must be protected and preserved

3 Awarding of transfer credit shall be governed by this policy



PROCEDURAL GUIDELINES
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4 Kwantlen shall not make changes in transfer arrangements without providing
adequate notice and leadtime to sending institutions

5 If Kwantlen has received assigned credit for one of its courses at another
institution Kwantlen will normally grant that institution assigned credit for their
equivalent course Exceptions will require justification

1 These guidelines apply to institutions within the province of British Columbia
Institutions outside the province will be dealt with on an institutiontoinstitution
basis

2 These guidelines apply only to the formal articulation of courses submitted to
Kwantlen by other British Columbia institutions

3 Although formal transfer negotiations shall take place via the designated persons
at each institution discussions concerning course content adequacy of
supporting facilities and related matters should generally occur first at the inter
institutional departmenttodepartment level These inter institutional discussions
should occur prior to department level approval within Kwantlen

4 An institution seeking transfer credit should be prepared to provide the following
information course name course number length of instructional period hours
per week lecture lab seminar objectives or learning outcomes and content of
the course and although subject to change without notice texts and required
readings methods of instruction and evaluation

5 Requests for transfer will be dealt with expeditiously according to the following
principles

a Kwantlen recognizes that effective learning can occur under a variety of
arrangements and conditions Various methods of demonstrating or attaining
equivalency may be negotiated For example course equivalency competency
tests challenge exams program equivalency bridging programs and learning
outcomes may be used

b Curriculum issues arising from transfer negotiations or agreements may be
addressed to appropriate articulation committees by Kwantlen or the sending
institution

c If Kwantlen denies the transfer of credit requested by a sending institution
Kwantlen shall state the reasons for this refusal

d Once an agreement has been reached on the conditions of credit transfer of
an individual course or programme of studies it shall not be abrogated without
reference to the designated authorities in the institution affected

e Transfer arrangements between Kwantlen and sending institutions are
typically based on lower levels ie first and second year studies At
Kwantlensdiscretion other assignment of year levels can be made

3

3



6 If Kwantlen is planning changes to its curriculum which will affect the requirements
for credit transfer Kwantlen shall inform the members of the relevant Articulation

Committee in writing as far in advance of implementation as possible Until other
institutions have been suitably notified of changes Kwantlen shall fulfill the
commitments of existing transfer agreements

CRITERIA

Transfer of credit involves the following categories
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f Kwantlen University College guarantees a minimum of sixty 60 credits to be
awarded on transfer to holders of Associate Degrees awarded by a BC College
or University College Students must still meet all specific degree requirements
As Kwantlen University College offers primarily applied degrees most students
will be required to complete bridging courses that will raise the number of credits
needed to earn their degrees beyond the traditional 120 credits

i specific equivalent of a given course assigned credit
ii unassigned credit in a discipline department or programme
iii unassigned credit in a Faculty or School
iv unassigned credit for courses not identifiable with Kwantlen course
offerings but evaluated as being appropriate for general academic credit
v Kwantlen reserves the right to enlarge or restrict the use of unassigned
credit in fulfilling the requirements of specific credentials

1 Departments shall employ the widest possible latitude in recommending transfer
approval while respecting the academic integrity of Kwantlen courses and
programmes

2 In order to receive assigned credit it is expected that a course be comparable in
breadth and depth in its essential features Not all elements of the curriculum
need be identical

3 Any course granted credit and offered by a public or accredited private post
secondary institution will normally be granted transfer credit following our internal
review process

4 Course and programme transfer credit shall be based on equivalency of
knowledge and skills or learning outcomes
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Appendix B

Course Descriptions of Existing and New Courses
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CRWR 1100 CR3

Introduction to Creative Writing 1

Students will study and apply the fundamental techniques of writing fiction and
poetry They will also read and critique assigned published works as well as the
works of their peers
Prerequisites An English 12 grade B or higher or ENGL 1099 or ENGQ 1099
grade of C or ABEE 0091 or PSPE 1091 or ENGP 1091 or Kwantlen English
Placement Test placement or an LPI Essay score of 26
Transferable refer to transfer guide

CRWR 1110 CR3

Introduction to Creative Writing 11

Students will study and apply the fundamental techniques of writing drama stage
plays or radio plays or screenwriting and will continue developing their skills in
the writing of fiction and poetry
Prerequisites C in CRWR 1100
Transferable refer to transfer guide

CRWR 2300 CR3

Drama Fiction and Poetry 1

Students will pursue writing in the genre of their choice in an openworkshop
setting In consultation with the instructor participants will undertake
individualized programs of study which include writing reading revision of their
own work and critiquing of their peers work
Prerequisites CRWR 1110 with a C
Transferable refer to transfer guide

CRWR 2310 CR3

Drama Fiction and Poetry

Students will continue to develop their writing skills in the genre of their choice in
an open workshop setting In consultation with the instructor participants will
undertake individualized programs of study which include writing reading
revision of their own work and critiquing of their peers work
Prerequisites CRWR 2300 with a C
Transferable refer to transfer guide
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CRWR 3100 CR3

Techniques of Short Fiction
Students will study develop and practice the various techniques of short fiction
They will apply that genre knowledge through a critical examination of short
fiction by established authors
Prerequisites CRWR 2300 or 2310 or 3101 with a B

CRWR 3101 CR3
Short Fiction

Students will practise writing reading and revision of short fiction through the
writing of their own work and through the critique of their peers work in a
combination lectureworkshop setting They will also analyze published short
fiction from a writers perspective through close reading informed discussion
and writing
Prerequisites CRWR 1110 B or 6 credits in CRWR
Transferable refer to transfer guide

CRWR 3110 CR3

Poetic Forms Techniques

Students will learn advanced poetic techniques through lectures and the study of
the poetic traditions They will also develop and practise techniques through the
writing and workshopping of their poems

Prerequisites Six credits of either CRWR or ENGL at the 1100 level

CRWR 3120 CR3

Screenwriting 1

Students will develop and practise screenplaywriting techniques and revision
skills through the writing of their own work and through the critique of their peers
work in a combination lectureworkshop setting They will develop their original
screenplay ideas from pitch to treatment and will analyze films and screenplays
from a writers perspective through close reading informed discussion and
writing
Prerequisites Six credits of either CRWR or ENGL at the 1100 level
Transferable refer to transfer guide

CRWR 3130 CR3

Creative Non Fiction 1

Students will develop and practise writing reading and revision of creative non
fiction personal essay memoir and literary travelogue through the writing of
their own work and through the critique of their peers work in a combination
lectureworkshop setting Students will also analyze published creative non
fiction from a writers perspective through close reading informed discussion
and writing

Prerequisites Six credits of either CRWR or ENGL at the 1100 level

3

3



CRWR 3210 CR3

Advanced Poetic Forms and Techniques
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Students will learn the function of form in poetry through lectures and the study of
poetic traditions They will also develop and practise form through the writing and
workshopping of their poems
Prerequisites CRWR 3110 with a 8

CRWR 3220 CR3

Screenwriting 11

Students will continue to develop and practise screenplaywriting techniques and
revision skills through the writing of their own work and through the critique of
their peers work in a combination lectureworkshop setting They will develop
their original treatments into screenplays and will analyze films and screenplays
from a writers perspective through close reading informed discussion and
writing
Prerequisites CRWR 3120 with a B
Transferable refer to transfer guide

CRWR 3230 CR3

Creative Non Fiction 11

Students will continue to develop and practise writing reading and revision of
creative non fiction through the writing of their own work and through the critique
of their peers work in a combination lectureworkshop setting Students will also
analyze published creative non fiction from a writersperspective through close
reading informed discussion and writing
Prerequisites CRWR 3130 with a 8

NEW4 CRWR 4100 CR3

Advanced Fiction Workshop

Students will practice writing reading and revision of short fiction through the
writing of their own work and through the critique of their peers work in an
advanced workshop setting preparing their work for possible publication They
will also analyze published short fiction from a writers perspective through close
reading informed discussion and writing
Prerequisites CRWR 3101 B

NEW4 CRWR 4110 CR3

Advanced Poetry Workshop

Students will practise writing reading and revision of poetry through the writing
of their own work and through the critique of their peers work in an advanced
workshop setting preparing their work for possible publication They will also
analyze published poems from a writers perspective through close reading
informed discussion and writing
Prerequisites CRWR 3210 B
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NEW CRWR 4120 CR3

Advanced Screenwriting for Television

Students will create their own A hour or hour ong television series from pitch to
one sheet to bible to outline to pilot episo Analy is and discussion of
professional work will form and develop guide ine or effective criticism and
revision of student writing
Prerequisites CRWR 3220 or CRWR 3120 plus sample screenplay

NEW CRWR 4130 CR3

Advanced Creative Non Fiction Workshop

Students will practise writing reading and revision of creative non fiction through
the writing of their own work and through the critique of their peers work in an
advanced workshop setting preparing their work for possible publication They
will also analyze published creative non fiction works from a writers perspective
through close reading informed discussion and writing
Prerequisites CRWR 3230

3
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Economics Department Courses

ECON 1100 CR3

Growth of Market Economies

Students will trace the historical evolution of the capitalist economic system and
investigate the ideas of great economic thinkers They will also study basic
concepts and methods of economic analysis that will help them to critically
analyze the economy
Transferablerefertotransfer

ECON 1101 CR3

Foundation of Economics

Students will study basic economic principles and economic issues facing the
Canadian economy They will analyze and discuss such issues as free trade
environmental problems economic growth unemployment and inflation
Note Students with credit for ECON 1150 or ECON 1250 may not take ECON
1101 for further credit

Transferable refer to transfer Guide

ECON 1150 CR3

Principles of Microeconomics
Students will gain a basic understanding of how markets operate Topics covered
include the nature and method of economics scarcity specialization and
exchange supply and demand analysis elasticity consumer behaviour
economics of the firm perfect competition monopoly and market failure

Transferablerefertransfertransfer guide

ECON 1250 CR3

Principles of Macroeconomics

Students will study macroeconomic theory at an introductory level Topics treated
include macroeconomic performance measures economic growth inflation
unemployment money and banking interest rates exchange rates and
government policy in a small open economy like Canadas
Transferablerefertolransfer guide

ECON 2208 CR3

History of Economic Thought

Students will survey the ideas of great economists and examine the
characteristics of their theories and their relation to economic problems of the
time

Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250
Transferable refer to transfer guide
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ECON 2210 CR3

Money and Banking

Students will examine the economics of the Canadian financial system They will
study the structure and operation of the banking system money financial and
foreign exchange markets theories of financial markets and financial
intermediation processes of monetary control and the regulation of the banking
and the financial systems The course also gives emphasis to monetary policy in
the context of an open economy
Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250

ECON 2211 CR3

Economic History of Canada

Students will look at important issues in Canadian economic history such as the
role of staples land policy and agriculture trade and investment policies
industrialization banking and capital formation and regional variation in
economic development They will also become acquainted with basic concepts
and methods of economic analysis which will help them to analyze important
events in Canadian economic history
Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250

ECON 2260 CR3
Environmental Economics

Students will examine the links between the economy and the environment They
will use economic principles to explain why environmental problems occur in a
market economy and study how economic policy instruments can be used to deal
with these problems
Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250

ECON 2280 CR 3

Labour Economics

Students will use economic theory to examine the decision making processes
that underlie the supply of and the demand for labour in the Canadian economy
with emphasis on the role of labour markets in determining wages and
employment levels They will analyze relevant labour market structures theories
that predict the outcome of collective bargaining and policies with respect to
unemployment and retraining
Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250

ECON 2350 CR3

Intermediate Microeconomics

Students will study the price theory aspects of intermediate microeconomics with
a focus on consumer theory production and cost the firm under perfect and
imperfect competition markets for factor inputs and general equilibrium
Students will learn to identify analyze and solve microeconomic problems
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Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250 and MATH 1120 or 1130 or 1140

ECON 3333 CR3

Introductory Econometrics
Students will be introduced to the techniques employed in the estimation and
inference of economic modeling They will learn the intuitive and practical
application of the singleequation linear regression model and the use of
statistical software

Prerequisites ECON 2210 and 2350 and MATH 2315 or 2341

ECON 3350 CR3

Introductory MicroEconomics II

Students will study advanced and applied topics in microeconomic theory
Student will learn topics that include choice under uncertainty inter temporal
decision making transaction cost economics and the game theory aspects of
competitive strategy Students within these areas will learn to identify analyze
and solve problems commonly experienced in the business world
Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250 and 2350 and MATH 1120 or 1130 or
1140

ECON 3450 CR3

Intermediate MacroEconomics

Students will study third year macroeconomic theory and use it to help explain
long and shortrun macroeconomic performance They will analyze long run
economic growth models unemployment inflation exchange rates and interest
rates Students will also examine macroeconomic policy debates open economy
issues and recent developments in macroeconomic theory
Prerequisites ECON 1150 and 1250 and MATH 1120 or 1130 or 1140

ECON 3455 CR3
International Economics

Students will examine the economics of international trade and finance with an

emphasis on international economic policy They will study the determinants of
international trade balance of payments and the determination of exchange
rates Students will also analyze trade policy including tariff and nontariff
barriers capital mobility and the political economy of protection and exchange
rate policy
Prerequisites ECON 2350 and 2210 or 2450

NEW ECON 4210 CR3

Monetary Theory

Students will undertake a theoretical analysis of economies that use money the
emergence of money in the economy models of money demand the optimal



quantity of money seignorage and inflation monetary policy and
macroeconomic stability and monetary policy in an open economy
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NEW ECON 4345 CR3

International Trade

Students will examine the economics of international trade with an emphasis on
the gains from trade i small open economy They will study the Ricardian
Specific Factors and Hec cherOhlin models to determine the effects of trade
on economic growth Th ourse also gives emphasis to trade policy including
tariff and nontariff barriers capital mobility and political economy of protection

NEW ECON 4355 CR3

Int rnational Finance

Stu ents will examine the economics of intemational finance with an emphasis
on he determination of exchange rates and the operation of internatio

ancial markets They will study the Keynesian and MundellFlemi moels to

determine the effects of international capital flows on economic gro
course also emphasizes exchange rate policy and discussion of th
hedging techniques for exchange rate risk

NEW ECON 4999 CR3
Issues in Globalization

Students will examine issues at the core of debates concerning the impact of
globalization eg opponents contentions of the undermining of national
sovereignty environmental degradation cultural homogenization and unfair
labour practices versus proponents contentions of capital and knowledge
dissemination economic development and the alleviation of poverty across the
globe Within a seminar setting students will study relevant models examine the
evidence and reflect on various arguments that figure in the debate

3
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MATH 1093 CR3

Intermediate Algebra

Students will study algebraic concepts and methods making use of them in
problem solving They will study polynomial rational exponential logarithm and
trigonometric functions
Prerequisites MATH 1092 or ABEM 0072 or PSPM 1072 or ABEM 0010 or
MATP 1010 or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a P or Principles of
Mathematics 11 with a C or Applications of Mathematics 12 with a C or
Mathematics Placement Test

MATH 1111 CR15

Pre Calculus Algebra Development

Students will review as deemed necessary algebraic techniques and
polynomial rational exponential logarithmic and trigonometric functions and
their graphs
Note This course is intended to support and supplement instruction given in
MATH 1113 and must be taken in conjunction with MATH 1113

Prerequisites MATH 1093 or 1117 or ABEM 0082 or PSPM 1082 or ABEM
0011 or MATP 1011 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C or
Principles of Mathematics 11 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 11 with a C
plus Mathematics Placement Test or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a P plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Applications of Mathematics 12 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Applications of Mathematics 11 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test

Corequisites MATH 1113
Note MATH 1113 in combination with MATH 1111 is equivalent to MATH 1112

MATH 1112 CR3

Pre Calculus Algebra

Students will study the concept of function in depth In particular they will study
polynomial rational exponential logarithmic and trigonometric functions and
their graphs
Prerequisites MATH 1093 or 1117 or ABEM 0082 or PSPM 1082 with a B or
ABEM 0011 or MATP 1011 with an A or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a
C or Principles of Mathematics 11 with an A

f77 f
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MATH 1113 CR3

Pre Calculus Algebra
Students will study the concept of function in depth In particular they will study
polynomial rational exponential logarithmic and trigonometric functions and
their graphs
Note This course is intended for pre calculus students who also must be
concurrently enrolled in MATH 1111

Prerequisites MATH 1093 or 1117 or ABEM 0082 or PSPM 1082 or ABEM
0011 or MATP 1011 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C or
Principles of Mathematics 11 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 11 with a C
plus Mathematics Placement Test or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a P plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Applications of Mathematics 12 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Applications of Mathematics 11 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test

Corequisites MATH 1111
Note MATH 1113 in combination with MATH 1111 is equivalent to MATH 1112

MATH 1115 CR3

Statistics I

Students will learn to summarize and display data and perform inferences about
proportions means and standard deviations for one and two populations They
will also perform regression analysis and determine probabilities
Prerequisites MATH 1093 1117 or ABEM 0082 or PSPM 1082 or ABEM 0011
or MATP 1011 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C or Principles
of Mathematics 11 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 11 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a P plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Applications of Mathematics 12 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test or Applications of Mathematics 11 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test

MATH 1117 CR3

Environmental Mathematics

Students will study algebraic concepts and methods making use of them in
general and environmental problem solving They will study basic geometry and
trigonometry as well as functions polynomial rational exponential and
logarithmic
Prerequisites MATH 1092 or ABEM 0072 or PSPM 1072 or MATP 1010 or
ABEM 0010 or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a P or Principles of
Mathematics 11 with a C or Applications of Mathematics 12 with a C or
Mathematics Placement Test

3
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MATH 1120 CR3

Differential Calculus
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Students will learn to differentiate algebraic and elementary transcendental
functions and to apply these skills to graphing maxima and minima related
rates and rectilinear motion They will be introduced to parametric curves and
their differential calculus

Prerequisites MATH 1112 or MATH 1111 and 1113 or Principles of
Mathematics 12 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C plus
Mathematics Placement Test

Transferable refer to transfer guide

MATH 1130 CR3

Calculus for Life Sciences I

Students will study differential calculus and its applications to biological sciences
In particular they will study limits and differentiation of algebraic and elementary
transcendental functions with applications to graphing optimization and growth
and decay
Prerequisites MATH 1112 or MATH 1111 and 1113 or Principles of
Mathematics 12 with a C or better or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C
plus Mathematics Placement Test
Transferable refer to transfer guide

MATH 1140 CR3

Calculus I Business Applications
Students will study the differentiation of algebraic and elementary transcendental
functions and apply these skills to graphing finding maxima and minima and
solving problems in business economics and social sciences Students will also
study first and second order partial derivatives
Prerequisites MATH 1112 or MATH 1111 and 1113 or Principles of
Mathematics 12 with a C or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C plus
Placement Test

MATH 1152 CR3

Matrix Algebra for Engineers
Students will solve systems of linear equations and study the algebra of
matrices determinants invertibility eigenvalues and eigenvectors
diagonalizability and systems of linear Ordinary Differential Equations ODEs
They will study the geometry of Euclidean space dot and cross products the
arithmetic of complex numbers exponentials and logarithms of complex
numbers and the complex plane Students will use a Computer Algebra System
to solve problems in matrix algebra
Prerequisites MATH 1120 or 1130 with a C or MATH 1140 with a B or
MATH 1230 or 1240
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MATH 1190 CR4

Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers

Students planning a career in elementary school teaching will study the theory
and applications of arithmetic geometry and data analysis statistics in the
elementary school mathematics curriculum
Prerequisites Students who satisfy either 1 or 2 below are eligible to take MATH
1190

1 MATH 1112 or MATH 1111 and 1113 or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a
C or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C plus Mathematics Placement Test

OR

2 18 Kwantlen University College credits numbered 1100 or higher or
equivalent plus MATH 1093 or 1117 or ABEM 0082 or PSPM 1082 or ABEM
0011 or MATP 1011 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 12 with a C or
Principles of Mathematics 12 with a P or C plus Mathematics Placement Test or
Principles of Mathematics 11 with a B or Principles of Mathematics 11 with a C
or C plus Mathematics Placement Test

MATH 1220 CR3

Integral Calculus

Students will learn to integrate algebraic and elementary transcendental
functions and to apply these skills to appropriate problems In addition they will
learn the fundamental theorem of calculus the integral calculus of parametric
curves Taylor polynomials sequences and series and simple differential
equations
Prerequisites MATH 1120 or MATH 1130 with C or better or MATH 1140 with
a B or better

MATH 1230 CR3

Calculus for Life Sciences II

Students will study integral calculus and its applications to biological sciences In
particular they will study the indefinite and definite integral functions of several
variables differential equations and probability theory with applications to
biological problems
Prerequisites MATH 1140 with a C or better or MATH 1120 or MATH 1130
Transferable refer to transfer guide

MATH 1240 CR3

Calculus I1 Business Applications
Students will study the integration of algebraic and elementary transcendental
functions and apply these skills to solving problems in business economics and
social sciences They will also study multivariate differential calculus differential
equations matrix algebra and linear programming

3
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Prerequisites MATH 1120 or 1130 or 1140
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MATH 2232 CR3

Linear Algebra

The following topics are studied linear systems of equations vectors and
matrices vector spaces independence matrix and linear transformations inner
products and orthogonality eigenvalues diagonalization and applications
Prerequisites MATH 1120 or 1130 with a C or better or 1140 with a B or better
or MATH 1230 or 1240

MATH 2233 CR3

Linear Algebra for Engineering

The following topics are studied linear systems of equations vectors and
matrices vector spaces matrix and linear transformations inner products and
orthogonality eigenvalues Fourier series and applications to engineering
problems
Prerequisites MATH 1120 and either PHYS 1120 or 1101 or 1170
Corequisites MATH 1220

MATH 2234 CR50

Computer Applications of Linear Algebra for Applied Science Students
Students will learn to use a computer algebra system to apply Linear Algebra to
problems from physics and applied science
Prerequisites MATH 1120 or 1130 with a C or better or MATH 1140 with a B or
better and PHYS 1120 or 1101 or 1170

Corequisites MATH 2232

MATH 2315 CR3

Probability and Statistics

Students will study introductory probability and statistics using a background of
calculus Topics include concepts of randomness probability probability
distributions for discrete and continuous random variables descriptive statistics
multivariate distributions laws of expectation functions of random variables
sampling statistical inference and hypothesis testing
Prerequisites MATH 1220 or 1230 or 1240

MATH 2321 CR3

Multivariate Calculus Calculus III
Students will study calculus of 3 dimensions They will study surfaces
differentiation including partial derivatives and differentials curves and tangents
double and triple integrals applications and use computer algebra software
Prerequisites MATH 1220 or MATH 1230 with a C or better or 1240 with a B or
better
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MATH 2322 CR3
Vector Calculus Calculus IV
Students will learn the calculus of vector valued functions and vector fields with
special emphasis on differential operators and applications in physics They will
study derivatives of vector valued functions including the chain rule Jacobians
and invertibility differential operators line integrals and Greenstheorem surface
integrals including divergence and Stokes theorems path independence and
conservative fields and potentials
Prerequisites MATH 2232 and 2321

MATH 2331 CR3

Introduction to Analysis

Students will study the theory that underlies differential and integral calculus In
particular they will study real numbers limits of sequences limits of functions
continuity and differentiability and will learn how to construct proofs involving
these concepts
Prerequisites MATH 1220

MATH 2335 CR3

Statistics for Life Sciences

Students will learn statistical techniques and their application to life sciences
They will study descriptive statistics elementary probability random variables
sampling distributions estimation and hypothesis testing
Prerequisites MATH 1130 or 1120 or 1140

MATH 2341 CR4

Introduction to Statistics for Business

Students will learn statistical techniques and their application to business and
economics They will study descriptive statistics elementary probability random
variables sampling distributions estimation and hypothesis testing They will
also learn how to apply statistical software to descriptive and inferential statistics
Prerequisites 15 credits numbered 1100 or higher and MATH 1140 or 1120 or
1130

3
MATH2421 CR3
Ordinary Differential Equations

This course covers the theory of ordinary differential equations including
numerical graphical and matrix methods
Prerequ Les MATH 1220 or 1230 with a C or better or 1240 with a B or
etteriand71AATH 2232 or 2233

NEW MATH 3150 CR3

Structure of Mathematics

This course will provide a study of the underlying structure of mathematics

3
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including mathematical symbolism introduction to set theory and introduction to
logic The student will develop an understanding of methods of proof and an
appreciation for the structure of mathematics
Prerequisite MATH 1220 or 1230 or 1240

NEW MATH 3250 CR3

Geometry

This course will provide a survey of Euclidean geometry with an introduction to
projective and non Euclidean geometries The student will develop an
understanding of axiomatic structures and formal proof as well as an appreciation
of the place of geometry in the development of mathematics
Prerequisite MATH 2321 and MATH 2232

NEW MATH 3450 CR3

History of Mathematics

Topics will be chosen from the historical development of mathematics from its
earliest beginnings through to the 20 century The student will develop an
appreciation for the development of historically significant concepts and
techniques
Prerequisite MATH 2321 and MATH 2232

NEW MATH 4150 CR3

Number Theory

This course will provide an introduction to number theory Topics will include the ii

integers divisibility Euclidean algorithm primes unique factorization
Diophantine equations
Prerequisite MATH 2321 and MATH 2232

NEW MATH 4250 CR3

Special Topics in Mathematics

This course will offer advanced topics in various areas of mathematics
depending on student interest and faculty availability Possible topics include but
are not limited to complex analysis differential geometry logic topology
Prerequisite MATH 2321 and MATH 2232
There may be additional prerequisites depending on the topic

NEW MATH 4350 CR3

Senior Project
Students will complete a substantial research project under the supervision of an
instructor

Prerequisite Completion of at least 9 credits of Mathematics courses numbered
3000 or higher
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HUMN 1100 CR3

Analytical Approaches to Western Humanism
Students will be introduced via literary works of the imagination as well as texts
with a more theoretical character to issues connected with how the modern

identity is formed and how it is constituted

HUMN 1111 CR3

The Religions of India
Students will study the four major religions that originated in India Hinduism
Buddhism Jainism and Sikhism with an emphasis on scriptural sources They
will also examine the development of these religious traditions within their socio
cultural and historical contexts

PHIL 1100 CR3

Introduction to Philosophy
Students will study some of the central topics in the major areas of philosophy
They will examine a variety of philosophical perspectives on such issues as the
nature of reality the limits of human knowledge and the nature of morality

PHIL 1106 CR3

Introduction To Ancient And Medieval Philosophy

Students will study English translations of some of the standard philosophical
texts from the ancient and medieval periods They will also learn to apply
methods of philosophical analysis to these texts

PHIL 1107 CR3

Introduction to Modern Philosophy

Students will study some of the standard philosophical texts from the modern
period They will also learn to apply methods of philosophical analysis to these
texts

PHIL 1110 CR3

Confronting Moral Issues Ethics

Students will examine the meaning and justification of moral judgments They will
examine various theories concerning whether or not moral judgments have an
objective basis They will also study and evaluate leading theories of right action
and they will apply these theories to contemporary moral problems

3
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Students will examine some central problems in environmental philosophy They
will investigate such topics as the nature of our obligations to nonhuman
animals the environment and future generations

PHIL 1120 CR3

Philosophy of Religion

Students will examine arguments for and against the existence of God as well as
other traditional problems of theology from a philosophical perspective

PHIL 1145 CR3

Critical Thinking

The single distinguishing characteristic of scholarly writing is the careful
presentation and defence of the authors ideas The practical skills of close
reading the use of argumentation and the art of rhetoric are the tools for this
job This course prepares students to exercise their skills in their writing in other
courses

PHIL 1150 CR3

Basic Logic

This is an introduction to elementary techniques of formal logic Two artificial
languages are developed sentential logic and predicate logic The construction
of these languages will aid in understanding the nature of rational argument

PHIL 1155 CR3

Scientific Reasoning

This is a course not only for science students but for all who are interested in the
style of reasoning and kinds of claims made in the name of science Scientific
reasoning involves probability and hypotheses in ways which require careful
analysis This course provides an introduction to scientists methods of argument
and experiment and to inductive argument generally

PHIL 1210 CR3

Epistemology

Epistemology is the philosophical study of the nature of knowledge and our ways
of acquiring it Students will examine such topics as the justification of beliefs the
nature of truth and the possibility of foundations of knowledge using the work of
major contemporary philosophers
Prerequisites Any 1100 level PHIL or CRIM 1251 or HUMN 1100
Transferable refer to transfer quide
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PHIL 1211 CR3

Metaphysics
Metaphysics is the branch of philosophy which enquires into the nature of reality
Using classical and contemporary readings students will study some of the main
traditional topics of metaphysics such as the mindbody interaction problem
space and time free will and fatalism and theories of reality and truth

1
Prerequisi es l ny 1100 level PHIL or CRIM 1251 or HUMN 1100

PHIL 1250 CR3

Formal Logic

This course will introduce contemporary symbolic logic provide a working
understanding of some symbolic languages introduce propositional logic and
firstorder predicate logic and discuss syntax and semantics at an elementary
level Soundness and completeness of firstorder logical systems will be proved
Prerequisites PHIL 1150 or College Math at 1100 level or above

PHIL 2101 CR3

20th Century Analytic Philosophy
Students will acquire a detailed historical and conceptual framework for the
assessment of 20th Century philosophical analysis They will study issues raised
by Russell and others near the beginning of the 20th Century Then they will
consider the historical and conceptual unfolding of various altemative
approaches to these issues by later 20th Century analytical philosophers
Students will focus on a technical examination of concepts such as truth
reference description and meaning
Prerequisites Any first year PHIL course

PHIL 2109 CR3
Foundations in Ethics

Students will investigate central questions about the nature and foundations of
ethical judgement They will examine a variety of perspectives on such issues as
the objectivity and prescriptivity of moral judgement
Prerequisites One of HUMN 1100 or PHIL 1100 or 1106 or 1107 or 1110 or
1120 or 1155

PHIL 2115 CR3
Asian Philosophy
Students will critically examine selected representative schools of philosophy in
Asian traditions including Hinduism Confucianism Taoism and Zen Buddhism
They will explore such topics as reality self knowledge ethics and death
Prerequisites HUMN 1100 or any 1100level Philosophy course
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PHIL 2117 CR3

Social and Political Philosophy

Students will examine selected central problems in social and political
philosophy They will investigate such topics asthe justification of the state the
tension between individual freedom and social constraint and theories of social
justice
Prerequisites HUMN 1100 or any 1100level PHIL course

PHIL 2119 CR3

Contemporary Moral Theory

Students will consider selected problems associated with various philosophical
approaches to morality They will investigate standard moral perspectives such
as Utilitarianism Kantianism Contractarianism Feminist Ethics and Virtue

Theory in order to assess their philosophical strengths and weaknesses by
introducing theoretical as well as practical considerations
Prerequisites HUMN 1100 or any 1100level PHIL course

PHIL 3033 CR3

Business Ethics

Students will study various ethical and meta ethical theories and will apply them
in standard business contexts such as employeremployee relations risk
analysis occupational and product safety environmental protection and multi
national practices They will acquire the tools to make ethical business decisions

PHIL 3040 CR3

uf
Art

StudeStude s ill i vestigate central questions about the nature and value of art eg
paintin Ipture music literature and film They will critically examine
attempts to answer questions such as the following What is art Is there a
difference between aesthetic judgments and mere judgments of taste or
subjective preference What is beauty Should moral considerations affect our
evaluations of art

Prerequisites Any 1100 level PHIL course or HUMN 1100

PHIL 3118 CR3

Ethics and Public Policy
Students will critically examine ethical issues in public policy through readings in
classic andor contemporary texts They will consider topics such as policy
governing life and death sex and reproduction freedom of speech punishment
and the environment

Prerequisites Any 1100 level PHIL course or HUMN 1100
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PHIUNRSG 3170 CR3
Bioethics

Students will develop a fundamental understanding of ethical theory applied to
cases in bioethics They will examine ethical approaches as tools for generating
and evaluating informed decisions about bioethical issues Students will discuss
cases from health sciences biology psychology or social work in the context of
debating general moral principles and their applications

PHIL 3430 CR3

Philosophy of Mind Consciousness

Students will investigate central questions about the nature of consciousness and
the place of the mind in the physical world They will examine competing
approaches to the explanation of mental phenomena
Prerequisites Any 1100level PHIL course or HUMN 1100

PHIL 4110 CR3

Special Topics In Ethical Theory
Students will consider selected problems associated with various philosophical
approaches to morality They will investigate standard moral perspectives such
as Utilitarianism Kantianism Contractarianism Feminist Ethics and Virtue
Theory in order to assess their philosophical strengths and weaknesses by
introducing theoretical as well as practical considerations The depth and
sophistication of such investigations as well the academic quality expected in
student assignments will be significantly greater than in PHIL 2109 or 2119
Prerequisites Any 1100level PHIL course or HUMN 1100 and either PHIL 2117
or PHIL 2119 or PHIL 3033 or PHIL 3118 or PHIL 3170

PHIL 4210 CR3

Special Topics In Epistemology

Students will investigate topics such as the nature of knowledge the justification
of belief the nature of truth and the possibility of foundations of knowledge The
depth and sophistication of such investigations as well the academic quality
expected in student assignments will be substantially greater than in PHIL 1210
Prerequisites Any 1100level PHIL course or HUMN 1100 and PHIL 1210

PHIL 4430 CR3

Special Topics In The Philosophy of Mind

Students will investigate central questions about the nature of consciousness and
the place of the mind in the physical world They will examine competing
approaches to the explanation of mental phenomena The depth and
sophistication of such investigations as well the academic quality expected in
student assignments will be greater than in PHIL 3430
Prerequisites Any 1100level PHIL course or HUMN 1100 and either PHIL 1211
or PHIL 3430

3
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POLI 1110 CR3

Ideology and Politics
Students will study and critically analyze the political ideologies that have played
an important role in shaping the 20th century and the present political landscape
and that have influenced the political attitudes and actions of individuals groups
and societies

POLI 1120 CR3

Canadian Government and Politics

Students will examine Canadian political culture including the challenges to
Canadian unity posed by those with separatist sentiments They will discuss
regionalism multiculturalism cultural and linguistic duality bilingualism
Canadian identity political parties and ideologies the bureaucracy federalism
the economy constitutional change and other topics of current interest

POLI 1123 CR3

Municipal Politics

Students will study the evolution of politics at the municipal level in Canada
including the local governmentsmanagement of services labour relations
political parties lobby groups budgeting policy making and media relations
They will also study the relationships between municipal governments and
provincial and federal government Students will prepare research essays on a
given topic which will then be discussed and defended in seminar format

POLI 1125 CR3

Introduction to Political Science

Students will study basic terms and concepts relevant to the study of institutions
and processes in government They will acquire an understanding of Canadian
government and politics and will compare Canada to other countries in order to
further a broad understanding of the effects of politics and government on the
population

POLI 1145 CR3

Introduction to Comparative Government and Politics

Students will study and critically analyze the key topics in the field of comparative
politics with a special emphasis on understanding the dynamics that shape the
character and quality of contemporary political systems
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POLI 1150 CR3

Introduction to International Relations

Students will develop the analytical skills with which to explain or understand
world politics They will be introduced to intellectual tools such as core concepts
and schools of thought in order to make sense of the complex world of
international politics Students will explore a broad range of contemporary topics
including the role and importance of various state and nonstate actors the
promotion of international order and salient features of the international political
economy including the disparities between the countries of the North and South

POLI 2120 CR3

Government Politics of the Prairie Provinces

Students will study the structures and processes of government in the Canadian
Prairie Provinces Students will study the role of the national government in
shaping the Prairies and will analyze the theoretical approaches to federalism
and regionalism Comparisons with other Canadian provinces will enhance
student awareness of different political traditions and allow them to develop
reasoned judgments about politics and government in their home province as
well as the country as a whole
Prerequisites POLI 1125 recommended

POLI 2121 CR3

Charter Politics in Canada

Students will study the concepts of rights and freedoms as they have been
treated historically in Canada and will analyze the place of rights in Canadian
law prior to the entrenchment of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms They will
examine the Charter and the role of the courts with emphasis on the Supreme
Court and will discuss the place of rights and courts in a democratic society
Students will study the legalization of politics and the politicization of the judiciary
to better understand recent developments in Canadian law and politics regarding
rights
Prerequisites POLI 1125 recommended

POLI 2130 CR3

International Relations Theory
Students will learn the theories of International Relations from realism and
liberalism to radical challengers such as Marxism dependency theory critical
theory postmodernism and feminism Students will explore debate and
compare theories to develop a solid grasp of the different perspectives and to
establish their own theoretical preferences
Prerequisites POLI 1150 and ENGL 1100 or LPI score 36

3
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Students will acquire a detailed factual and conceptual framework for the
analysis of the process of European integration They will study the historical
origins of the European Union EU the institutions structure and process and
the challenges of integration in the 21st century Students will focus on the
political social and economic impacts on the member states the tension
between nationstate and confederation supra national citizenship democracy
and regional integration and the role and status of the EU in world affairs
Prerequisites POLI 1125 or 1150

POLI 2140 CR3

Comparative Politics of Asia

Students will be introduced to the government and politics of key Asian states
They will learn about the dynamics that shape the character and quality of
contemporary Asian political systems the underlying assumption being that they
who know only one country know no country well Students will enhance their
understanding of political transformation in a comparative context through the
study of different Asian countries
Prerequisites POLI 1125 or 1150 or 1145

POLI 2150 CR3

International Political Economy

Students will acquire a detailed conceptual framework for the analysis of the
intemational political economy They will study the dynamic interaction among
states societies firms and markets at the international level Students will focus
on major IPE perspectives and theories and learn to apply these to issue
areas including monetary and financial relations international trade foreign
investment foreign debt and development finance
Prerequisites POLI 1125 or 1150

POLI 2155 CR3

Contemporary Political Conflict

Students will study the sources and nature of major contemporary international
and national conflicts such as disputes between the great powers between rich
nations and poor nations between Third World countries and within states
Students will focus on the phenomena of war violence and crime in conflict
Prerequisites POLI 1125 or 1150

POLI 2235 CR 3

British Columbia Govemment and Politics

Students will examine British Columbiaspolitical culture and various elements
affecting it such as immigration native land claims primary and secondary
resource industries federal provincial relations interest group behaviour union



activity environmental issues political parties and government policymaking
Students will prepare research essays on given topics tha will then be discussed
and defended in seminar format

Prerequisites POLI 1125 recommended

POLI 3100 CR3

American Government and Politics

Students will examine the institutions and processes associated with the federal
government of the United States They will study the executive legislative and
judicial branches as well as the party system the electoral system and election
finance Students will analyze the policymaking process in America employing
both foreign and domestic examples to highlight the important roles played by
pressure groups corporations and the media
Prerequisites POLI 1125 and ENGL 1100

POLI 3122 CR3

Introduction to Canadian Foreign Policy

Students will examine the history and current state of the foreign and defence
policies of Canada They will also study the following specific areas domestic
and foreign influences on policy governmental structures affecting policy the
interplay of trade defence and diplomatic decision making Students will
appraise recent policy initiatives with a view to developing an understanding of
Canadasplace in the global community
Prerequisites POLI 1125

POLI 3125 CR 3
Nationalism in Canadian Politics

Students will probe the intersection of nationalism and ideology in Canadian
politics examining varieties of Canadian nationalism and the challenges that
Quebec and aboriginal nationalisms pose to the Canadian state Students will
also engage multicultural visions of Canadian nationhood Students will read
primary textsthe writings of nationalists themselves and those of their critics
and secondary sources that locate nationalist thought within wider analytical
contexts Students will gain an enriched understanding of the diversity and
complexity of nationalism in Canada a deeper command of key moments in
Canadian thought and a sharpened sense of the normative problems involved in
nationalism

Prerequisites POLI 1110 1120 Or 1125 recommended

POLI 3145 CR3

Comparative Transborder Studies

Students will acquire a factual and conceptual framework for the comparative
analysis of transborder regions They will analyze two types and two levels of
transborders peaceful and conflictual and regional continental and local
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Students will review a spectrum of transborder areas in the Americas West and
East Europe and Asia They will address the challenges of multi level
governance in the 21st century in the context of case studies of peaceful
transborder regions Students will analyze the political social economic and
environmental impacts of transborder integration the tension between nation
state inter governmentalism and supra nationalism identity citizenship and
democracy and the status of transborders in domestic and world affairs
Prerequisites POLI 2130 or 2131 and ENGL 1100 or LPI Score 36

POLI 3146 CR3
Government and Politics of India

Students will explore the political economy of South Asia in general and India in
particular They will also explore some of the conceptual frameworks in which the
politics of the South Asian region is studied Students will develop a critical
understanding of similarities and differences in the preconceptions of these
frameworks their basic tenets and relevant insights They will be able to address
more specialized issues related to the government and politics of India within a
comprehensive conceptual framework of development and modernization
Prerequisites POLI 2140 or 2130

POLI 3147 CR3

Foreign Policies of the Major Powers

Students will acquire a factual and conceptual comparative framework of foreign
policy as practised by major powers They will analyze the types of powers
various foreign policies styles of foreign policy constellation of the major powers
and the target audience of the major powers Students will review some case
studies on the challenges arising to and by the major powers They will explore
debate and compare theories to develop a solid grasp of the different theoretical
perspectives of the foreign policies of major powers and will establish their own
theoretical preferences
Prerequisites POLI 2150 or 2130
Corequisites POLI 2141 and ENGL 1100 or LPI Score 36

POLI 3150 CR3

American Foreign Policy

Students will examine the historical patterns of US foreign policy and the US
Soviet rivalry during the Cold War era They will discuss the challenges faced by
the US its increasing reliance on unilateralism and the response of other great
powers to the US in the postCold War era Students will also examine the
sources of American foreign policy and will explore the linkages among political
institutions the policyformulation process and policy outcomes

Prerequisites POLI 31 POLI 2130 and 3100 recommended
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POLI 3160 CR3

International Organization

Students will acquire a basic knowledge of the nature activities and problems of
international organizations in political economic and social issue areas They
will analyze the historical evolution structural mechanisms and governance
styles of these organizations in addressing various global problems Students will
critically examine the most prominent theoretical and conceptual approaches to
the analysis of international organizations with particular emphasis on the
notions of multilateralism and global governance
Prerequisites POLI 1150 POLI 2130 recommended

POLI 3240 CR3

Chinese Government and Politics

Students will learn the characteristics of the Chinese civilization the reform and

revolution in the preCommunist era the Communist road to power the
development of Chinese politics from 1949 to the present and Chinas
international relations

Prerequisites POLI 1125 POLI 1145 strongly recommended
NEW 4 POLI 4XXX CR 3

Issues in Public Policy and Administration

Specific topics will be chosen by the teaching faculty They will however include
such subjects as the role of government government intervention the role and
structure of government bureaucracies interest and pressure groups the
management of the political process or the relationship between public and
foreign policy

NEW 4 POLI 4XXX CR3

Liberal Democratic Thought Classic and Contemporary Debates
Students will examine classic and contemporary works in the study of liberalism
and democracy as well as conservative and radical critiques They will engage
such questions as the nature and foundation of liberal thought affinities and
tensions between liberal and democratic ideals and whether liberaldemocracy
is or can be democratic enough Students will gain an improved command of
the richness of the liberal tradition and a firmer grasp of the complex relationship
between the liberalism and democracy

NEW 4 POLI 4XXX CR3

International Human Rights

This course explores the history and current state of the international human
rights regime It will examine a variety of issues relating to human rights including

n the concept of human rights and its theoretical underpinnings the categories of
rights and the mechanisms available for their implementation as well as issues
relating to their effectiveness Upon completion of the course students will learn
about why human rights violations continue to occur in many regions of the 3
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world What are the sources of such violations and why does repression occur
They should also be able to understand the emergence and evolution of the
current international human rights regime and finally the conditions promoting or
hindering the implementation of international human rights norms
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SOCI 1125 CR3

Introduction to Society Processes and Structures

Students will study the basic concepts of sociology such as society culture and
organization and the theories and methods sociologists use to explore these
phenomena They will examine the processes and structures of socialization
inequalities organization and change

SOCI 2100 CR3

The Sikh Diaspora
Students will study the Sikh Diaspora the fragment of an ethnic community that
exists outside of its homeland with a focus on the Sikh community in Western
Canada They will examine social theory related to migration and social
adaptation Students will investigate the major social issues that immigrant
communities face in the process of adaptation to Canada both at the personal
and community levels

SOCI 2225 CR3

Canadian Society Conflict and Consensus

Students will study sociological problems and processes from a Canadian
identity perspective They will examine various aspects of the structure of
Canadian society including social inequalities ethnic relations regional
disparities and foreign control

SOCI 2230 CR3

Race Ethnicity and Multiculturalism in Canada
This course is a sociological introduction to the forms and dynamics of racial and
ethnic group relations and the place of these groups in the Canadian social
structure The course examines racial and ethnic group problems and deals with
the inter relationship between these groups and institutional structures such as
government law and education

SOCI 2235 CR3

The Development of Sociological Thought

Beginning with the work of foundational sociological theorists such as Marx
Weber and Durkheim students will explore the development of sociological
thought from modemity through to contemporary post colonial and postmodern
theorizing They will critically evaluate essential sociological concepts models
and theoretical approaches in light of the historical contexts in which they were
developed ongoing debates within the discipline and their relevance to
contemporary social life

3

3

3
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Women in Canada
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Students will explore the ways in which gender is constructed examining the
dichotomy of private and public spheres the gendered division of labour and its
ideological underpinnings They will examine gendered patterns of inequality
associated with age disability socioeconomic status race and sexual
orientation

SOCI 2250 CR3

Families in Canada

Students will examine the basic sociological approaches to understanding the
family After looking at the demographic makeup of families in Canada this
course will emphasize the influences both positive and negative that the social
structure has on families today The impact of culture on the family will also be
emphasized

SOCI 2255 CR3

Micro Sociology Social Interaction

An introduction to the psychological influences of social forces from a
sociological viewpoint this course will focus on the research and theory of the
interplay between individuals and society

SOCI 2260 CR3

Research Methods in Sociology

Students will study the quantitative and qualitative approaches used to conduct
social research They will emphasize practical application of research design and
data collection techniques while conducting their own research projects

SOCI 2365 CR3

An Introduction to Statistics in Social Research

Students will study statistical techniques used in sociology and will examine
descriptive and inferential statistics with an emphasis on practical sociological
applications

SOCI 2270 CR3
Education Society Sociological Perspectives

Students will study sociological perspectives on schooling and education in
contemporary society focusing on the structure and process of education the
politics of teaching relationships between schooling and work and social
inequalities
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SOCI 2275 CR3

Mass Media and Society

Students will study the place of the mass media in Canadian society They will
examine the development of print radio television and new media in a global
context and focus on the interconnection between media and other social
institutions Students will evaluate and apply various theoretical approaches to
media production content and audiences and their roles in the social
construction of reality

SOCI 2280 CR3

Sociology of Health and Illness
Students will learn the sociological perspectives on health and illness in
contemporary society including social and cultural factors influencing health and
illness the health professions the institutional context of health care delivery and
health care policy issues

NEW 4 SOCI 3210 CR3

Science Technology and Society

In this course students will gain an understanding of the reciprocal relationship
between technology and society in the postmodern era They will be encouraged
to engage in critical and comprehensive thinking about the social implications of
contemporary technology The course proceeds from the assumption that
sustained social debate is necessary if technology is to become more compatible
with human life society and the biosphere

NEW 4 SOCI 3230 CR3

International Migration and Ethnic Communities
International migration refugee movements and the establishment of ethnic
communities outside of their country of origin have become permanent features
of the contemporary global scene The movement of people across borders
occurs because of environmental crisis ethnic strife and cleansing wars
economic crisis disease and cultural issues Some migrations are of an
individual nature but more frequently it is large communities or diasporas on the
move People who belong to a community now live in the context of more than
one nation state This course will examine the socio cultural and political aspects
of international migration The first part of the course is an introduction to the
understanding of nation membership citizenship causes of migration the
creation of refuges and immigrant incorporation The second part of the course
will focus on the development of ethnic communities as a result of migration It
will look at the viability of such communities in the context of both multi
culturalism and uniculturalism Throughout the course we will pay attention to
the ways in which gender class ethnicity racialization and legal status organize
migration and settlement
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Education in Cross cultural Perspective
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NEW 4 SOCI 3275 CR3

Sociology of Popular Culture
Students will explore the role of popular culture in their everyday lives and its
connection with social cultural economic and political processes and structures
They will apply various sociological perspectives concepts and interpretive
strategies to a critical examination of such things as television advertising film
sports music literature games and other forms of consumer goods and leisure
activities They will analyze processes involved in the production and
consumption of popular culture in both the local and global contexts In order to
gain a better understanding of the role of popular culture in shaping self and
society students will also address the relationships between popular culture
class community subcultures and countercultures and the social construction
of such things as ethnicity race gender identity and the body

NEW 4 SOCI 3280 CR3

Sociology of Dying and Death
Students will critically examine cultural historical and contemporary attitudes
and practices concerning dying and death They will focus on the dying process
medicalization of death funerals and body disposargriefand bereavement the
coronersrole suicide assisted death and oth r endofFife decisions

SOCI 3300 CR3

Sociology of Work and Industry

Students will study various aspects of work in the Canadian context from a
sociological perspective They will explore topics such as the historical
transformation of work the impact of new technologies work structuring and
restructuring work relations control and resistance and the place and meaning
of work in Canadian society paying special attention to gender race and
ethnicity They will evaluate and apply classic and contemporary sociological
theories on work and industry and above all learn to think critically about issues
related to work and industry that affect the lives of all Canadians in significant
ways

SOCI 3310 CR3

Sociology of Conflict and Conflict Resolution
This course will introduce students to the dynamics and structure of social
dispute and the sociological aspects of the dispute resolution process
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SOCI 3320 CR3

Sociology of Global Inequalities
This course is designed to introduce various perspectives on development and
underdevelopment as well as their relation to the changing economic political
and social situation in Canada and the third world The globalization process will
be examined by focusing on NAFTA North American Free Trade Agreement
and other regional economic arrangements Particular attention will be paid to the
effect of such processes on the individual

SOCI 3345 CR3

Social Policy in Context

Students will examine changes in the way society deals with social issues They
will analyze how social issues are defined and how social policies are formulated
administered and revised They will examine the dynamic relationship between
social policy and Canadian social structure

SOCI 3385 CR3

Introduction to Demography

Students will study the analysis of population and its three main components
fertility mortality and migration While the major emphasis will be on
contemporary Canada there will also be extensive cross cultural and historical
analysis

NEW SOLI 4325 CR3

Community Services Involvement
This capstone course provides students an opportunity to develop an awareness
of the complexities demands and issues that define the everyday reality of those
who work and live within the realm of community service agencies While
volunteering for a not for profit community based service students will conduct a
participant observation study and prepare a report that reflects both personal
insights and an application of theoretical perspectives in Sociology

Rationale for RenumberingRevising Existing Sociology Course Offerings
In order to meet program requirements determined for the BA Minor in Sociology
several existing courses currently offered by the Sociology Department are being
revised and renumbered so that required courses and a choice of electives may
be offered at the appropriate levels

Course outlines will be sent for formal articulation and where necessary informal
articulation has already been initiated In most cases the transfer status is
expected to remain the same as it is for existing courses

The following courses currently offered at the 1000 level will be revised
renumbered and offered at the 2000 level for the BA Minor in Sociology existing
courses are in parentheses

3

3

3
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SOCI 2260

SOCI 2225

SOCI 2230
SOCI 2240

SOCI 2250
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SOCI 2270
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The Development of Sociological Thought SOCI 1235
Research Methods in Sociology SOCI 1260
Canadian Society SOCI 1225
Race Ethnicity and Multiculturalism in Canada SOCI 1230
Women in Canada SOCI 1240
Families in Canada SOCI 1250
Micro Sociology Social Interaction SOCI 1255
Education and Society Sociological Perspectives SOCI 1270
Mass Media and Society SOCI 1275
Sociology of Health and Illness SOCI 1280

The following courses currently offered at the 2000 level will be revised
renumbered and offered at the 3000 level for the BA Minor in Sociology existing
courses in parentheses

SOCI 3300

SOCI 3310

SOCI 3320

SOCI 3345

SOCI 3385

Sociology of Work and Industry SOCI 2300
Sociology of Conflict and Conflict Resolution SOCI 2310
Sociology of Global Inequalities SOCI 2320
Social Policy in Context SOCI 2345
Demography SOCI 2385
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Appendix C1
BA Minor in Creative Writing Program Description

Through creative writing we encourage the many voices that make our multi
cultural society and enrich our literatures Creative Writers in Canada at the
moment enjoy a barrierfree ground In fact in the past decade all the historically
underrepresented voices have surfaced Publishers are very anxious to explore
new voices new modes of thinking and writing

Creative writing students learn by active experimentation Students take part in
workshops to critique each othersworks In addition they read and discuss
examples of works in the genre in which they are writing These models help
them understand the tradition and potential of the genre Other methods of
instruction include partner editing lectures large and small group discussions
and inclass writing activities Some courses will be delivered in part or in total by
computer conferencing online Upperlevel courses could also make use of
studio facilities to produce audio and video clips

All our Creative Writing courses are taught both facetoface and online This
permits working students access to the program Students can also attend
classes on one of the campuses or completely online One of the advantages of
our online classes is that they provide access to students from the entire
province and the rest of Canada as well

Students have the option of taking courses by means of distance education
through computer conferencing While some of the courses will be fourteen
weeks in duration others will be designed to make use of working writers and
other professionals for intensive modules This strategy will allow us to augment
our faculty by inviting writers at the height of their profession to work with our
students as writersin residence The flexibility of scheduling and the use of
interactive media will extend access to those employed full or part time women
and men at home with small children and the elderly



BA Minor in Creative Writing Levels Courses and Requirements
Years One and Two

Students within the BA Minor in Creative Writing Program will take a general
academic program in the first and second year including a multigenre
introductory course in Creative Writing in the first two semesters arid genre
specific workshops in the third and fourth semesters As well students will select
elective courses from the Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts
Modern Languages Music and Business as per the BA curriculum framework

Students completing appropriate courses in Years 1 and 2 will be able to exit with
an Associate of Arts in Creative Writing

Year Three

Students will complete concentrations in two genres 12 credits selecting from
Fiction Poetry Drama Screenwriting and Creative Non Fiction

Year 3 Fall 4 Any two from

CRWR 3100

CRWR 3110

CRWR 3120

CRWR 3130

Year 3 Spring 4 Any two from

CRWR 3101

CRWR 3210

CRWR 3220
CRWR 3230

Techniques of Short Fiction
Poetry Forms Techniques 1
Screenplay 1
Creative Non Fiction I

Short Fiction

Poetry Forms Techniques II
Screenplay II
Creative Non Fiction 11
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Note Only two of the genres four of the third year courses are offered in a given academic year

Year Four

Students will complete two workshops 6 credits in their area of concentration
In total a minimum of 18 upper level CRWR credits are required to complete the
BA Minor in Creative Writing program

Year 4 Fall and Spring

NEW 3 CRWR 4100

NEW 3 CRWR 4110

NEW 4 CRWR 4120

NEW CRWR 4130

Advanced Fiction Workshop
Advanced Poetry Workshop
Advanced Screenwriting for Television
Advanced Creative Non Fiction Workshop



Year Courses Courses Courses Program
Guidelines

Entry and
Exit Points

Year One

Fall Semester

ENGL 1100

Reading Thinking
and Writing

CRWR 1100

Fiction Poetry
Entry criteria for
the BA Program
include aB in

English 12 and a
C in Principles
of Math 11

General BA

Program Entry

21

Year One

Spring Semester

CRWR 1110

Screenplay
Fiction Poetry

Year Two

Fall Semester

ENGL 1202

Reading 8 Writing
about topics

CRWR 2300

Genre specific
directed project

Year Two

Spring Semester

CRWR 2310

Genre specific
directed project 3

A minimum of 3

additional credits

of English at the
2000level

Associate of

Arts In Creative

Wri g Exit
yy

9

Year Three

Fall Semester

Any two of
CRWR 3100
CRWR 3110
CRWR 3120 or
CRWR 3130

All lower level

CRWR

requirements and
all additional

requirements as
per the BA
Curriculum

Framework for

year three entry

BA Minor In

Creative Writing
Year Three

Entry

Year Three

Spring Semester

Any two of
CRWR 3101

CRWR 3210
CRWR 3220 or

CRWR 3230

Year Four

Fall Semester Any two of
CRWR 4100

CRWR 4110

CRWR 4120
CRWR 4130

Year Four

Spring Semester

All upper level
CRWR

requirements and
all additional exit

requirements as
per the BA
Cuniculum
Framework

BA Minor In

Creative Writing
Exit

O

O

BA Minor in Creative Writing Program Progression

Spring Courses all require Fall courses as pre requisites and must be chosen together
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Appendix C2
BA Minor in Economics Program Description

The BA Minor in Economics Program focuses on the economics of international trade
finance and globalization The issues raised in these areas of study are complementary
to those raised in a number of other social sciences disciplines such as history
sociology political science and human geography As a result of the interrelatedness of
subject matter students can constructively pair the minor in economics with a number
of other minors found within the BA Degree Program

BA Minor in Economics Levels Courses and Requirements
Students within the BA Minor in Economics Program will take a general academic
program in the first and second year including a minimum of four Economics courses in
their first four semesters As well students will select elective courses from the
Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages Music and
Business as per the BA curriculum framework

At the 1000 level Economics 1150 and Economics 1250 focus on basic economic
principles Economics courses at the 2000 level will be accessible to all students who
have completed six Economics course credits and three credits in Mathematics
Courses at the 3000 level will be accessible to students who have completed the twelve
credits of required Economics courses at the 1000 and 2000 levels and six credits of
required Mathematics Courses at the 4000 level may require specific course
prerequisites at the 2000 and 3000 level

Students may apply for entry into the BA Minor in Economics Program after they have
successfully completed Economics 2350 Econ 2210 Math 1140 or its equivalent and
Math 2315 or 2341 which provide the necessary background for further studies in
Economics Programs

In order to satisfy the requirements of the BA Minor in Economics Program students
must also complete at least fifteen course credits of study at the 3000 and 4000 level
including Economics 3350 3450 3333 and 3345

Year One Principles of Microeconomic and Macroeconomics

The 1000 level of study in Economics provides a foundation with six course credits
focussing on basic microeconomic and macroeconomic principles

Required ECON Courses

ECON 1150 Principles of Microeconomics
ECON 1250 Principles of Macroeconomics
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s Year Two Intermediate Microeconomic and Money and Banking

Economics courses at the 2000 level are accessible to all students who have completed
six economics course credits of study

Required ECON Courses

ECON 2350 Intermediate Microeconomics

ECON 2210 Money and Banking

Year Three Intermediate Economic Theory Econometrics

Economics courses at the 3000 level are accessible to all students who have completed
twelve Economics course credits of study Students who have completed the twelve
credits of required Economics courses at the 1000 and 2000 level can apply for entry
into the BA Minor in Economics Program

Required ECON Courses

ECON 3333

ECON 3350

ECON 3450
ECON 3455

Year Four Theory Applications Seminars
Economics courses at the 4000 level are accessible to students who are registered in
the BA Minor in Economics Program and have completed core requirements at the
3000 level Econ 3350 Econ 3450
Courses at the 4000 level may require specific course prerequisites at the 2000 and
3000 levels

One of the following ECON Courses

NEW 4 ECON 4345

NEW 4 ECON 4355

NEW 4 ECON 4210

NEW 4 ECON 4999

Econometrics

Intermediate Microeconomics

Intermediate Macroeconomics

International Economics

International Trade

International Finance

Monetary Theory
Issues in Globalization
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Year Courses Courses Program
Guidelines

Entry and
Exit Points

Year 1

Fall Semester

ECON 1150 Entry criteria for the
BA Program include a
B in English 12 and a
C in Principles of Math
11

General BA

Program Entry

Year 1

Spring Semester

ECON 1250

Year 2

Fall Semester

ECON 2350

Year 2

Spring Semester

ECON 2210

Year 3

Fall Semester

ECON 3350

ECON 3333

All lower level ECON

requirements and all
additional requirements
as per the BA
Curriculum Framework

for year three entry

BA Minor In

Economics

Program Entry

Year 3

Spring Semester

ECON 3450
ECON 3345

Year 4

Fall Semester

At least one of

ECON 4210
ECON 4345

ECON 4355
ECON 4999

Year 4

Spring SemesterP 9

All upper level ECON
requirements and all
additional exit

requirements as per the
BA Curriculum

Framework

BA Minor In

Economics

Program Exit

BA Minor in Economics Program Progression
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Appendix C3
BA Minor in Mathematics Program Description

The BA Minor in Mathematics Program is primarily intended for students who plan to
enter a post baccalaureate education program with mathematics as one of their
teachable subjects Still it will also attract students planning on professional careers
where a sound foundation in formal or mathematical reasoning is required for students
with a specific interest in mathematics The primary focus of the minor is mathematics
as an expression of human understanding rather than as a science or an aid to science
The scientific applications of mathematics however will continue to be addressed in
many of our course offerings The courses included in the proposed mathematics minor
are designed with the mathematically interested Arts student in mind concentrating on
the development of an understanding of the mathematical enterprise as well as
inclusion of topics that illuminate and extend those taught in the secondary school
curriculum

Teaching has consistently been one of the more frequent career choices for secondary
school graduates and these students require education in teachable subjects before
proceeding into a professional program of teacher training Mathematics when paired
with English or History will provide the necessary background for admission to a School
of Education and an excellent path to the attainment of students career goals As well
Mathematics can form part of a BA leading students into other professions such as law
or technical writing

Many undergraduate Mathematics programs are designed for the education of future
mathematicians and scientists often making them less than appealing to the
mathematically inclined Arts students While the courses in the proposed minor will be
as rigorous as any they will focus on the development of an understanding of the
mathematical enterprise as a core part of our civilization Many courses will be planned
specifically to illuminate and extend ideas taught in secondary school Students will
have the advantage of small classes and accessible faculty

The BA Minor in Mathematics Program will provide many opportunities for Kwantlen
University College students in general While it has been developed specifically to meet
the requirements of admission to the Post Baccalaureate Secondary Education
Programs at UBC SFU and UVic it will also provide Arts students who choose this
minor with a solid grounding in a major field of human achievement Other students may
choose one or more of the new courses as part of the degree or diploma program or to
fulfill breadth requirements of another program

Given the role of the proposed Mathematics Minor as a component of an Arts degree
its focus on preparing students mathematically for a teaching career and the specific
upper level courses that are proposed it should be noted that KwantlensMathematics
faculty have not only strong overall expertise in mathematics and but also specific



expertise in areas such as the following
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Department members have specializations in Number Theory Algebraic
Geometry Algebraic Topology Partial Differential Equations Number Theory
Optimization and Combinatorics Operations Research Mathematical
Physics LogicFoundations of mathematics and Operator TheoryOperator
Algebras
Several department members also have extensive graduate study in the
History of Mathematics and Mathematics Education
3 have teaching certificates
1 has a PhD in Mathematics with a specialization in Mathematics Education
1 has a PhD in Curriculum Studies with a focus on Mathematics and Science

Education

1 has a PhD in Philosophy
3 have specializations in Statistics

The breadth of the department is enhanced by its members personal interests and
activities in philosophy history logic mathematics education the study of mathematics
anxiety applied mathematics the visual arts poetry and music

BA Minor in Mathematics Levels Courses and Requirements

Students within the BA Minor in Mathematics Program will take a general academic
program in the first and second year including at least five Mathematics courses in the
first four semesters As well students will select elective courses from the Humanities
Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages Music and Business as per
the BA curriculum framework

Students completing appropriate courses in Years 1 and 2 will be able to exit with an
Associate of Science in Mathematics

The BA Minor in Mathematics Program will require 15 credits of mathematics courses
at the 1000 and 2000 level and 15 to 18 credits at the 3000 and 4000 level

Students may apply for entry into the BA in Mathematics Minor Program after
completing the lower division 1000 and 2000 level requirements All courses at the
3000 and 4000 level with the exception of the capstone course MATH 4350 will be
accessible to any student having completed the lower division requirements for the
program

Two courses currently numbered at the 2000 level Math 2421 Differential Equations and Math
2322 Vector Calculus are third year courses at one or more of the other universities or university
colleges in BC and will be renumbered to the 3000 level to reflect this This will not only benefit the
students in the BA Minor program but also many students who currently are unable to obtain credit
at the appropriate level when they transfer

V



As well six new Mathematics courses will be developed Three will be introduced in the
first academic year and the other three in the second As all the upper division courses
except Math 4350 can be taken in any order not all courses need to be offered every
year

Years One and Two

Students will be required to take 15 credits of mathematics courses at the 1000 and
2000 level

Required 1000 Level MATH Courses

A minimum of 3 credits from the following

MATH 1120 Differential Calculus

MATH 1130 Calculus for Life Sciences I

MATH 1140 Calculus I Business Applications

A minimum of 3 credits from the following

MATH 1220 Integral Calculus
MATH 1230 Calculus for Life Sciences II

MATH 1240 Calculus II Business Applications

Required 2000 Level MATH Courses

MATH 2321 Multivariate Calculus Calculus 111
MATH 2232 Linear Algebra

One course required from the following

MATH 2341 Introduction to Statistics for Business

MATH 2335 Statistics for Life Sciences

MATH 2315 Probability and Statistics
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Students may substitute MATH 1115 Introductory Statistics but should be aware that
it will not satisfy the statistics requirement for admission into the Secondary Education
Program at UBC Students should not take more than one course from this list as only
three credits will be recognized as credits within the Mathematics Minor program

Students who desire another lower division Mathematics course should consider MATH

1116 Mathematical Explorations or MATH 2331 Real Analysis



A minimum of 12 credits from the following

NEW 4

NEW

NEW 4

NEW 3
NEW 4

MATH 3150

MATH 3250

MATH 3322

MATH 3421

MATH 3450

MATH 4150

MATH 4250

Required 4000 Level MATH Course

NEW 4 MATH 4350 Senior Project

Structure of Mathematics

Geometry
Vector Calculus

Differential Equations
History of Mathematics
Number Theory
Special Topics in Mathematics
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Years Three and Four

Students will be required to take 15 credits of mathematics courses numbered 3000 and
above

Students planning on entering the Education program at either UBC or SFU will require
an additional 3 credits of MATH courses numbered 3000 or higher Those choosing
UBC must also be sure to include MATH 3250 Geometry MATH 4150 Number Theory
and a Statistics course numbered 2000 or higher MATH 2341 MATH 2335 or MATH
2315 in their program

0

3

3



Year Courses Courses Courses Program
Guidelines

Entry and Exit
Points

Year 1

Fall Semester

MATH 1120 or

MATH 1130 or

MATH 1140

Entry criteria for the
BA Program include a
B in English 12 and a
C in Principles of Math
11

General BA

Program Entry

Year 1

Spring
Semester

MATH 1220 or

MATH 1230 or
MATH 1240

MATH 1116

optional

Year 2

Fall Semester

MATH 2321 MATH 2335
MATH 2345

MATH 2341

Year 2

Spring
Semester

Year 3

Fall Semester

MATH 2232

A minimum of 12
credits from the

following

MATH 3150

MATH 3250

MATH 3322

MATH 3421

MATH 3450

MATH 4150

MATH 4250

Math 2331

optional 3
Required Science and
other credits as per the
Associate of Science

Degree Framework

All lower level MATH

requirements and all
additional requirements
as per the BA
Curriculum Framework

for year three entry

Associate of

Science In

Mathematics Exit

BA Minor In

Mathematics

Program Entry

Year 3

SpringP g
Semester

Year 4

Fall Semester

Year 4

Spring
Semester

MATH 4350 All upper level MATH
requirements and all
additional exit

requirements as per the
BA Cunicutum

Framework

BA Minor In

Mathematics

Program Exit

BA Minor in Mathematics Program Progression

Only one of these statistics courses should be chosen
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Year One

PHIL 1100

PHIL 1106

PHIL 1107

PHIL 1110

PHIL 1112

Appendix C4
BA Minor in Philosophy Program Description

e BA Minor in Philosophy will provide an excellent opportunity for students to
receive a strong educational foundation in a core area of the Humanities The program
is designed to develop students critical reasoning and writing skills to familiarize
students with the major areas of Philosophy to develop students research skills and to
enhance students abilities to think independently At the same time Upper Division
courses are designed to be accessible and of interest to students pursuing other Minors
and Degrees

At the 1000 level students who Minor in Philosophy will be introduced to Philosophy by
enrolling in courses of their own choosing At the 2000 level students will then be
required to take two core courses in Philosophy Metaphysics the study of the nature of
reality and Epistemology the study of the nature and limits of knowledge Students will
then be required to take at least five 3000 andor 4000level courses This will ensure
breadth of knowledge and will give students the flexibility to choose courses that
personally interest them These courses will also be smaller in size than the lower
division courses so that research skills and independence of thought can be
meaningfully developed

BA Minor in Philosophy Levels Courses and Requirements

Students within the BA Minor in Philosophy Program will take a general academic
program in the first and second year including a minimum of four Philosophy courses in
their first four semesters As well students will select elective courses from the
Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages Music and
Business as per the BA curriculum framework

Students completing appropriate courses in Year 1 and 2 will be able to exit with an
Associate of Arts in Philosophy

Pre requisites for thirdyear entry into the BA Minor in Philosophy will be as follows

Any 2 first year Philosophy courses

PHIL 2210 Epistemology and PHIL 2211 Metaphysics

In order to complete the BA Minor in Philosophy program students must complete a
minimum of 15 credits in Philosophy courses at the third or fourth year level

Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Ancient and Medieval Philosophy
Introduction to Modern Philosophy
Confronting Moral Issues Ethics
Environmental Philosophy
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PHIL 1120

PHIL 1145

PHIL 1150

PHIL 1155

HUMN 1100

HUMN 1111

Year Two
PHIL 1210

PHIL 1211

PHIL 1250

PHIL 2101

PHIL 2109

PHIL 2115

PHIL 2117

PHIL 2119

Year Four

NEW 4 PHIL 4110

NEW 4 PHIL 4430

Philosophy of Religion
Critical Thinking
Basic Logic
Scientific Reasoning
Analytical Approaches to Western Humanism
The Religions of India

Epistemology
Metaphysics
Formal Logic
20 Century Analytic Philosophy
Foundations in Ethics

Asian Philosophy
Social and Political Philosophy
Contemporary Moral Theories

Year Three

PHIL 3033 Business Ethics

PHIL 3170 Biomedical Ethics

PHIL 3040 Philosophy of Art
PHIL 3118 Ethics and Public Policy
PHIL 3430 Philosophy of Mind Consciousness

NEW 4 PHIL 4210 Special Topics In Epistemology
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Note Any combination of 15 credits in 3000 and 4000 level PHIL courses will satisfy the
BA Minor in Philosophy program requirements

Special Topics in Ethical Theory
Special Topics in Philosophy of Mind

Note Any combination of 15 credits in 3000 and 4000 level PHIL courses will satisfy the
BA Minor in Philosophy program requirements



Year Courses Courses Program
Guidelines

Entry and Exit
Points

Year 1
Fall Semester

1100level

PHIL course
Entry criteria for the
BA Program include
aB in English 12
and aC in

Principles of Math 11

General BA

Program Entry

Year 1

Spring Semester

1100level

PHIL course

Year 2

Fall Semester

PHIL 1210 or
PHIL 1211

Year 2

Spring Semester

PHIL 1210 or

PHIL 1211 9
A minimum of 3
additional credits of

Philosophy or
Humanities

Associate of Arts

In Philosophy
Exit

I

Year 3

Fall Semester

Any five 3 or 4
year Philosophy
courses

All lower level PHIL

requirements and all
additional

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum

Framework for year
three entry

BA Minor In

Philosophy
Program Entry

Year 3

Spring Semester

Year 4
Fall Semester

Year 4

Spring SemesterP 9

All upper level PHIL
requirements and all
additional exit

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum
Framework

BA Minor In

Philosophy
Program Exit

BA Minor in Philosophy Program Progression
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Appendix C5
BA Minor in Political Science Program Description

The proposed BA Minor in Political Science will provide many benefits and
opportunities for Kwantlen University College students in general and those in Applied
AA and BA Degree programs in particular by reinforcing essential student skills and
knowledge at the 1000 level POLI 1125 focuses on critical reading thinking and writing
competencies and on a general understanding of core political issues

Political Science courses at the 2000 level will be accessible to all students who have

successfully completed POLI 1125 Political Science courses at the 3000 level will be
accessible to all students who have successfully completed relevant Political Science
prerequisites

Most 2000 and 3000 level courses will provide dual serviceas components within the
BA Minor in Political Science and as lower and upper division electives for students in
the other BA Minor BA Major and General BA Degree Programs

Political Science courses at the 4000 level will be accessible to all students who have

successfully completed relevant Political Science prerequisites however enrolment
preference will be given to BA Minor Political Science students The 4000 level
courses will provide students with an opportunity to pursue integrated yet individualized
study within a small seminar format For instance a Political Science student may
choose an individualized area or thematic study while a Journalism student may
choose a Political Science focus relevant to hisher Journalism interests without needing
to be enrolled in the BA Minor in Political Science Program

Students may apply for entry into the BA in Political Science Program after they have
successfully completed POLI 1150 and 1120 which provide the necessary breadth of
coverage in Political Science studies required for further study in Political Science
Programs

In order to satisfy the requirements of the BA Minor in Political Science students must
also complete 69 course credits of study at the 3000 level and 69 course credits of
study at the 4000 level

BA Minor in Political Science Levels Courses and Requirements

Students within the BA Minor in Political Science Program will take a general
academic program in the first and second year including a minimum of four Political
Science courses in their first four semesters As well students will select elective
courses from the Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages
Music and Business as per the BA curriculum framework

Students completing appropriate courses in Year 1 and 2 will be able to exit with an
Associate of Arts in Political Science



Year One

Required POLI Course
POLI 1125 Introduction to Political Science

Required SOCI Course
SOCI 1260 Research Methods in Sociology

Could be taken in Year Two

Year Two

Required POLI Courses
POLI 1150 Introduction to International Relations
POLI 1120 Canadian Government and Politics

And a minimum of 3 additional credits from the following
POLI 1110

POLI 1123

POLI 1145

POLI 2120

POLI 2121

POLI 2130

POLI 2131

POLI 2140

POLI 2150

POLI 2155

POLI 2235

Year Three

At least fifteen 3000 and 4000 level POLI course credits must be completed to satisfy
the requirements for the BA Minor in Political Science program so students will
complete 69 course credits from the following

POLI 3100

POLI 3122

POLI 3145
POLI 3146

POLI 3147

POLI 3150

POLI 3160

POLI 3240

Ideology and Politics
Municipal Politics
Introduction to Comparative Politics
Government of the Prairie Provinces

Charter Politics in Canada

International Relations Theory
European Integration
Comparative Politics in Asia
International Political Economy
Contemporary Political Conflict
British Columbia Government and Politics

American Government and Politics

Introduction to Canadian Foreign Policy
Comparative Transborder Studies
Government and Politics in India

Foreign Policies of the Major Powers
American Foreign Policy
International Organisations
Chinese Government and Politics
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Year Four

At least fifteen 3000 and 4000 level POLI course credits must be completed to satisfy
the requirements for the BA Minor in Political Science program so students will
complete 69 course credits from the following

NEW 4 POLI 4XXX Issues in Public Policy and Administration
NEW 4 POLI 4XXX Liberal Democratic Thought Classic and Contemporary Debates
NEW 4 POLI 4XXX International Human Rights



Year Courses Courses

11
Courses Program

Guidelines
Entry and Exit

Points

Year 1

Fall Semester

POLI 1125 Entry criteria for the
BA Program include
aB in English 12
and aC In

Principles of Math 11

General BA

Program Entry

Year 1

Spring
Semester

socl 1260

la r IO

Year 2

Fall Semester

POLI 1120

or 1150

Year 2

Spring9
Semester

Year 3

Fall Semester

POLI 1120

or 1150

69 credits of 3000

level Political

Science courses

Three additional

credits of P011
3

18 or more POLI

credits including
1125 1110 1120
1145 and 1150

All lower level POLI

requirements and all
additional

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum

Framework for year
three entry

Associate of Arts In

Political Science
Exit

BA Minor In

Political Science

Program Entry

Year 3

Spring
Semester

Year 4

Fall Semester

69 credits of 4000

level Political

coursescourses

Year 4

Spring
Semester

All upper level POLI
requirements and all
additional exit

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum

Framework

BA Minor In

Political Science

Program Exit

BA Minor in Political Science Program Progression

Could be taken in Year Two
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Appendix C6
BA Minor in Sociology Program Description

Students of Sociology will develop a critical awareness of social issues within diverse
communities and of a social and cultural environment in which globalization and new
technologies are increasingly influential

The general objectives of the BA Minor in Sociology Program are preparing students
for the workforce and for studies at the graduate level at other universities or in other
programs Students graduating with a BA Minor in Sociology may continue their
studies or find employment in areas such as social work counselling public
administration education law enforcement urban planning public relations
broadcasting journalism and governmental as well as non governmental organizations

The proposed courses for the BA Minor in Sociology Program and the strengths of the
faculty in our department offer research opportunities that benefit undergraduate
students and serve to strengthen links between Kwantlen University College and the
community

Sociology courses at the 2000 3000 and 4000 levels serve as components for the BA
Minor in Sociology and electives for other minor programs BA Major and BA
General Studies Degree Programs

Sociology courses at the 2000 and 3000 levels serve as electives for all AA degree
programs as well as other degree programs such as Business Criminology Journalism
Nursing and Psychology

Most 2000 and 3000 level courses in Sociology will articulate with courses at other BC
institutions as transfer credit courses Students transferring into various disciplines such
as WomensStudies Global Studies Education and Business would benefit from these
Sociology courses

Our current course offerings will be expanded at the 3000 and 4000 levels in such a
way as to allow students to develop a program specialization for their BA Minor based
on their career and higher learning goals In addition to the general BA Minor in
Sociology program students may be advised to develop a program specialization in
Global Studies or Canadian Studies

BA Minor in Sociology Levels Courses and Requirements

Students within the BA Minor in Sociology Program will take a general academic
program in the first and second year including a minimum of four Sociology courses in
their first four semesters As well students will select elective courses from the
Humanities Social Sciences Sciences Fine Arts Modern Languages Music and
Business as per the BA curriculum framework

Students completing appropriate courses in Year 1 and 2 will be able to exit with an
Associate of Arts in Sociology



Required SOCI Courses
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In addition to the English quantitative science language and breadth requirements
under KwantlensBA Framework BA Minor in Sociology students must complete
SOCI 1125 SOCI 2235 SOCI 2260 and SOCI 4325 plus a minimum of 6 additional
Sociology course credits at the 2000 level and a minimum of 12 Sociology course
credits at the 3000 level Students who specialize in Global Studies or Canadian
Studies will be advised to take electives with a global or Canadian focus at the 2000
and 3000 levels

Six new courses will be developed over the next two academic years Three will be
introduced in the first academic year and three in the second academic year

Note RNRV existing SOCI courses that are being revised and renumbered

Year One

The 1000 level course serves as a foundation for the BA Minor in Sociology Program
Completion of SOCI 1125 with a minimum GPA of 20 will fulfill pre requisites for SOCI
2235 and all 2000 level Sociology courses

Required SOCI Courses
SOCI 1125 Introduction to Society Processes and Structures

Year Two

At the 2000 level students are exposed to various topic areas in the discipline but may
choose courses that allow for a specialization in areas developed further at the 3000
level Most courses involve a Canadian focus

SOCI 2235 The Development of Sociological Thought SOCI 1235 RNRV
SOCI 2260 Research Methods in Sociology SOCI 1260 RN

And a minimum of 6 additional credits from the following

SOCI 2100 The Sikh Diaspora
SOCI 2225 Canadian Society SOCI 1225 RNRV
SOCI 2230 Race Ethnicity and Multiculturalism in Canada

SOCI 1230 RNRV and renamed
SOCI 2240 Women in Canada SOCI 1240 RNRV
SOCI 2250 Families in Canada SOCI 1250 RNRV
SOCI 2255 Micro Sociology Social Interaction SOCI 1255 RNRV
SOCI 2270 Education and Society Sociological Perspectives

SOCI 1270 RNRV
SOCI 2275 Mass Media and Society SOCI 1275 RNRV
SOCI 2280 Sociology of Health and Illness SOCI 1280 RNRV
SOCI 2365 An Introduction to Statistics in Social Research

3

3

3
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All of the existing courses above are currently offered over the three academic
semesters SOCI 2365 is already a second year course and fulfills the science
requirement within the general framework of the AA degree program

Year Three

3000 level courses continue to provide breadth and the opportunity to build on course
material covered at the 2000 level Many of these courses include a Canadian andor
global perspective Students may apply for entrance into the BA Minor in Sociology
Program upon completion of Sociology course requirements at the 1000 and 2000
levels and other requirements under the BA Curriculum Framework

A minimum of 12 Sociology course credits at the 3000 level

NEW 4 OCI 3210 Science Technology and Society
NEW 4 OCI 3230 International Migration and Ethnic Communities
NEW 4 OCI 3270 Education in Cross cultural Perspective
NEW 4 SOCI 3275 Sociology of Popular Culture
NEW 4 SOCI 3280 Sociology of Dying and Death
SOLI 33 0 Sociology of Work and Industry SOCI 2300 RNRV
SOCI 33 0 Sociology of Conflict and Conflict Resolution SOCI 2310 RNRV
SOCI 33 0 Sociology of Global Inequalities SOCI 2320 RNRV and renamed
SOCI 3 5 Social Policy in Context SOCI 2345 RNRV and renamed
SOCI 33 5 Demography SOCI 2385 RNRV

All of the existing 3000 courses are currently offered each academic year SOCI 3335 is
currently offered as an Anthropology course and will be cross listed with Anthropology
after revisions When the BA Minor in Sociology Program is launched new and
existing courses will be rotated so that all courses will be offered at least every two
years

Year Four

For entry into 4000 level courses students must be registered in the BA Minor in
Sociology Program and have completed requirements at the 2000 and 3000 levels

Required SOCI Courses
NEW 4 SOCI 4325 Community Services Involvement

SOCI 4325 serves as a capstone course involving students in community services
learning Students will consolidate skills and knowledge acquired in courses at other
levels and will be provided with the opportunity to gain employment experience through
volunteer work at social services agencies international organizations or community
groups



Year Courses Courses
II

Courses Program
Guidelines

Entry and Exit
Points

Year 1

Fall Semester

SOCI 1125 Entry criteria for the
BA Program include
aB in English 12
and aC in

Prindples of Math 11

General BA

Program Entry

Year 1

Spring
Semester

SOCI 2235

Year 2

Fall Semester

SOCI 2260

Year 2

Spring
Semester

Year 3

Fall Semester

Six additional
credits of SOCI

A minimum of 12

Sociology course
credits of the 3000

level

SOCI 3210
SOCI 3230

SOCI 3270

SOCI 3275
SOCI 3300
SOCI 3310

SOCI 3320

SOCI 3345

SOCI 3385

47
S

o

o1y

creif et

urse

md of the 3000

lev s

SOCI 4325

A minimum of 12

SOCI credits

Including SOCI 1125
2235 2260 and
2225

All lower level SOCI

requirements and all
additional

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum

Framework for year
three entry

Associate of Arts In

Sociology Exit

BA Minor In

Sociology Program
Entry

Year 3

Spring
Semesteremester

Year 4

Fall Semester

Year 4

rinSpring
Semester

All upper level SOCI
requirements and all
additional exit

requirements as per
the BA Curriculum

Framework

BA Minor In

Sociology Program
Exit
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BA Minor in Sociology Program Progression rs
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Student and faculty preparation and orientation

Professional development opportunities are scheduled regularly throughout the
academic year for any faculty member interested in using Kwantlenscourse
management system Faculty members approved to develop online or partially
online courses receive oneonone technical training and support throughout the
course development process and pilot implementation Additionally Kwantlen is
currently in the process of developing a scalable teambased approach to
support faculty members in adapting or redesigning traditional classroom based
courses for partially online delivery

Individual faculty members arrange directly with Distributed Learning staff to
provide inclass orientations for their students where required Technical support
for students is provided through KwantlensInformation and Educational
Technology Helpdesk

Reliable and sufficient course management systems
Kwantlen currently supports its own inhouse Lotus Notesbased course
management system which has been in use since 1997 As of fall 2003 106
faculty members were utilizing the Kwantlen course management system to
deliver web enhanced online or partially online courses in 259 sections

The course management system is integrated with KwantlensBanner student
information system The course tool allows faculty to work within a familiar
authoring environment with a familiar set of tools to develop online learning
activities and resources as well as to accomplish a range of other administrative
tasks email calendaring document management Intranet access and content
development Faculty and students using the tool are actively involved with its
ongoing development providing feedback and recommendations for
improvements within an established review and revision cycle

In 2001 KwantlensDistributed Learning Environment received a Lotus Advisor
Magazine Excellence Award which recognizes innovative use of Lotus
technology development creativity and ingenuity and quantifiable business
benefits

Accessible technical assistance for students and faculty
Technical support for faculty who are teaching and students who are taking
online partially online or web enhanced courses is provided by Kwantlens
Information and Educational Technology Helpdesk Procedures are in place to
deal with reporting and resolution of afterhours system problems including
Distributed Learning systems
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A LetterofUnderstanding 9 for Distributed Learning Courses was put in place
in 2003 It includes language that addresses the training needs for faculty
members participating in online or partially online course delivery including
provision of annual training in the methodology and application of distributed
learning and access to professional development time and funding for
technology training

Appropriate hardware software and other technological resources and
media

Faculty members engaging in technologybased course delivery will be supplied
with appropriate hardware and software and related technology resources that
meet university college supported standards

The Letter of Understanding 9 for Distributed Learning Courses also
addresses the provision for Internet services for faculty who teach entirely online
from home

Wellmaintained and current technology and equipment

Kwantlenscourse management system is centrally maintained by the
Information and Educational Technology department The department maintains
the server and network to ensure that the infrastructure supporting the Course
Management System is current and has the capacity to support the University
Collegesongoing needs

Since 2001 Kwantlen has put in place a Desktop Computer Replacement Plan
that ensures desktop computers are renewed with current technology based on a
4year replacement schedule

3



Discipline Total
Faculty

PhD

Faculty
PhDABD
Faculty

PhD PhDABD
Faculty

MA MA Other

Faculty
ENGL 38 14 3 17 21

FREN 2 1 0 1 1

GERM 1 0 0 0 1

HUMN 1 1 0 1 0

JAPN 1 0 0 0 1

LING 1 0 0 0 1

MAND 1 0 0 1 0

PHIL 15 12 3 15 0

SPAN 2 0 0 0 2

Totals 62 28 6 35 27

Total 100 45 10 56 44

CRWR 4 0 0 0 4

FINA 8 0 0 0 8

Totals 17 0 0 0 17

Total 100 0 0 0 100
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MA connotes any Masters level credential
In CRWR and FINA the highest degree credential expected is the MFA which all

faculty have Faculty members in these areas are also practicing professional artists



Discipline Total
Faculty

PhD Faculty PhDABD
Faculty

PhD PhDABD
LL Faculty

MA MA Other

Faculty
ANTH 6 3 0 3 3

CRIM 18 7 2 9 1 LLM 1 LLB 7

GEOG 9 5 1 6 3

HIST 7 2 1 3 4

POLI 5 4 0 4 1

PSYC 24 19 0 19 5

SOCI 11 5 0 5 6

ECON 16 1 1 2 14

Totals 96 46 5 53 43

Total 100 48 55 45

Discipline Total
Faculty

PhD Faculty PhDABD
Faculty

PhD PhDABD
Faculty

5

MSc MSc Other

Faculty
3BIOL 8 5 0

CHEM 9 7 0 7 2

ENVI 1 1 0 1 0

MATH 17 7 0

0
7

5

10

2PHYS 7 5

HORT 15 2 0 2 13

Totals 57 27 0 27 30

Total 100 47 t 47 53

Regular FullTime Faculty
Math Sciences and Horticulture Division
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Regular FullTime Faculty
ArtsSocal Sciences

MA connotes any Masters level credential
LLB connotes Bachelor of Law
LLM connotes Master of Law

While Economics are within the School of Business for the purposes of the BA Minor
they have been added to the credentials data for Arts

0



Disciplines Total

Faculty
PhD Faculty PhD ABD

Faculty
PhD PhD ABD
LL Faculty

MA MA Other

Faculty
Humanities 55 29 4 33 22

Math 57 27 0 27 30

Social Econ 0 45 4 51 29

Totals 192 101 8 111 81

Total 1005 53 4 58 42

Regular FullTime Faculty
All Divisions Combined

MA connotes any Mas ers level credential
CRWR and FINA are excluded from these calculations
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Appendix F

Faculty Credentials

Creative Writing Faculty
Friesen Patrick BA HonsUManitoba
Gunn Genni BFA Br Col MFA Br Col

Hunter Aislinn BFAVicBCMFA BrCol

Landale Zoe BFA BrCol MFABrCol
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Patrick Friesen BA Hons University of Manitoba has published eleven books
of poetry His most recent work is Small Rooms a CD with jazz pianist Marilyn
Lerner His particular passion is poetry within that sound His books have won the
Manitoba Book of the Year in 1994 and have been nominated for the Governor
GeneralsAward and the Dorothy Livesay Poetry Award

Genni Gunn MFA UBC is a writer and musician She has published seven
books two novels two short story collections a book of poetry and two collections
of poems in translation She has been shortlisted for the Commonwealth Prize
Gerald Lampert Poetry Award and John Glassco Translation Prize She has also
written an opera libretto that will premiere in Montreal in 2005 and go on to the
European Opera Festivals Her most recent novel Tracing Iris has been optioned
for film

Aislinn Hunter MFA UBC has published a novel two books of poetry and a
collection of short stories all with Raincoast Her work has been shortlisted for
numerous awards and in 2002 she won the Gerald Lampert Award for poetry Her
novel Stay has been optioned for film In fall 2004 Aislinn was Writer in Residence
at Lancaster University in England

Zoe Landale MFA UBC has published five books Her work has won significant
awards in three genres fiction poetry and non fiction Most recently her poetry won
first place in the 2003 CBC Literary Awards



Economics Faculty
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Chapple Clive BSc Hons U of Surrey England MSc UBC PhD UBC
Christon Quao Percy B Sc Ghana MA S Fraser
Clegg Nancy BA HonsSFraser MASFraser
Ewender Sigrid BA Guelph MABrCol
Fang Vivian BASFraser MASFraser
Leonard Michael BASFraser MASFraser
McEachern Joan BSc Hons Sask MASFraser
Nussbaum Heinz BEc Zurich MABrCol

Reddick Donald BA HonsSFraser MASFraser PhD ABD S Fraser
Roberts Neil BAS Fraser MAS Fraser

Scharff Robert PIDPVancouverBSocSc Hons Natal MASFraser
Sealey Anthony BAWatMAWatMASFraser
Shahidi Jamshid BSc Econ Tehran MA Waterloo
Shandler Lance BA HonsSFraser MASFraser PhD ABD S Fraser
Veldhuis Niels BBASFraser MASFraser
Vujovic Sinisa BSc Zagreb MSc Zagreb



Mathematics Faculty
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Bicep Judith BScSFraser MSc SFraser

De Santos Lydia BEdTorBSc Philippines MMath Waterloo
Hammill Lin BScSFraser MSc SFraser PhD SFraser
Hofstedt Teresa Dip G S Capilano College MSc BrCol

Inglis John BScBrCol MScBrCol PhDBrCol
Liu Alex BSc Qingdao Ocean MSc BrCol
MacLeod Colin BScSFraser MSc SFraser
Martinez Camilo BA Havana MA Havana PhD Moscow

McConill Casey BScSFraser PhD SFraser

Nishihara Alison BSc VicBCMSc VicBC

Novocelskii Serguei MSc VI Lenin PhD Lomonosov
Nyenhuis Michael BSc Dal PhDBrCol
OBrien Patricia BABrCol MEd SFraser

Rankin Graham Cert of Teaching BrCol BScBrCol MScBrCol
PhDBrCol

Rozell Allyson BSc Brigham Young MSc SFraser
Sadhra Avtar Cert Teaching Br Col MSc Aston

Verster Jan BMath Wat MSc BrCol PhDBrCol
Wong Fe BSc San Carlos MSc Oregon



Philosophy and Humanities Faculty
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Barthelemy William BA Wright MA Manit PhD Wat
Bourgeois Verne BA Tor PhD Calif
Fenske Wayne BA Calg MA McM PhD Dal
Findler Patrick BASFraser MA Calif PhD Calif
Glouberman Mark BA McG BPhil Oxford PhD Oxford
Guirguis Mazen BA Hons York Can MA Wat PhDBrCol
Harrison Heather BASFraser PhD ABDSfrascr

Hogan Melinda BA Calif Berkl MA Wisconsin PhD Wisconsin
Katz Jonathan BA Wright MA Manit PhDBrCol

Li Puqun BA Zhengzhou MA Car MA Renmin China PhDOtt
Nayar Kamala DipN Vanier College BA McG PhD McG
Ruloff Colin BA HonsSFraser MA CI remontPhBClaremont

Smolkin Doran BABrCol MA Illinois Illinois

Woolley Michaela BASFraser MA Br Col PhD in progress
Woudzia Lisa on leave BABrCol MABrCol PhDBrCol



Political Science Faculty
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Abiew Francis LLB Ghana BL Ghana School of Law LLM Alta MA
Alta PhD Alta

GalOr Noemi BA Tel Aviv LLBBrCol PhD Grad Inst of International
Studies Geneva

Haaland James BA Sask MA Sask

Millard Gregory BA McGill MA McGill PhD Qu
Purewal Shinder BASFraser MASFraser PhD Qu

3



Sociology Faculty
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Ahluwalia Seema BA Sask MA Sask

Chiang Frances BA McG MA McG PhD Br Col
Christensen Erling BASFraser MA Car PhD ABDSFraser
Dankwort Juergen BSW McG MSW McG PhD Universito de

Montreal

Dooley Stephen BA Hons W Ont MA W Ont
Floyd Richard BA BrCol MABrCol
Haaland Bonnie BA Hons Sask BA Sask MAWOnt PhD Tor

Mascarenhas Michael BScG Brock BBE Brock PBD Capilano
MScFor Br Col PhD Mich State

Mirfakhraie Amir BASFraser MASFraser PhD ABD Br Col

Ogden Russel BGS S Fraser BSW Victoria MA S Fraser
Quist Adade Charles Dip Journalism GIJMJ St Petersburg PhD St

Petersburg

Reynolds Annette TESL Car BA Car MA BrCol
Vidal Claudio BA Chile MA BrCol PhD ABD Br Col
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Key online databases periodical IndexesAbstracts
t Creative Writing No additional products to recommend We hav

the following Academic Search Premier
Canadian Periodicals Index Humanities Index
JSTOR Gale Literature Resource Centre MLA
International Bibliography Oxford Reference
Online and Oxford English Dictionary

NA

Economics Recommend licensing Econ Lit We have the
following ABIInform Academic Search Premier
Canadian Business and Current Affairs JSTOR
Social Sciences Fulltext

5000

Philosophy No additional products to recommend We have
Academic Search Premier Humanities Index
JSTOR PhilosophersIndex

NA

Political Science Recommend licensing International Political
Science Abstracts and PAIS International We

have Academic Search Premier Business and
Current Affairs Social Sciences Fulltext

5000

Sociology No additional products to recommend We have
Academic Search Premier Canadian Business
and Current Affairs Social Sciences Index
Sociological Abstracts

NA

Held by KUC Library yes No

If no estimated annual cost to provide
Comments

Annual costs provided for the recommended online periodical Indexes

Sub Total 10000

Name of program
Bachelor of Arts Minor Programs

Creative Writing
Economics

Mathematics

Philosophy
Political Science

Sociology

4

ff
A

Is this a revision of an exist ng program yes no X

Namesof program developers

LIBRARY RESOURCES IMPACT ASSESSMENT

New Program Proposal Program Revision
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Audio visual materials videorecordings and dvds

1

Data comments on the currencycomprehensiveness of the audio visual collection in these
subject areas

Creative Writing feature films film versions of short fiction
stage plays

500

Economics videos on globalization international finance
international trade

1500

Philosophy videos on ethical theories philosophy of
the mind

500

Political Science videos on human rights international
organizations International security

1000

Sociology videos on ethnic relations popular culture 1500
No additional money Is needed for mathematics

Estimated cost for audio visual collection for this program

Sub Total
5000

KEY AUDIO VISUAL EQUIPMENT

1

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost to provide

2

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated annual cost to provide

Comments

Overall usage of audio visual equipment will probably Increase but significant impacts are not
anticipated at this time

Sub total

NA
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KEY PERIODICALS COSt for core titles in these subject areas

CREATIVE WRITING

ECONOMICS

MATHEMATICS

PHILOSOPHY

POLITICAL SCIENCE

SOCIOLOGY

196078
99228

104791
77205

110354
778427

Comments

Exact titles to be determined depending on content of online
databases periodical Indexes and eJournal collections selected
faculty requests and course bibliographies
all funds in Canadian dollars

Sub Total 1366085

KEY REFERENCE TITLES Economics

1 Encyclopedia of the global economy

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 289

2 International trading system globalization and history 2v

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 490

3 Handbook of International trade

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 171

4 Encyclopedia of finance

Held by KUC Library yes No

If no estimated cost 350

5 various

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 5000

Comments

specific titles to be determined in consultation with faculty

Sub Total

6300
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KEY REFERENCE TITLES Political Science

1 International political economy

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 289

2 International conflict and the global economy

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 295

3 Globalization encyclopedia of trade labor and politics

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 218

3 International institutions in the new global economy

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 300

4 various

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 5000

Comments

specific titles to be determined In consultation with faculty

Sub Total 6102

KEY REFERENCE TITLES Mathematics

1 Encyclopedia of mathematics

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 89

2 Companion encyclopedia of the history and philosophy of the mathematical sciences

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 59

3 various

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 2000
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KEY REFERENCE TITLES Philosophy

1 Blackwell dictionary of Western philosophy

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 117

2 Philosophy basic readings

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 136

3 Encyclopedia of Philosophy

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 1060

4 various

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 5000

Comments

specific titles to be determined in consultation with faculty

Sub Total

6313

KEY REFERENCE TITLES Creative Writing

1 A companion to narrative theory

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 147

2 Routledge encyclopedia of narrative theory

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 248

3 various
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Comments

specific titles to be determined in consultation with faculty

Sub Total

2148



KEY REFERENCE TITLES Sociology

Held by KUC Library yes

1 Popular culture in the contemporary world 6v

If no estimated cost 3000

Comments

specific titles to be determined in consultation with faculty

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 600

2 Blackwell encyclopedia of sociology

Held by KUC Library yes No X

If no estimated cost 1885

3 Encyclopedia of Economic Sociology

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 266

4 various

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 5000

Comments

specific titles to be determined in consultation with faculty

Sub Total

7751
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TOTAL

All Programs Reference Titles 32009

Held by KUC Library yes no

If no estimated cost 3000

Comments

specific titles to be determined in consultation with faculty

Sub Total

3395
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TOTAL

All Programs Reference Titles 32009



MONOGRAPHS

Number of titles held by KUC Library in this subject area

Creative Writing 62

Economics 1134

Mathematics 773

Philosophy 2100

Political Science 2525

Sociology 1510

Number of titles published annually in this subject area
Creative Writing 1000

Economics 20000

Mathematics 9589

Philosophy 6222

Political Science 6970

Sociology 11111

Average number of titles purchased annually
Creative Writing 5

Economics 64

Mathematics 43

Philosophy 80

Political Science 75

Sociology 178

Average cost per volume of titles in this subject area
Creative Writing 4000
Economics 5000
Mathematics 5000

Philosophy 5000
Political Science 5000
Sociology 5000

Is the collection

current
1 yes no

Creative Writing X

Economics X

Mathematics X

Philosophy X

Political Science X

Sociology X

350 titles per year per program Sub Total 105000 CDN
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Additional comments

Proposed new courses are very diverse some areas will require substantial collection development
for example Philosophy of mind Epistemology Monetary theory Screenwriting Creative nonfiction
and Aboriginal politics

INTERLIBRARY LOAN

Estimated annual costs

NA
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STUDENT RESEARCH SKILLS CLASSES AND DOCUMENTATION

List documentation to be createdrevised

Revision to current Research Skills Exercises and Guidepost to reflect new subject areas
List web pagesintemet subject guides to be createdrevised

Revision to Resources by Subject Guides to reflect current and new subject areas

Anticipated number and typebasicadvancedspecialized of library orientations per semester

One advancedspecialized orientation per section per semester per minor

GENERAL COMMENTS

This impact assessment has been based on the information available It is possible that as course
outlines and specific curriculum are developed further resources will need to be allocated in support of
this degree program It has also been based on the assumption that courses will take place at one
campus location only Obviously costs will increase if resources and services must be duplicated at
multiple campus locations

SUMMARY STATEMENT

The Library supports in principle the development and implementation of the proposed BA Minors in
Creative Writing Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political Science and Sociology programs
however there would be very considerable impact on Library resources and services In order to
provide an acceptable level of support to students enrolled in this degree program these shortfalls in
Library resources and services must be addressed

PREVIOUS COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT

The collection as it exists has been developed to meet the needs of students enrolled in existing
undergraduate courses

FUTURE COLLECTION NEEDS

The research needs of students enrolled in upperlevel courses are significantly more extensive than
the Library collection would currently support The collection must be substantially enlarged
diversified and enriched in order to more fully meet the requirements of students pursuing a BA Minors
in Creative Writing Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political Science or Sociology programs In
addition faculty will undoubtedly be active in their own research and will require access to extensive
library materials and online research databases

COLLECTION DEVELOPMENT OBSTACLES

Funding it is recommended that funding for library resources be continued and increased in order to
build the type of library collection appropriate to an institution offering academic baccalaureates

Time it is obvious that building an appropriate library collection and acquiring new online research
databases will take place over a period of time It is important that the Library continue to be involved
in the development of new degrees in order that sufficient preparation time is available for the planning
and building of new library collections

Personnel the current number of Library faculty and staff is insufficient to prepare for and deal with the
increased demands resulting from offering academic degrees Although there has recently been a
slight increase in the number of library faculty ACRL Association of College and Research Libraries
statistics indicate that only 65 of the recommended number of librarians is currently employed at
Kwantlen

Total Estimated Startup Costs OneTime

Total Estimated Annual Costs Ongoing 165669



Assessment prepared
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Degree and Proposal Assessment Committee

liaison Librarian signature
Date

November 16 2005
Assessment reviewed by
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NAME OF PROGRAM

Please attach this section only to program concept Prrt D

Bachelor of Arts Minor Programs
Creative Writing
Economics

Mathematics

Philosophy
Political Science

Sociology

DATE November 16 2005

SUMMARY

KWANTLEN UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LIBRARY

IMPACT ASSESSMENT

SUPPORT FOR PROGRAM PROPOSALREVISION
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The Library supports in principle the development and implementation of the proposed BA Minors in
Creative Writing Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political Science and Sociology programs
however there would be very considerable impact on Library resources and services In order to provide
an acceptable level of support to students enrolled in these degree programs these shortfalls in Library
resources and services must be addressed

The research needs of students enrolled in upperlevel courses are significantly more extensive than the
Library collection would currently support The collection must be substantially enlarged diversified and
enriched in order to more fully meet the requirements of students pursuing BA Minors in Creative Writing
Economics Mathematics Philosophy Political Science or Sociology programs In addition faculty will
undoubtedly be active in research and will require access to extensive library materials

Funding It is recommended that funding for library resources be continued and increased in order to build
the type of library collection appropriate to an institution offering academic baccalaureates

Time It is obvious that building an appropriate library collection will take place over a period of time It is
important that the Library continue to be involved in the development of new degrees in order that
sufficient preparation time is available for the planning and building of new library collections

Personnel The current number of Library faculty and staff is insufficient to prepare for and deal with the
increased demands resulting from offering academic degrees Although there has recently been a slight
increase in the number of library faculty ACRL Association of College and Research Libraries statistics
indicate that only 65 of the recommended number of librarians is currently employed at Kwantlen

3



SUMMARY OF STARTUP it ANNUAL COSTS

Online Databases 10000
Periodicals 1366085
Audiovisual materials 5000
Reference titles 32009
Monographs 105000
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Prepared by

Reviewed by

DPAC liaison Librarian Signature

Dean of Learner Resources Signature

I support this collection assessment

I do not support this collection assessment

Program developerSignature

Program developerSignature

Date

Please provide reasons for non support of assessment These will be attached to the assessment
document
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Appendix H

List of Letters of Comment Received

We are submitting letters of comment solicited for our previous program reviews
Although these letters were in response to the BA Major and Minor Programs launched
in 2005 many of the comments refer to qualitative evaluations for Kwantlen as an
institution and its program features in general and so speak to the present proposal
well



Institution Name Title

Capilano College William Gibson Vice President Academic Affairs

Kent Lewis Coordinator of English

Capilano College Chris Morgan Mathematics and Statistics

Department

Douglas College Susan Witter President

Susan Oesterle Mathematics Department Chair

Langara College Martin Gerson Dean of Instruction

Rostam Shahrokh Chair Mathematics and Statistics

Brian Pendleton Chair of Social Sciences Division

Roger Semmens Chair of Humanities Division

Malaspina UC John Lepage Dean of Arts and First Nations

Studies

Surrey School District
36

Peter B Drescher Deputy Superintendent

SFU Mary Ann Gillies Associate Dean of Arts

Peter Liljedahl Faculty of Education

UBC Margery Fee Associate Dean of Arts

UC Cariboo Henry Hubert Dean of Arts

UC Fraser Valley Jim Andersen Head of English
Chair Arts Curriculum Committee

Wayne Welsh Vice President Academic
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C

Capilano
College

2055 Pure Way
Merin Tosaxn i

gnash Columbia
Canasta V7J 3115

Tee 601 9181911
Fax 604 9914985

01644ores KePtmbm Anbaue Again
Td 60191417108 6019141711
Fn 601917311

June 3rd 2004

Ms Judith McGillivray
Provost and Vice President Learning
Kwantlen University College
12666 72nd Avenue

Surrey BC V3W 2M8

Dear Judith
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RECEIVED
JUN 0 7 2194

Vice President Learning

Re Proposal for Four New Bachelor of Ares Programs

I have reviewed Kwantlensproposals for four new Bachelor of Arts programs
Major in Psychology Major in Criminology General Studies and Double Minor
Criminology English History and Psychology options with additional
minors in Humanities and Social Sciences to be added over time Your

proposals build on your strengths in university studies and give both your
own students and students from colleges who currently offer the first two
years of study more flexibility for continuing their studies to
completion

Your initiative will help address the issue where many students who
complete Associate ofArts Degrees or studies in the humanitiessocial
science arras at colleges and who apply to continue their studies at a
university are not accepted despite mating GPA requirements

As we discussed we look forward to discussions regarding how your
programs may assist Capilano students in providing them with mom educational
opportwtities

Your truly

William G Gibson PhD
Vice President Academic Affairs



Officc of 16c VicePresident Acadcmic Affairs
Tcl 6049841740 or 6049841738

Fax 6049837511

cmail bgibson@capcollcgcbcca

Rob Fleming
Dean of Humanities Kwantlen University College
Kwantlen University College
12666 72nd Ave

Surrey BC
V3W 2M8

Dr Kent Lewis

Coordinator Department of English
Humanities Department
Capilano College
2055 Purcell Way
North Vancouver BC
V7J 3H5
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Dear Rob June 14 2004

I am writing this letter to send my support for Kwantlensnew BA degrees that you are
developing for the Autumn of 2004 and 2005 In particular I refer to the BA with a Major in
Psychology the BA with a Major in Criminology the BA in General Studies and a BA with a
Double Minor

I first became aware of these initiatives at the annual English Articulation Meeting in Kelowna
May 7 2004 where your English Department Head Sheila Hancock circulated some materials on
the new degrees at Kwantlen The consensus at the Meeting which included representatives
from UBC and SFU seemed to be that Kwantlensproposals are professional and well thought
out Since the Articulation Meeting I have had a chance to study KwantlensCurriculum
Framework paper as well as the Rationale for the BA programs My research has deepened my
faith in the degree programs that Kwantlen will offer

Of course Kwantlen has already had success in granting BA degrees in the past in particular
Psychology and Community Criminal Justice That over 80 of the students successfully
completing these degrees are accepted into graduate schools is a clear testament to the success of
your existing programs The new degrees are obviously an extension of something that Kwantlen
already does very well

As you know 1 had the pleasure of working for Kwantlen University College for a number of
years before settling into a full time job at Capilano College During my time there I came to
appreciate the high level of professionalisni of both the English Department members and the
larger institution itself I know first hand that the English Department has the education



Bon Voyage then

Yours truly

Dr Kent Lewis
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experience and ability to deliver many of the core requirements of a BA degree in fact a large
portion of the needed English course are already in place and indeed have been offered for
years Knowing the quality of the English Department I have little doubt that they will rise to the
task of designing the remaining classes and present a series of high quality upper year courses
for the Fall of 2004 and 2005

In addition I know Kwantlen has excellent instructors in disciplines all across the Humanities
Division With such a diverse and skilled faculty you have a great resource to draw from and
will have no problem in assembling a skilled team necessary to fulfill the rigorous demands of an
entire BA program

As a regional university with campuses across the Lower Mainland Kwantlen also stands poised
to provide a very vital service to the community With facilities in Richmond Langley Surrey
and Newton you can offer full degrees available to local residents who cannot move or commute
to distant establishments such as SFU or UBC This is a vital service to the people and
contributes to a more vibrant postsecondary atmosphere as well In a time when more students
are enrolling in postsecondary studies than ever before Kwantlen will not only increase its
overall FTEs but also spread the burden of university enrollment more equitably across the
board

I wish you well in your endeavor However since you clearly have the vision the resources the
skills and the drive to create and implement a degree granting program I doubt you will need
much luck



Douglas College

June 22n 2004

handing Adam
90 eon 2503
Ntw Westminster 9C
V3L 562 Canaan

Mr Skip Triplet
President

Kwanden University College
12666 72 Avenue
Surrey BC V3 W 2148

Dears
Re Proposal for Bachelor ofArta Dooble Minor Program
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Tel 134 527 5200 New WtimiaerCarpet Dyad ram Compa CoPdtlom

41ndou9Weco Fa 6Ca 527 5095 To 604 772 6269

RECENED

JUN 2 4 2004

ViceIresinL 1 mn

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Notices of Intent for Kwmdensnew
Bachelor of Arts proposal with a Double Minor Criminology English FGstory and
Psychology options As discussed in the contact of regional planning there is a very
substantial need for Baccalaureate degree spaces in the Fraser Valley and this BA
program will make en important contribution by widening the opportmities for the
growing number of Arts students

This BA program builds on the academic strengths and the breadth of Arts
programming at Kwanden The program provides an opportunity for students to develop
their Interests in multidisciplinary study and has a great deal of potential for students
interesting in a career in teaching

Although were sure that the demand from students living south of the Fraser will be
more than sufficient to support this program ova the lust few years we are very pleased
to have started discussions on potential vaasfer for a group of Douglas College Associate
Arts students We look forward to Implementing arrangements around residency
requirements and admission that add to the range ofopportunities that Douglas Ana
students have for degree completion and for effective educational planning The addition
of these programs will allow us to move forward with collaborations that provide
students with increased choice within the region

This proposal has been discussed with the Deans and Chain at Douglas College and we
are all in support of this program and the other new Bachelor of Ant programa

We wish you every success and we look forward to reviewing the Full Program
Proposals when they are posted on the PSIPS website

Susan Witter

President

cc Judith McGillivray

3

3

3



IN WEST 49r Avcan

VASLIV R IIC

nMOA ViY 26

August ID 2004

Dear Judith

fit h04 3215511

Ivx M104 32t 5555

wwwlangaralca

Ms Judith McGillivray
Provost and Vice President Learning
Kwantlen University College
12666 72 Avenue

Surrey BC V3M 2MS

Re Proposal for Bachelor of Arts proginnis
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RECENED

AUG 1 0 2004
LANGARA

ViceIrccldenl Learning COLLEGE

Thank you for meeting with me on June 23 2004 to let me know about the forthcoming
proposal for Kwantlen University College to begin offering a Bachelor of Ms degree
Since our meeting I have had an opportunity to discuss this proposal with others at
Langara College including my colleague Linda Arnold Dean of Instruction and our
President Linda Holmes

I am writing this letter to tell you that we support theprinciple of Kwantlen offering a
BA degree The offering of the first two years ofBA and BSc degrees in the
College and University College system has expanded considerably in rodent years It is
becomingevident that increasing numbers of students are requiring more than the Arts
and Science Diploma or Associate Degree that can currently he earned at a college but
that the availability of transfer positions into the third year of BA orBSc programs in
BC hers not kept pace with the number ofqualificdstudcnts Your proposal will make
an important contribution to addressing that critical shortfall

We arc impressed with your decision to start slowly and cautiouslybybuilding an the
strengths you know you have and limiting at least in the initial stage your offerings to a
few key areas a Major in Psychology a Major in Criminology General Studies and the
Double Minor with four options initially and others to be added over lime
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Page 2
To Ms Judith McGillivray

Kwantlen University College
August 102004

Yours truly

Martin S Gerson PhD

Dean of Instruction

cc Linda Arnold Dean of Instruction Langara College
Linda Ilolmes President Langara College
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In endorsing your proposal we would like to suggest that you consider a couple of
recommendations

I We hope that Kwantlen will make entry to years three and four of the degree
progrnnis as open to students evho have completed years one and two at another
institution such as Langan as they will be to students who have done their first
two years at Kwantlen To this end we would suggest that you consider
designing the detailed curriculum on a twoplustwo model where all students
apply for admission to the upper division third and fourth years after completion
ofan Associate Degree

2 We urge you to consider collaborating with other Greater Vancouver institutions
including Langara in the delivery of the 3 and 4 years of the degree To that
end we believe that we have considerable strength in subject areas that may
complement Kwantlensstrengths and allow for a gradual expansion of degree
offerings We would be most interested in discussing this at greater length with
you as you progress towards the further development of your proposal

Thank you once again for including us in your consultations We look forward to having
further discussion with you and othem at Kwantlen regarding how your programs can
best serve the needs of students at both our institutions as well as at other institutions in
Greater Vancouver

3

3

3
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May 21 2004

Robert Fleming
Kwantlen University College
12666 72 Avenue

Surrey BC V3W 2M8

Dear Rob

Thank you for recently meeting with Roger Sammons and me to review Kwanttensproposed
BA degree offerings

Langara College Is supportive of efforts to offer highquality degree programs throughout the
province and we look forward to working with you and your colleagues to provide expanded
opportunities for student access to postsecondary education at the upper levels

Yours sincerely

Tit t 1111

I I111Vi5

Please let us know when the full proposals am available on the PSIPS websile

n Pendleton

Division Chair Social Sciences

Langara College

MAY 2 7 2004

I

LANGARA
COLLEGE



Hi Rob

Peel free to post this as necessary

While I await general posting to the PBIPS website of your proposed
baccalaureates 1 can tell you and Roger Fames that I was quite
enthusiastic about the package overall chit you were kind enough to
present to me at Langara I support Kwantlens proposal on BAs in
Psychology Criminology general Studios and the double minor

It seems to me that it is essential to develop important alternatives now to
traditional university programming this landscape seats to be shifting as I
write this email and I have to tell you that Lengara is currently mobilising
on a number of fronts to undertake more or less the same process that awantlen
has initiated with its baccalaureate proposal we recognise and appreciate the
principle that quality baccalaureate alternatives to the traditional model is
needed now more then ever by our students

R
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Roger Samoans Chair
Humanities Division

Langer College 100
West 49 Ave

Vancouver BC VSY IZ6
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May 28 2004

Dr Robert Fleming
Interim Dean of Humanities

Kwantien University College
1266672nd Ave

Surrey BC
V3W 2MB

Dear Dr Fleming

I am pleased to have the opportunity to respond to your proposed Bachelor of Ms with
Majors and Minors

Ills my view that Liberal Arts programs and courses and Bachelor of Arts programs In
particular are at the heart of the undergraduate experience While in no way criticizing
Kwantlensdecision to emphasize number of applied programs over the last few
years I am pleased that the University College has chosen now to create a Bachelor of
Arts program to underlie and support Its other priorities The South Fraser region Is the
fastest growing part of the province and It is clear to me that Kwantlen is not presently
meting the universityprogram needs of its own students let alone those of a province
with a shortage of spaces for transfer students in baccalaureate arts programs

1 have had oacaslon to consider what general requIremnts should feature In a Bachelor
of Arts program In part because of the changes occurring at Simon Fraser University a
university with historically liberal views about program constraints and In part because
of the management of our own Bachelor of Arts program over the last six years

1 am pleased to report that your proposed structure addresses many concerns 1 have
about our own Bachelor of ArtS program The proposal provides fora writing
requirement and while my personal preferences are for a program unspecific
requirement the proposed requirement is solld and simBar to our own The proposed
breadth requirements Including the 9credit quantitative requirement the second
language requirement and the requirement for coverage In at least four different social
sciences and humanities disciplines outside of the major program area are all excellent
and promise to provide necessary rigour The Ministrysnew degree program review

Sowing Control Vancouver Island and Pawed Rlver
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Altogether this Is an excellent proposal well worthy of support

Yours sincerely

Dr John L Lepage
Dean of Ans and First Nations Studies
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250 740 6459 P 03

Dr Robert Flaming
May28 P004 Paget

procedures signal need for attention to the principles underlying program breadth and
depth and I Ihlnk your model exhibits positive direction In this regard

I suggest that you plan your programmatic offering carefully so as not to present
etudenes with blockages For our part our requirements ended up being en obstacle for
students for the degree programs themselves grew In dramatic disproportion to the
supply of breadth providing courses around them

In respect of your institutional degree completion requirements I suggest that you apply
some limits as to the waiving of residency requirements the BA General Studies option
refers to the possibility of transferring up to 30 upperlevel credits and I assume this
Indicates the extent to which residency requirements may be waived Otherwise the
requirements are sound

As regards the requirements for a Minor although the convention in the province tends
to be 18 upperlevel credits your 15credit minimum has considerable logic and fits
well with your emphasis on breadth

Our experience has indicated that General Studies programs are controversial among
faculty I believe there Is a call for such degree program If only to fulfill the promise of
Associate of Arts degrees They support Interdlsdplinarlty Inaeasingly valued In the
Canadian university community Given the strong general requirements of your 13A the
General Studies option seems ample as defined though you may want to consider
thematic requirements for the option In the future
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Judith McGillivray
Vice President Learning and Provost
Kwantlen University College
12666 72 Avenue

Surrey BC V3W 2M8

Dear Dr McGillivray

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

8666 UNIVERSITY DRIVE

BURNABY BRITISH COLUMBIA

CANADA VSA 156

TeIephooe 604 2914414
Rs 604 291 3033

June 28 2004
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Thank you for sending SFU information about the BA Programs that Kwantlen is seeking
approval from DQAB to offer As I am the Associate Dean responsible for curriculum in
the Faculty of Arts the Dean asked me to look over the material and report to you

It was clear from reading your documents that Kwantlen has spent a great deal of time
and gone to great effort to develop these new BA programs Equally it is clear that you
have undertaken extensive consultations both inside the institution and within the

various local communities to which Kwantlen belongs As a result the programs you
propose promise to be of a high quality and are in areas in which the evidence indicates
there is real demand Indeed as most recent studies indicate there is a strong and
growing student interest in the disciplines of Criminology and Psychology in particular
which is not bcing met by current programs The creation of new BA programs in these
areas at Kwantlen will help to fill some of this unmet demand

SFUsBGS program is very attractive to some of the best students in Arts in large part
because it permits them to acquire a breadth of knowledge that is not possible to acquire
in a more conventional BA program 1 noted that the BGS Kwantlen is proposing has
many of the same features as SFUsbut your programsemphasis on having students
create an individual program of study is somewhat different than the usual path students
take to a BGS degree at SFU By having students create their own course of studies at
the outset of their program I think that Kwantlen will provide the students with an
exciting educational opportunity that they may not be able to find at larger institutions

I was also interested to read about the various minors that will be developed in
conjunction with the BA with double minor option you propose A BA of this sort is
available at SFU but once again the demand for such a program outstrips the available



I wish you every success in launching these programs

Yours sincerely
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places thus Kwantlensprogram will be a welcome addition to the options currently
available to students

1 have discussed your proposal with the Dean and with the Chairs of the Psychology and
Criminology departments We see no conflicts with what you are proposing to offer and
current SFU degree programs in Criminology Psychology and the Bachelor of General
Studies

Mary Ann Gillies
Associate Professor of English and
Associate Dean of Arts
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

28 May 2004

Robert Fleming
huirim Dean of Humanities

Konrad University College
1266672Avenue
Sey BC
VIW 2M8

Sincerely

Margery Fee
Associate erns emd Curricubm

OEMs d Oa Maw
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Dell Mr Fleming
I have read over your proposal fir four new BA programs Major in Psychology Major
in Criminology General Studies end Double Minor Criminology English History and
Psychology options with more to be unrolled later Given your current strengths BA
degrees in Applied Psychology and Commtmhy Criminal Justice these programs seem
good thoioes permitting students a degree of fleulaility now and planning for a needy
growth that dcesnt outrun your resources

Given that Arts al UBC turns away may qualified students that is students who fall
between our minimum gpa of20 for transfer or 67 Rom high school and our recent
envy cutoffs of motmd 28 and 81 we Imew that many stud who are capable of
succeeding es UBC carrot End a place We also realize that many ofour students spend
for too much time commuting to the detriment of their demir and social development
Thus jour initiative will take some of the prawns off our limited resources at the 2 and
3 year transfer entry points In particular and give stades in the lower mainland more
choice ofpartsecondary options

Tbe dodge of these degrees is differ fil7112 OM BA general requirements in only minor
ways the requirement for 6 dim of first yes English and a quantitative requirement
both are good ones The capstone course ensum that gra breadth doesnt leave
dents without the resources to pull Ideas from diffaent subject areas together

Although I sm writing this letter as an individualIhave not circulated this proposal
here in the Beaky I do have detailed kranlage of the BA program from the
perspective of Asscciate Dean Students and Currieuhms The proposal is clearly the
product ofmuch earefirl thought and planning and 1 think these degree programs will
produce students with a good combination of skills and knowledge

001001



Roger Elmes Dean of Social Sciences
Robert Fleming Interim Dean of Humanities

June 7 2004

Re Kwantlen University College Bachelor of Arts Degrees
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At their recent meetings the University College of the Cariboo Arts Program Committee and the
Chairs in the Faculty of Arts reviewed the Kwantlen UC Bachelor of Arts Proposal The Arts
Program Committee reviews all new UCC Arts Program proposals whereas the Chairs
Committee functions as an administrative council for the UCC Division of Arts

Both Faculty of Arts bodies saw the Kwantlen University College Proposal for Arts Degrees as a
well considered approach to implementing new BA Degrees in a constituency in need of such
an initiative The proposals for the majors and minors build on existing strengths and the
General Studies plan follows a course of action that UCC found highly effective in developing
its BA program

Although applied degrees are often presented as altematives to a traditional Bachelor of Arts
Program and such applied degrees certainly have their place within Canadaseducational
culture student and employment demands the need for foundations for post baccalaureate
education and the historic needs for an educated population in our democracy and our
economyall of these factors continue to reflect the need for the flexibility and content of time
honoured Bachelor of Arts programs

The Faculty of Arts at the University College of the Cariboo therefore strongly supports the
content and direction of the Kwantlen University College Program Proposal for BA
Programming as submitted

Sincerely

Henry A Hubert PhD
Dean of Arts

University College of the Cariboo

d
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UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
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JUN 2 4 2011

June 11 2004

1 am writing in strong support ofKwantlen University Collegesproposed new BA
degree programs As outgoing Chair of the Arts Curriculum Committee at UCFV and
current Departrnent Head of English I have closely observed the development and
implementation of our own BA program which positions me to comment with some
direct knowledge of what is involved and what is necessary for success in
implanentation

Kwantlen and UCFV both inhabit rapidly growing regions of the province in which
access to highquality post secondary education is an important community issue UCFV
has grown rapidly in the last decade and one of the prime factors has been the thoughtful
development of the BA program

In 1994 UCFV graduated its first BA students There were 7 graduates This year 170
are graduating Currently there are 1250 continuing students registered in the BA These
figures speak to the high level of demand and the level ofcommunity participation in the
university college BA program 1 am not as well acquainted with the demographics ofthe
lower Fraser Valley as with the upper but 1 do know that UCFV has significantly assisted
in increasing participation rates in post secondary education in the upper Fraser Valley
region

Kwantlensdecision to develop programming in areas of faculty strength is a prudent
one UCFV followed a similar path and it proved highly successful Essential to the
success of the plan was acceptance by the universities in BC and indeed throughout
Canada of the academic qualifications and expertise of faculty The existence of an
experienced faculty with a reasonable proportion of faculty with PhDs is important to
acceptance in the broader academic community and Kwantlensfaculty match well 1
believe the profile needed for academic credibility The programsgreatest asset is its
qualified experienced and dedicated faculty and Kwantlensplan clearly recognizes this
essential foundation

Psychology and Criminology are welldeveloped at UCFV and I think the decision to
begin with these programs is also a good one There is a clear demand in our region for
these programs and we are perhaps similar enough demographically to Kwantlensregion
to warrant the conclusion that the demand will be similarly high Opportunities for
partnering in these particular disciplines are numerous as our universitycollege
partnering relationships between UCFVPsychology and Douglas College and
UCFVCriminology and the RCMP and the Justice Institute of BC attest UCFV is
developing a Social Justice centre that could be a strong prospective partner
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Yours sincerely

Jim Andersen

Department HeadEnglish
Chair Arts Curriculum Committee
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The Double Minor in criminology English history and psychology appears similarly
wellchosen given UCFVsexperience These are the largest departments at our
institution each with approximately 12 fulltime faculty and proportional numbers of
part time and terncontract faculty in each department These areas have grown rapidly
and constantly at UCFV and are likely to be similarly successful at Kwantlen Students
however are likely to lobby for the minors to become majors Our experience suggests
that minors are viable options for some university college students and the development
ofminors provides a solid platform for further development to majors This said it is in
my view unlikely that students will be attracted in sufficient numbers to make minors
alone in disciplines such as English history and psychology viable over the long term
students at UCFV have clearlyexpresrcd a strong preference for majors and my guess is
that this is likely to be the case at Kwantlen too Thus as a strategy for getting the
programs underway a variety of minors is a reasonable approach so long as it is
understood that they are an interim step only students here clearly prefer majors to
minors

The BA in General Studies planned for Kwantlen has a parallel at UCFV in our Bachelor
ofGeneral Studies degree program UCFVsBGS is a new and relatively small program
but there is an ongoing demand in this area too Senior administrators at UCFV have
noted that a BA in General Studies is however an unusual degree which may make
acceptance in the academic community problematic UCFV is currently discussing the
feasibility of changing the name of its own degree at least in part because of the low
recognition afforded a general studies designation So while we support the idea some
thought ought to be given to considering the marketability of this program under such a
designation

My closest direct involvement with Kwantlen is at the departmental level since 1 have
had occasion to work with my colleagues at Kwantlen in the English Studies Committee
at annual provincial articulation meetings as well as in other professional contexts
Kwantlenscontribution to English studies provincially is widely acknowledged and their
faculty highly regarded1can personally attest to the ability and willingness of
KwantlensEnglish department to partner with UCFV and other postsecondary
institutions and 1 am enthusiastic about the prospects of enriching provincial Teaming
resources through partnerships at a departmental as well as an institutional level

These are exciting times to be involved in post secondary education in BC Kwantlens
proposal is a welcome proposed addition to provincial educational programming for the
residents of our region and our province

3
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June 29 2004

Kwaotla University College
1266672Avenue

Surrey BC V3W 2M8

Am Judith McGillivray Via President Learning and Provost

Re Kwantlen University CollegesGeneral Arts Degree Framework Proposal

Dear Judith
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We appreciated t opportamity to meet with you and Bob Brawn last week to discuss the proposal for a
general arts degree framework at Kwanden and the Notiw of Intern for BA General Studies BA
Psychology BA Criminology

The framework appears to bestr sound and MI enable students wishing to change institutions
in or out to presumably obtain good nansfaabiity It mists offairly staadasd general requvanems in
the fast 60 credits of study and has a standard overall audit structure The 50 residency mquiranents
are also fairly standard and we agree with the Iowa rcquiranaa for the General Studies option

As we indicated at the meeting we began our BA and BSc programming with extended minors that
moved to majors minas as quickly as we could beaux students here expsosed that preference
immediately and pcsistemly Of course the main advantage of that approach was to develop departments
at the same time as we developed programs and you may have a similar situation

We are surprised to sec thin your firs two majors are going to be in areas where you already have applied
degrees in place It will be intcrcating to sec how enrolments will be affected The underlying case for
studan demand appear to be strong for the attic Fraser Valley and fimt our aperience a large portion
ofthan want BAs

We are generally supportive of the Notices of Intern I expect that you will be submitting protoads for
other individual majors from the various disciplines in due course and we look forward to collaboration
on those as they are being developed We expect that you will consult with as dosing developmental
stages so that our programming can be complemenury in mature

Sincerely

Wayne Welsh
Vice Presidnn Academic
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

Ms Genni Gunn Chair

Creative Writing Department
Kwantlen University College
Surrey Campus
12666 72n Avenue
Surrey BC V3W 2M8

October 14 2005

Dear Ms Gunn

I very much enjoyed our brief chat last week about Kwantlenscreative writing program
and your plans for various additions and adjustments to your core offerings My
colleagues and 1 at UBCsCreative Writing Program would certainly appreciate being
kept informed of your progress As 1 mentioned we have ourselves been going through a
good deal of soulsearching about where to most effectively apply our resources and one
of the more significant elements in our deliberations has been the increasing range and
excellence of offerings in the undergrad writing programs ofBCsvarious university
colleges chief among them Kwantlen whose students comprise a significant percentage
of both our BFA and MFA applicants Indeed the numbers are such that we have at
various times considered discussing some sort of cooperative arrangement with you and
perhaps Douglas and Malaspina in which we would cede the undergraduate field and
focus more fully on our Graduate Program which has become the primary source of our
own solid reputation Such deliberations are currently on hold for a number of reasons
including the question of what the effect of UBCsexpansion into the Okanagan will be
but you can in any case conclude from such thoughts that we hold Kwantlensprogram
standards and its students performance in the highest regard 1 hope that we will keep in
touch and continue this conversation as your plans and our plans evolve

cejely

Department of Theatre Film and Creative Writing
CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAM
Buch E462 1866 Main Mall
Vancouver BC Canada V6T IZI

Tel 6048220699
Fax 604 8223616

An as Schroeder

Rogers Communications Chair in Creative Nonfiction
Creative Writing UBC



v Douglas College Mailing Address
PO Box 2503

New Westminster BC
V3L 5B2 Canada

November 21 2005

Dear Dr Fleming

Over the last few days I have had the opportunity to read through the Program Proposal
for the BA Minor in Mathematics which has been put forward by the Mathematics
Department at Kwantlen University College I am writing to you on behalf of the
Mathematics Department at Douglas College to offer our support for the implementation
of this program

There is no doubt about the shortage of trained mathematics teachers in our secondary
schools and that as bad as the situation is now it will only get worse unless innovative
new programs are introduced to attract new students to this area of teaching The BA
Minor in Mathematics Program has several attributes which will make it appealing

Relevance The higher level courses in the program will provide a sound
foundation in the branches of mathematics most relevant to secondary school
mathematics

Flexibility Since upper level courses can be taken in almost any order students
will be able to take the courses they are most interested in when they are
offered without creating unnecessary delays in program completion

Transferability Students who wish to complete their PDP at Simon Fraser or
UBC can easily meet the requirements for their respective Education Programs
while earning this credential

The program seems well conceived and it comes at the right time We at Douglas are
pleased to see Kwantlen University College moving to meet the need for excellent
Mathematics teachers and will be happy to recommend this program to our Mathematics
students who are considering teaching as a career

We wish the Mathematics Department much success in this endeavor

Sincerely

e

4404

Susan Oesterle

Mathematics Department Chair
Douglas College

Tel 604 527 5400 New Westminster Campus David tom Campus Coquitlom
wwwdouglasbcca Fax 604 527 5095 Fax 604 777 6269
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SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY FACULTY OF EDUCATION 8888 UNIVERSITY DRIVE BURNABY BC V5A 156
VOICE 6042915643 FAX 604291 3203 EMAIL Iiljedabl@sfuca

Robert Fleming
Acting Vice President Learning and Provost
Kwantlen University College
1266672nd Ave

Surrey BC V3W2M8

November 11 2005

Dear Dr Fleming

PETER G LILJEDAHL PhD

I am writing this letter in support of the proposed Bachelor ofArts Minor in Mathematics that
has been submitted to you My support of this proposal will be organized around its merits as a
form ofpreservice teacher education

As outlined in the program proposal high school mathematics classroom across this province are
populated with teachers with little or no postsecondary education in mathematics A subtle but
alarming consequence of this fact is that a large percentage of new high school teachers will be
teaching at least some mathematics in their first three years of teaching This fact is not lost on
prospective teachers At SFU we have been seeing more and more non mathematics specialists
enrolling in mathematics related pedagogy courses in order to prepare for their inevitable
mathematics teaching assignments

Other prospective teachers see this state of the field not an inescapable trothbut as an
opportunity an opportunity to improve their marketability both for teacher education programs
and school districts Given the present and ongoingshortage of mathematics specialist teachers
in this province any certification in mathematics is considered an asset A minor in mathematics
would provide a very desirable form of certification and would be viewed with high regard both
by teacher preparation programs and potential employers Furthermore the ability of the
mathematics minor to be coupled with other minor programs makes such a program highly
desirable to students

Given the foreseeable ability of the proposed Bachelor of Arts Minor in Mathematics to fill a
niche within the preservice teacher education landscape of this province Istrongly urge you to
view it as a valuable and desirable program to offer at Kwantlen

Sincerely

9

t
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November 14 2005

TEL 604 323 5511

FAX 604 323 5555

wwwlangarabcca

Robert Fleming
Acting Vice President Learning and Provost
Kwantlen University Coliege

1 266672nd Ave

Surrey BC V3W2M8

Dear Sir

40
LANGARA
COLLEGE

1 would like to extend the support of the Langara College Mathematics and Statistics
Department to the degree proposal for a minor in Mathematics at Kwantlen University
College and wish its successful launch in the near future

Our department with 29 faculty members offers over 150 sections of mathematics and
statistics courses to the benefit of nearly 6000 university transfer and diploma programs
students each year 1 also wish to offer the access to our expertise and experience
whenever your institution feels needing the support

Respectfully

Rostam Shahrokh

Chair Mathematics and Statistics

Cc

John Inglis
Chair Mathematics Department
Kwantlen University College



Capilano
College

2055 Purcell Way
North Vancouver

British Columbia

Canada V7J 3115

Tel 604 9861911
Fax 604 9844985

Nov 14 2005

Dr Robert Fleming
Acting Vice President Leaming and Provost
Kwantlen University College
12666 72n Ave
Surrey BC V3W 2M8

Dear Dr Fleming

I was contacted by Dr John Inglis Chair Mathematics Department Kwantlen
University College and asked to write a letter of support for the proposed BA Minor in
Mathematics Program I have carefully reviewed all the documents that Dr Inglis sent
me the Program Proposal and the course outlines for the proposed new third and
fourth year mathematics courses

Let me first say that I think this is a solid proposal put together by the Mathematics
Department comprehensively written and well thought out

In terms of program content the spectrum of courses as listed in the program
proposal is appropriate for the proposed clientele of this program There is a good
selection of upper division courses for the student to choose from Math 3450 History
of Mathematics is an especially important course to include in the program
particularly for a potential mathematics teacher in the secondary system
Understanding the evolution of the mathematics you teach is just as important as
understanding the mathematics itself The required course Math 4350 Senior
Project is an essential part of this minor program It will give the student some insight
into how a mathematician thinks and works

The obvious question to ask is Is this program necessary My answer to this is a
resounding yes The proposed minor program in mathematics is primarily intended
for students who plan on entering a post baccalaureate education program with
mathematics as one of their teachable subjects Besides mathematics enrichment for
students in other programs and the possibility of expanding to a double minor in a
BSc degree the single most important benefit from this proposed minor program in
mathematics will be the enhancement of the quality of mathematics teaching in the
secondary school system in British Columbia It is absolutely appalling to read the
stats on the number of mathematics teachers in the high schools that have little or no
formal training in mathematics This has been a serious problem in the past It is still a
problem today and will continue to be tomorrow until we train enough students in
mathematics to meet the needs of the secondary system It is clear that we need
more students going into the education programs at the universities with mathematics
their declared specialty While it is true that it is difficult to attract students in
mathematics particularly in the science area because of the rigor of the subject
material Arts students with an interest in mathematics is a more receptive group to
target particularly when the focus of the program is mathematics as an expression of
human understanding rather than as a science or aid to science

cont



It is my recommendation that this program be approved and implemented as soon as
possible I would also strongly encourage the implementation of a BA Major in
Mathematics for the Education Program if there is sufficient demand

Yours truly

Isei7791I

Chris Morgan PhD
Coordinator

Mathematics Statistics Department
Capilano College
Tel 6049861911 Local 2449
Email cmorgan@capcollegebcca

c Dr John Inglis
Chair Mathematics Dept
Kwantlen University College



November 3 2005

Dear MrFleming

PBDhc

School District 36 Surrey
SuperintendentsDepartment

14225 56th Avenue Surrey BC V3X 3A3 Tel 604 5967733 Fax 604 5967941

Mr Robert Fleming
Acting Vice President Learning and Provost
Kwantlen University College
1266672nd Avenue

Surrey BC V3W 2M8

On behalf of the Surrey School District 1 am writing you in support of your Mathematics
Departmentsproposal to establish an undergraduate degree with a minor in Mathematics
This is one of the key areas of the curriculum where our district is experiencing severe
difficulties recruiting qualified teachers This is also a provincewide problem which will
become much worse as veteran Mathematics teachers enter retirement The extent of the
shortages is well articulated in the proposal It would be our hope that some of the
graduates of your program might choose to undertake teacher training and help fulfill the
strong demand for teachers of Mathematics

The proposal also makes provision for inservice training for practicing teachers We are
encouraged by this and would look forward to working with Kwantlen University
College to create a program that would be of benefit to teachers and serve the districts
needs

We ask that Kwantlen University College give this proposal serious consideration It is
needed

ely

eter B Drescher

Deputy Superintendent

Cc Mr John Inglis Head of Mathematics
Kwantlen University College

Surrey Schools Keeping Learners at the Centre
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